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Grid/guide for the textbook analysis
Norberto Ribeiro, Pedro D. Ferreira & Isabel Menezes
CIIE, University of Porto







The criteria to select textbooks:
	 Area of Social Sciences (e.g., History, Geography, Social Studies, Civics) and EFL (English as a Foreign Language)
	Most representative tracks of secondary education (ISCED 3) – possible themes: contemporary history, history of the XXth century, relevant topics of ESL such as intercultural awareness …
	Best sellers & innovative in each country for each subject; a minimum of at least 5-6 textbooks/country.
	 In many countries, textbooks are distributed with a workbook or cd-rom that should be included in the analysis, specifically those exercises or activities related to the relevant segments of the textbook.


I – IDENTIFICATION

	Country

ITALY


	Subject

English for technical (business/commerce curricula) school

	Grade

Last year of high school ( in IT it has 5 grades, it would correspond to grade 13)

	Title

IN BUSINESS- Digital Edition-


	Author(s)

Flavia Bentini, Bruce Richardon, Vita Vaugham 


	Authors’ Sex

2 FEMALE 1  MALE


	Authors’ Background (profession and training, if available)




	Year

2014


	Publisher

Pearson Longman


	Edition

Pearson Italia- Milano/Torino

	Nr of Pages

447

	Nr of pages and paragraphs addressing the following themes (not only explicit or literal references, but also those which can be arguably interpreted as related to the themes, e.g., the segment does not refer “active citizenship” but mentions or discusses practices recognized as examples of active citizenship):



Pages of the book
Nr of paragraphs
Nr of exercises
a) Construction of the EU
368
1 (table)
Pag 367(1)
b) EU institutions and functioning
368
370
5
9

Pag.371 (2)
c1) Sense of belonging or identity at national/regional level
0
0
0
c2) Sense of belonging or identity at EU level
369
175- 177
280
EU flag
3
1
1
c3) Sense of belonging or identity at Global level
0
0
0
d) Active citizenship
288
334
372

397
398
2
1
8

2
6


Pag.373 (3)
Pag. 377 (1)
d1)  Democratic –institutional                     citizenship  
(Rights of citizens,  access to 
citizenship, legal citizenship) 


397


398
2 (UK Citizenship test)
6 (Affirmative action)

d2)  Practices of participation

288
334
372
2 (no- global)
1 (civil rights)
8 (UKIP)

e) Youth citizenship 
0
0
0
f) Youth issues (e.g., bullying, unemployment, drugs, sex, careers, youth cultures, …)
390-392
13
Pag. 391 (1)
g) Living and relating with others/ intercultural awareness 
126-135
 142-146

 278-283
286



382
383
384
386
387
388
394-395
396
400
34
24

15
5



6
1(graphic)
8
6
1(graphics)
7
14
5
9



Pag. 143 (2)
Pag 149 n.1

Pag.285 (1)
Pag. 287 (3)
Pag. 289 (1)
Pag. 311 (1)

Pag. 385 (5)


Pag. 389 (2)
4
Pag 397 (1)
Pag. 399 (2)
Pag. 401 (2)
TOTAL
49
183+5 figure
34

	Other comments (e.g., why the textbook was chosen etc.)

 Book for economy


Note: for the following sections please consider only those pages and paragraphs counted in the previous table. 


II – CONTENT

i) Construction of the EU / EU Institutions and functioning/ EU belonging or identity

	Institutions, actors, events, facts and dates mentioned related with EU construction, functioning or belonging


Pag. 368 (all page, n. parag. 5 + 1 table): to explain the Organization of the EU. This page describes the European Parliament, the Council of the European Union, the European Commission, the European Court of Justice, the European Central Bank.
There is also a table about the construction of the EU that shows when the 27 State joined in EU from 1952 (Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Luxenbourg, Netherlands) to 2007 (Romania, Bulgaria).

Pag. 175- 177 (n. parag. 3): to desctibe the curriculum vitae in Europass model. 
If you want to apply for a job any member state of European Union, you can use Europass CV. It is standard document which simplifies the job seeking process both employers and job seekers.

a) Pag. 280 (n. parag. 1): Weakening of the European nation- state.
Since the 19th century the dominant powers in Europe have been national states: the UK, France, Germany, Italy etc. Decisions were made independently by the government in each national capital. However, as the world has became more “globalized” and European nations have declined as world powers, people are questioning the role of the traditional nation- state. Most Europeans now recognize that their nations are relatively small and weak and that they need to unite and work together, in isititutions like the EU, if they are going to deal with the problems facing the world. Meanwhile, inlarger European countries, there has also been pressure on the nation- state from below. Individual regions are trying to take power away from central government and create greater regional autonomy- or even complete independence in some cases.

	Key concepts / ideas


European Istitutions



	Priorities, aims and values that emerge from the text (e.g., solidarity, EU integration, EU identity, human rights, economic growth, democracy, participation, employment…):


(Pag. 369) The image of European flag: the twelve stars in a circle symbolize the ideas of unity, solidarity and harmony among the people of Europe.
 
Pag. 370 (n. parag. 9, all page): Tasks of the EU (frontiers, euros, environment, equal changes, security, freedom and peace, jobs.) 
The EU aims are to establish peace, prosperity and freedom for its 495 million citizens and to create a fairer, safer world. 



	Representative paragraphs diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English):

See above



ii) Active Citizenship / Youth Citizenship / Youth Issues

	In how many paragraphs is the concept of Active Citizenship present:

	EU level (…)
	national level (UK level, n. paragr. 11)
	local level (....)
	other regions (beyond EU) 
	In general (not related to geographical area) (n. paragr. 8)



18.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):
pag. 334 (n. Parag. 1): civil rights in USA.
The 1950s and 1960s was a period of enormous economic growth and expanding wealth in tne USA. It was also a time of great social agitation. African- Americans still suffered from discrimitation, especially in the south, where there was racial segregation in schools and universities. A civil rights moviment, led by Martin Luther King, changed public opinion. President Kennedy tired to introduce civil rights legislation and, when he was assassinated in November 1963, his successor President Lynton B. Johnson signed the historic Civil Rights Act in 1964 making all forms of racial discrimination illegal. But many blacks remained dissatisfied and there were race riots in big cities, especially after King was assassinated in 1968.  

 b) Pag. 372 (all page, n. parag. 8): movements Anti- UE (There is the “UKIP” Indipendence Party).
The UKIP believe in democratic Britain, not autocratic rule form Brussels. The only way to achieve this is for Britain to leave the EU. 
The UK uses the pound, because if the Britain joins the euro, our interest rales will be set to suit conditions in the EU, not in Britain.
An independent Britain, outside the EU, will be more prosperous about financial, deregulation, farming and fishing economy.

b) pag. 397 (n. parag. 2) UK citizenship test.
A foreingher who has lived in the UK for at least five years can apply to became a British  citizen. Until recently it was onlu necessary to pass an English language test but the government has now introduced an additional citizenship test. The idea is to help people integrate and share in British values and traditions. New citizens should understand that the UK is a multinational state and a multicultural society, made up of a variety of cultures and identities. Becaming British does not mean that people must fit into a common culture and lose their original identities. However, all communities should also share a common British identity and not lead separate lives. 
‘Life in UK’, a book written to help prepare for the test, includes the following sections. 
‘A changing society’: on migration to Britain, the changing role of women and children, family and young people. 
A.: on poplutation, religion, regions of the UK and customs and traditions.
B.: an outline of British history up to the present day.
C.: on the British constitution, formal institutions, devolution and Europe.
D.: on looking for work, equal rights, self- employment and children at work.
E.: on human rights, the rights and duties of a citizen, marriage and divorce, children, cosumenr protation, the courts and legal aid and advice.
F.: on housing, health, money and credit, education, leisure, travel and transport and identity documents.

e) Pag. 288 (n. parag. 2): Free Trade and Anti- Free Trade with No-Global movement.
Several thousand demostrators have marched on the headquarters og the WTO (World Trade Organization) in the Swiss city of Geneva in protest at its free trade politicies. The protest was organised by the Global People’s Action Group. Farmers’ groups from Asia, Latin America and Europe joined environmentalists and the unemployed to call for an end to globalisation. The protestors accused the WTO of promoting a policy of oppression, and claimed that free trade was threatening the way of life of pople all over the world. 

e) Pag. 398 (all page, n. parag. 6) at introduction of this page we read: “Affirmative Action” means giving preferential treatment to certain groups of people, especially ethnic minorities, to help them to improve their position in society and compensate for past discrimination. It is used in the USA, for example, to give jobs and university places to African- Americans.



	In how many paragraphs is the concept of Youth Active Citizenship present:

	EU level (....)
	national level (....)
	local level (....)
	other regions (beyond EU) (…)
	In general (not related to geographical area) 



19.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):

NOTHING



	In how many paragraphs are Youth Issues (e.g., bullying, unemployment, drugs, sex, careers, youth cultures, …) present:

	EU level (....)
	national level (..n. paragr.13, in UK and USA) 
	local level (…)
	other regions (beyond EU) (…)
	In general (not related to geographical area) 


20.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):

 Pag. 390- 392 (n. parag. 13): the educational system in UK and USA.
In UK education is compulsory between the ages of five and 16 (Year 1-11). Schools are administered by local governments, under the control of the Department of Education. There are some regional differences (e.g. in Scotland). In the USA education in compulsory between about the ages of six and 16 (grade 1-10). However responsibility is with the states, not central government, and so there are many variations.

UK
USA
Pre- school
Nursery school (age 3- 4)
Nursery school (age 3- 4)
Kindergarten (age 5)
Primary
Primary school (age 5-11; Year 1-6)
Elementary school (age 6-12; Grade 1-6)
Secondary
Secondary school (age 11- 16; Year 7-11)
Sixth form (age 16- 18; Year 12- 13)
Junior High School (age 12-15; Grade 7-9)
Senior high School (age 15-18; Grade 10-12)
Others paragraphs (secondary school, subjects, examinations, private schools, further education, universities) explains in details the various school levels, the National Curriculum and the valuations.




	In how many paragraphs are Views of Citizenship in which Gender appears as a relevant category (e.g., gender equality, abortion rights, domestic division of labour, etc.) present:

	EU level (....)
	national level (....)
	local level (....)
	other regions (beyond EU) (…)
	In general (not related to geographical area) 


21.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):

NOTHING




	Definitions of ‘Active Citizenship’ according Ekman & Amnå’s typology of ‘Political Participation and Civic Engagement’ (2012, p. 295) [you can choose () more than one option]

Non-participation (disengagement) – it includes Active forms (antipolitical) and Passive forms (apolitical), at individual and collective levels (e.g., Avoid talking about politics; Perceiving politics as disgusting; acts of non-political violence (riots), reflecting frustration, alienation or social exclusion; Perceiving politics as uninteresting and unimportant; Political passivity 
Civil participation (latent-political) – it includes Social involvement (attention) and Civic engagement (action), at individual and collective levels (e.g., Taking interest in politics and society; Perceiving politics as important; Identifying with a certain ideology and/or party; Writing to an editor; Activity within community based organization) 
Political participation (manifest) – it includes formal political participation and legal or illegal extra-parliamentary political participation, at individual and collective levels (e.g., Voting in elections and referenda; Being a member of a political party, an organization, or a trade union; Boycotting and political consumption; Demonstrating, participating in strikes, protests; Civil disobedience actions). 
Other  (Please specify)






22.1 Representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English) for each one of the definitions selected above:
a) Non-participation


b) Civil participation


c) Political participation
pag. 334 (n. Parag. 1): civil rights in USA.
The 1950s and 1960s was a period of enormous economic growth and expanding wealth in tne USA. It was also a time of great social agitation. African- Americans still suffered from discrimitation, especially in the south, where there was racial segregation in schools and universities. A civil rights moviment, led by Martin Luther King, changed public opinion. President Kennedy tired to introduce civil rights legislation and, when he was assassinated in November 1963, his successor President Lynton B. Johnson signed the historic Civil Rights Act in 1964 making all forms of racial discrimination illegal. But many blacks remained dissatisfied and there were race riots in big cities, especially after King was assassinated in 1968.  

Pag. 368-372 (n. paragr. 22): EU istitutions, EU values and different point of view about union (Indipendence party in UK)
[See above and below for exemple.]

pag. 372 (n. Parag. 8): Anti-UE. But, in specific, we can some quote paragraphs of example.
« The UKIP (UK Indipendence Party) believes in British democracy, not autocratic rule from Brussels. The only way to achieve this is for britain to leave the EU. 
An independent Britain, outside the EU, will be more prosperous.
	World trade and investment. Britain’s trade with EU countries does not depend on EU membership. Our trade with them will continue because we are one of their biggest customers. Britain will also be able to trade more with non- EU countries, like the USA and Commonwealth nations. A world. Trading Britain free from EU restrictions will be an even greater attraction for foreign investment.
	The financial benefit. We will stop giving £11 billion per year to the EU budget, and we will gain at least a further £11 billion per year from deregulation and a healthier economy. This extra money could be spent on things we really need: pensions, agriculture, improved public services, etc.
	Deregulation. We can abolish thousands of EU directives which interfere with our lives and our businesses. We need to restore incentives for employment and enterprise by removing useless regulations.
	Farming and fishing. We will finally get rid of the Common Agricultural policy, and be free to have policies for farming that suit Britain, not our EU ‘partners’. And we can re-establish control of our fishing grounds and allow our ruined fishing industry to recover.

It is now clear that the objective of the EU is for complete political union with all the main government functions taken over by the bureaucratic institutions of the Brussels. UKIP believes that this is bad for Britain’s economy and an alien system of government unacceptable to the British people. We want to have agreements on trade and cooperation with other European nations, not political union.»

pag. 288 (n. Parag. 2): Free Trade e Anti-Free Trade (see above in “Active citizenship”)


d) Other





	Quality of the argument/narrative about Active Citizenship (you can choose () more than one option):

	Informative (example in above sections)
	Reflexive / Interpretative  (example in above sections)
	Other  (Please specify)___________________________________


 
	Level of complexity of the argument/narrative about Active Citizenship according the following typology:

	LEVEL 1. Simple identification of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc.
	LEVEL 2. Level 1 PLUS an analysis of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc.
	LEVEL 3. Levels 1 and 2 PLUS some articulation/confrontation between different/ non-consensual perspectives.


Please mention the level of complexity, followed by representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English), for each one of the following options selected in the previous point (24.):

a) Informative
level 1 : Pag. 368- 372 (n. parag.26): The organization of EU

b) Reflexive / Interpretative
level 2
pag.280 (n. parag. 1): weakening of the European nation state 

pag.288 (n. parag. 1): Anti- Free Trede (“No Global” protests)




c) Other




	Is there any connection with the daily life of young people? Please mark the circle ().

Yes  No 
If yes, please give examples …







iii) Living and relating with others / intercultural awareness

	What kind of issues are addressed (you can choose () more than one option):

	Citizenship status 
	Gender 
	Ethnicity 
	Age 
	Other  (Please specify) global change, migration, globalisation, economy, technological advance, crisis, mass media, free trade, welfare state



26.1 Representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English) for each one of the issues selected above
a) Citizenship Status
pag. 394- 395 (n. parag. 14): immigration and illegal immigration.
Building a well around the USA. Illegal immigration is a serious concern for the USA, linked to crime and drugs trafficking as well as many social problems. There are about twelve million illegals in the country and each year up to a million more arrive, mostly across the border with Mexico. The Mexican border is 2.000 miles long and very difficult to control. Some US citizens are so concerned that they have formed volunteer groups to patrol it.  Only about 100 miles of the border, in areas near the big cities, has a protective fence. However the government now plans to build a 700- mile fence and drastically increase security using National Guard soldiers. Not everybody agrees that this is the best way to deal with the problem. The Mexican government strongly objects to the idea. Many Hispanics in the USA and pro- immigrant groups argue that it is wrong to treat illegal immigrants as criminals. They are people escaping from poverty, who are desperately looking for work and make an important contribution to the economy. They work hard for low wages and many employers are happy to give them jobs. Agriculture, in particular, is heavily dependent on their labour.  There are division within both Republican and Democratic parties over what to do. On the one hand people demand secure borders, deportation of illegals and harder penalties for businesses which employ them. On the other hand everybody knows that the country benefits from their work and that it is impossible, as well as inhumane, to find and deport over twelve million people. Some of them have lived in the USA for many years and have families there. Some politicians say that there should be an amnesty for illegal immigrations who are not guilty of crimes and a system for allowing them to became American citizens. Others argue that this illegal encourages future illegal immigration. 
Immigration- for and against. Page 395 shows eight boxes with various opinions on the theme of immigration, in favor and against. Here are two examples. 
The views of Jason: “Immigrants come here to work and they’re doing vital jobs that British people don’t want to do. How could hospitals and public transport survive without using immigrant labour?”
Denise’ opinion: “Why should immigrants come here and take advantage of our social services, especially when they’ve got big families? They get houses and schools but they didn’t pay for them. British people should have priority.”



b) Gender





c) Ethnicity
 pag. 382 (n. parag. 6): Population.
The UK population. The population of the UK, about 60 million, has grown by nearly eight percent since 1970, and growth has been faster in more recent years, especially in London and the South- East. However, the North- East and North- West of England have seen a decline. […] there are more people over 60 than children under 16. There is also a record number of people aged 85 and over. The UK population is ethnically diverse and changing rapidly, especially in large cities such as London. People of Indian, Pakistani, Chinese, Black Caribbean, Black African, Bangladeshi and mixed ethnic descent make up eight percent of the UK population. […] Large numbers have also arrived since 2004 from the new East European states of the European Union. Ethnic minority groups live mainly in England, where they make up nine percent of the population. They represent only one. Two percent in Scotland, Wales and Northern Irland. 45% of all ethnic minority people now live in the London area, where they will soon from over one third of the population. Other areas of England with large ethnic minority populations are the West midlands, the South East, the North West and Yorkshire. 
At graphic White (European origin) 92%
Black (Caribbean, African etc.) 2%
South Asian (Indian, Pakistani etc.) 4%
Chinese and other non- white origins 0.8%
Mixed 1.2%
The USA reaches a population milestone. There are now over 300 million Americans and this will go up by one third (to 400 million) by about 2050. The population statistics show how both ethnic composition and lifestyle are changing rapidly. The first great change concerns where Americans live. The demographic centre of gravity is moving away from the birthplace of America, in the North- East, to the South and West. […] In the past 100 years the proportion of Americans living in cities and suburbs has doubled to 80%. A second great change in affecting ethnic composition, mainly as a result of immigration. In 1970 five percent of the American people were new immigrants. Today the figure is over twelve percent and rising. […]
At graphic White (European origin) 70%
Black 12%
Hispanic 13%
Asian 4%
Native American 1%
 
Pag. 383 (1) there is a Graphic of Italian population ethnic origin: 
 Ethnic Italian 95%
Other European (Romanian, Albanian) 2.6%
Asian (Chinese, Philippine) 0.8%
North African 0.8%
Black African 0.4%
South American 0.4%
Exercise: look at the statistics about Italian population and refer back to the information about the UK population on the previous page. Write a paragraph comparing the effects of immigration on the population of Britain and of Italy.

pag. 396 (n. parag. 5): Multicultural Britain- is it working?
Doubts about multiculturalism. Britain has traditionally had a relaxed attitude about integrating immigrants. There is not pressure to adopt a British lifestyle. Immigrant communities are free to live together, speak their language, practise their religion, eat their food and, often, wear their traditional clothers. […] Recently, however, there have been questions about multiculturalism and fear that British society is in danger of breaking up into fragments. The terrorist atrocity on the London underground in July 2005 was particularly disturbing. People were shocked that the four suicide bombers, mainly from Pakistan families, had been born in Britain, attended local schools and spoke with Yorkshire accents. Why are there young people growing up in Britain who hate their own country?
Learning form America. The USA seems to do a better job of integration. Although new immigrants there also stay together in communities, it is easier for them to feel part of their new society because almost all Americans are descended from immigrants. There is also more pressure to became American. Americans are more obviously patriotic and proud of their country then British. […] some people in Britain think that there are lessons to learn from the American experience. It is important to redefine the meaning of “British” to include people from many different backgrounds. […] 


d) Age


e) Other
Pag. 126-135 (n. parag. 34): Fair Trade, microfinance, ethical banking (ethical politicies with some issues like human rights, arms trade, third world debt) and ethical investment.
Some examples:
What is Faire Trade? Faire trade, which was originally called “Alternative Trade”, is a term given to a particular sort of trade with disadvantaged producers in less developed countries, largely in southern hemisphere (“the South”). The internationally agree definition as state by FINE, is a follows: Faire Trade is a trading partnership, based on dialogue, transparency, and respect that seeks great equality in international trade. It contributes to sustainable development by offering better trading conditions to, and securing the rights of, marginalized producers and workers- especially in the South. […]
How did Faire Trade start? Faire Trade history can be traced back to the last 19th century co-operative movement in Europe. It is also link to development of trading by the international solidarity movement in the USA (as far back as the 1940s) and in Europe, particularly in the Netherland and UK in the 1950s and 1960s. They traded with economically disadvantaged counties, often ex-colonies, in the instance South and Central America, East and Southern Africa, and Asia.
Ethical bank. […] What makes ethical bank, also called social, alternative or sustainable bank, different form traditional bank, is their attitude toward ethical investment. They believe that banks can have a significant impact on society, and the environment- both locally and globally. They also believe that bank could lead by example and encourage responsible behavior from the companies they might finance. 

Pag. 142- 146 (n. parag. 24): Globalisation and economic consequences. 
There is 2 exercises with audio for explain the advantages and disadvantages of globalization (pag. 143).
Some examples from the text:
What is globalisation? Globalisation is a process of interaction and integration among the people, companies and government of different nations. This process, which is driven by international trade and investment and aide by information technology, has had profound effects on societies around the world. […] The current phase of globalisation has been determined by policies that have opened up economies domestically and internationally. Since the Second World War many governments have adopted free- market economic systems, creating new opportunities for international trade and investment. Governments have also reduced barriers to commerce and established international agreements to promote trade in goods, services and investment.  

Pag. 278- 283 (n. parag. 15): our changing world (migrant and travel, technological advance, globalisation, rise of new powers, weakening of the european nation- state, crisis of religion and the family, the population time bomb, ecological concerns, climate change, terrorism and security).
Some examples:
The world is changing faster than it has ever done before. A series of highly significant development is affecting the lives of everybody on the planet and their influence will almost certainly grow even greater in the years to come.
Technological advance. Technological development- above all information technology, computers and the internet- are continually changing the way we live. Their influence has spread into almost every area of our lives: work, education, communications, entertainment and shopping.
Rise of new powers. After of disappearance of the Soviet Union in the 1990s there was only one superpower in the world, the United States. Western capitalism seemed to be triumphant. The leading economic powers were the G7 countries (USA, Canada, Japan, Germany, France, Italy, and Britain). They could meet and decide together the future of the world. Now just a few years later, the situation is much more complex. A number of Asia counties, especially the two giants China and India, have experienced much faster economic growth then the west. Brazil and Russia (which now forms part of the G8 group) have also grown in economic power. If present trends continue the west, and the Europe in particular, will experience a decline in status and the balance of power will move increasingly to the east. 
Climate change. Our factories, farms, homes and cars are producing ever- grater quantities of “greenhouses gases”. These collect in the earth’s atmosphere and form a barrier, like the glass walls in a greenhouse preventing eat from escaping. According to the most scientists, the result is that the earth is gradually becaming wormer, polar ice is melting and the climate changing in various regions. […]
Terrorism and security. Terrorism movements have operated in Europe and many other part of the world for a long time, but the 2001 attack of the Twin Towers in New York was a particularly shocking event. The subsequent “war against terrorism” has led to introduction of new police powers in many countries, especially the USA and the Britain. […]

Pag. 286 (n. parag. 5): how globalization is changing the world.
[…III parag.] Over the last 20 years this process of globalization (the world developing into a single global village) has accelerated. Transportation has become cheaper and faster with the expansion of air travel and the use the giant container ships. Communication have been revolutionised thought mobile phone, computers and the internet. […]

Pag. 384 (n. parag. 8): Welfare State in UK and USA.
After World War II, the Labour government in Britain created a welfare state. The idea was that the state should be responsible for looking after people by providing education and healthcare and helping people in special need. Most British people still support the welfare state although it is criticized for being expensive and encouraging people to became dependent. The USA does not have welfare state, people take responsibility from themselves through private insurances. 

Pag. 386 (n. parag. 6): Religions. 
Religion in UK. Churchgoing in more common in Scotland, Wales and North Ireland. The biggest church is the Church of England (the Anglican Church), which has the Queen as its head and the Archbishop of Canterbury as its spiritual leader. […]it is official religion in England but, in practice, it now has little influence on national life. 
At graphic Protestants 60%
Catholics 10%
Muslims 3.5%
Jews 0.5%
Other 3%
No religon 23%  
Religion in USA. The USA has no official state religion because the constitution strictly separates Church and State. Prayers and religious symbols are not allowed in state institutions. However, the USA is an intensely religious society. […] The largest Protestant churches are the Baptists, Presbyterians, Lutherans and Methodists all originally form Europe. Catholic are mainly to descendants of Irish, Italian and Polish immigrants, but their number is growing because of immigration from Latin American. […]
At graphic Protestants 55%
Catholics 25%
Jews 2%
Muslims 1%
Other 7%
No religons 10%

At pag 387, there is an exercise with a graphic of Italian religions and a chart for UK/USA:
Look at the statistics below and refer back to the pie charts for the UK and USA. Write some sentences comparing religious belief in the three countries. 

Pag. 388 (n. parag. 7): Mass Media.
UK media. Newspapers have an important influence on national life. The serious paper (quality press: the Times, the Guardian etc.) contain long reports of national and foreign news. The popular piper (the tabloid press: the Daily Mirror, The Sun etc.) focus more on domestic news, gossip, sport and TV. […] The BBC (British broadcasting Corporation) operates both TV and radio stations. It receives money form TV license fees and does not have advertising. Its two main National TV channels are BBC 1 and BBC 2. 
USA media. There are more than 1500 newspapers in USA. The only national newspaper are the very serious Wall Street Journal and the more popular USA today. Other important newspapers are based in one of the big cities (New York Times, Washington Post etc.) with both local news and national and international news. The USA has over 1500 TV stations. There is not state television or TV license. Most TV channels are free local commercial stations linked to one of the big TV networks: ABC, CBS, NBC and FOX. […]
The Internet. The Internet, used for entertainment, communications and business is growing in importance and affecting other media. People are spending less time watching TV. With broadband, TV and radio are now available through the Net.[…] 

 Pag. 400 (n. parag. 9): survey exposes unequal Britain and class in Britain.  
Survey exposes unequal Britain. A new survey relevel that, over the past decade, Britain has experienced a growing polarization of society. The survey, conducted by the market research company CACI, shows that the gap between rich and poor is growing wider. The percentage of people classed as wealthy has gone up but so has the percentage of the two poorest categories in society. […]
Class in Britain. Wealthy: 25%, Urban prosperous: 11%, comfortable: 27%, moderate income: 15%, poor: 22%.

	Quality of the argument/narrative about ‘Living and relating with others / intercultural awareness’ (you can choose () more than one option):

	Informative 
	Reflexive / Interpretative 
	Other  (Please specify)____________________________________



	Level of complexity of the argument/narrative about ‘Living and relating with others / intercultural awareness’ according the following typology:

	LEVEL 1. Simple identification of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc. 
	LEVEL 2. Level 1 PLUS an analysis of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc. 
	LEVEL 3. Levels 1 and 2 PLUS some articulation/confrontation between different/ non-consensual perspectives. 


Please mention the level of complexity, followed by representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English), for each one of the following options selected in previous point (27.):





a) Informative
pag.382-387 e 394-400 (n. parag. 18): population, welfare state, religions, immigration.
Pag. 388 (paragr.3): mass media and internet, the best newspapers and channels in UK and USA.
See above for examples.


b) Reflexive / Interpretative


c) Other






	Is there any connection with the daily life of young people? Please mark the circle ().

Yes  No 
If yes, please give examples …







III – DIDACTICS
NOTE: Even if our main focus is the sections analysed above, this analysis should consider other sections as long as they include relevant learning experiences.

	Type of supporting documents / elements included (you can choose () more than one option):

	Written 
	Iconographic 
	Maps 
	Graphics / Tables / Charts 
	Other  (Please specify)_________________________________


30.1 Representative supporting documents / elements selected above:
a) Written
 pag. 286, 288, 289, 370, 372 394, 400
for example page 372 (see above for text) talks about the UK indipendence party that wants Britain outside the Europe. This topic is taken from www.politicworld. co.uk.




b) Iconographic
Didactic units are supported with photo, pictures and logos that report places and events discussed/illustrated. Some topics use the image of desktop computer (p.372) to remind that information can be found/have been collected on the web (links are provided) 

Es. pag. 368-369 (example below), 372
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c) Maps





d) Graphics / Tables / Charts
Tables and graphics found both within part concerning the explanation of matters, both between exercises, including small boxes that traslate some terms (glossary)
es. Pag. 368-369 (see above), 382 (example below)
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e) Other



	Classification of written documents (you can choose () more than one option):

	Historical (transcripts or photos of documents such as constitutions or treaties) 
	Authored (transcripts of other authors such as philosophers, politicians, or novelists) 
	Didactic (by the authors of the textbook to explain and/or contextualize, etc.) 


31.1 Representative excerpts of the written documents selected above:
a) Historical









b) Authored
Some sections called “Topics” offer advanced topics through text adapted from authoritative sources traceable with internet. (pag. 286, 288, 289, 370, 372, 394, 400)
below pag. 372
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c) Didactic




	Suggested resources for teaching-learning process (you can choose () more than one option):

	Diary 
	Blackboard or similar 
	Audiovisual materials 
	Internet 
	Workbook or similar 
	Other  (Please specify)___DVD- Activebook_



32.1 Examples of the suggested resources for teaching-learning selected above:
a) Diary





b) Blackboard or similar





c) Audiovisual materials





d) Internet





e) Workbook or similar





f) Other
The DVD contains additional exercises about every part of book. There is also a digital version of the textbook on which to carry out exercises and to save a file on your pc. In the third part you can listen to audio related to some of the text or other additional exercises available in digital format.
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	Types of learning experiences (you can choose () more than one option):

	Oral or written analysis of documents 
	Debates 
	Study visits 
	Research activities, field work 
	Argumentative text writing 
	Written summaries 
	Games 
	Watching movies or listening to music 
	Dramatization or role-playing 
	Other  (Please specify)__ DVD- Activebook_+ final exam_



33.1 Examples of the types of learning experiences selected above:

a) Oral or written analysis of documents
Exsercices: pag. 287 n 1, 3. 
Pag. 289 n. 4. 
Pag.371 n. 1 (example below)
Pag. 385 n. 1, 2, 3, 4
Pag. 389 n. 4, 5.
Pag. 394- 395 n. 2,3,4 (example below)
Pag.399 n. 1, 5.
Pag. 401 n. 4
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b) Debates





c) Study visits





d) Research activities, field work





e) Argumentative text writing





f) Written summaries
some exercises ask you to do a summary of what was read:
pag. 371 n. 4(example below) Pag. 373 n. 3
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g) Games





h) Watching movies or listening music





i) Dramatization or role-playing





j) Other
The DVD contains additional exercises about every part of book. There is also a digital version of the textbook on which to carry out exercises and to save a file on your pc. In the third part you can listen to audio related to some of the text or other additional exercises available in digital format.
There are section on the book for final exam (for school leaving certificate) see below for example page 378
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	Quality of learning experiences (you can choose () more than one option):

	Rote learning [memorization based on repetition] 
	Promotes pedagogical differentiation [considers the pupils’ diversity and heterogeneity] 
	Promotes autonomy 
	Presents different views 
	Values students’ expression of their personal opinion 
	Provides a summary or synthesis scheme of the content presented 
	Encourage students to learn more 
	Presents formative evaluation form 
	Presents (searchable) bibliography/Websites 
	Encourages fieldwork 
	Other relevant aspects  (Please specify)_______________________



34.1 Examples of the learning experiences selected above:
a) Rote learning [memorization based on repetition]





b) Promotes pedagogical differentiation [pupils’ diversity and heterogeneity]






c) Promotes autonomy
The autonomy is promoted through exercises related to audio files and digital version of the book (DVD), so that the student can edit and save your work on your pc. Also there are exercises in which in asked to carry out activities with the class (pag. 373 n. 5, example below) belonging to “develop your competences”

This text present different views about the UE: the UKIP wants leave UE
e)Values students’ expression of their personal opinion
c)Promotes autonomy
g)encourage students to learn more
f)Provides a summary
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d) Presents different views
pag. 288: Anti-Free Trade (No Global)
pag. 372: Anti- EU (example above)
pag. 394-395 e 398: Immigration


e) Values students’ expression of their personal opinion
pag. 285, 287, 289, 311, 363, 367, 371, 373 (example above), 377, 385, 391, 395 
397, 401 section “say what you think” 




f) Provides a summary or synthesis scheme of the content presented
a summary is required of what the text says 
pag. 373 n. 3 (Example above)




g) Encourage students to learn more
exercises“develop your competence”
Pag. 369 n. 6
pag. 373 n. 5 (example above)
pag. 149 n. 5 (example below)
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h) Presents formative evaluation form





i) Presents (searchable) bibliography/websites
Topics section presents arguments referring authoritative sources with its originating web site. So we can chack the document and seek further study.
Example pag, 372 www.politicsworld.co.uk file_24.png
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j) Encourages fieldwork





k) Other relevant aspects








IV– OVERVIEW OF THE QUALITY

	On a 5-point Likert type scale, ranging from 1 ‘Totally Disagree’ to 5 ‘Totally Agree’, please mark the circle () that best reflects your opinion:



In my opinion, this textbook:
Totally Disagree


Totally Agree

1

2
3
4
5

1. Promotes knowledge about the construction of the EU.





2. Promotes knowledge about the EU institutions and functioning.





3. Promotes students’ sense of belonging/identity regarding the EU.





4. Promotes students’ intercultural awareness.





5. Promotes cultural diversity.





6. Promotes respect and acceptance of minority (racial/ethnic/religious) groups. 





7. Promotes a critical analysis of stereotypes. 





8. Promotes a critical analysis of students’ own values and attitudes.





9. Assumes a vision of youth as problem.





10. Promotes students’ autonomy.





11. Promotes students’ participation.





12. Promotes opportunities for the exploration of students’ own opinions and ideas.





13. Promotes opportunities for critical and reflective awareness by the students.





14. Promotes EU active citizenship.





15. Promotes youth active citizenship.





16. Engages with contemporary youth issues.









	To what extent the citizenship discourses presented in this textbook correspond with the “Active Citizenship” definitions proposed by Banaji & Mejias (2016)? On a 5-point Likert type scale, ranging from 1 ‘Not at All’ to 5 ‘Completely’, please mark the circle () that best reflects your opinion:



In my opinion, this textbook presents discourses corresponding to a...
Not at All


Completely

1

2
3
4
5

1. Conservative definition of Active Citizenship: e.g., information seeking, volunteering, voting, trust.





2. Non-normative definition of Active Citizenship: “emphasis on sustained rather than intermittent action – could include far right activity, terrorism, etc. This definition is hotly contested by those normative theorists who wish to hang onto the idea of ‘democratic’ participation as key to Active Citizenship”.





3. Simple Normative definition of Active Citizenship: Informed and either intermittent or sustained contribution by citizens of particular states, “which relies more on the administrative literature on participation [...] excludes those who contribute to civic life but are not legal citizens, as well as those who contribute to social and political life but not based on being ‘informed’”.





4. Inclusive Critical definition of Active Citizenship: “Informed and either intermittent or sustained action by any member or members of a population, whether they hold legal citizen status or not, in selecting, questioning, voting for or against, and holding to account those individuals and bodies who make laws and govern”.





5. Inclusive Normative definition of Active Citizenship: “Any form of intermittent or sustained engagement, debate, and/or collective or individual action taken by any member or members of the globe, region, locality or nation [...] oriented towards the upholding and increasing the quality of human rights, fairness, dignity, equality and democratic governance [...] This one does not suggest that being informed is key to ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP. However, it does hold notions of rights, equality and dignity to be at the heart of Citizenship and as such far right activism of any kind would not fall in this definition. Since it is inclusive, it leaves room for dissident, critical and questioning citizenship, but does not mandate that these are necessary characteristics of ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP. Legality or illegality is irrelevant to this definition”





















6. Exclusive Normative definition of Active Citizenship: “Any form of CRITICAL, QUESTIONING, or DISSIDENT engagement, debate, and/or collective or individual action taken by any member or members of the globe, region, locality or nation [...] based on the idea that ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP is always in contest with forms of PASSIVE, POLITE or DUTIFUL CITIZENSHIP which might serve existing powerful interests, and are often in support of unjust practices and unjust laws. This definition is different from ACTIVISM because it excludes those who act in favour of majoritarian or authoritarian and exclusivist ends”.








WP6
Grid/guide for the textbook analysis
Norberto Ribeiro, Pedro D. Ferreira & Isabel Menezes
CIIE, University of Porto







The criteria to select textbooks:
	 Area of Social Sciences (e.g., History, Geography, Social Studies, Civics) and EFL (English as a Foreign Language)

Most representative tracks of secondary education (ISCED 3) – possible themes: contemporary history, history of the XXth century, relevant topics of ESL such as intercultural awareness …
	Best sellers & innovative in each country for each subject; a minimum of at least 5-6 textbooks/country.
 In many countries, textbooks are distributed with a workbook or cd-rom that should be included in the analysis, specifically those exercises or activities related to the relevant segments of the textbook.

I – IDENTIFICATION

	Country

	
Italy

	Subject


English literature

	Grade


Last year of high school ( in IT it has 5 grades, it would correspond to grade 13)

	Title


PERFORMER, CULTURE & LITERATURE 3

	Author(s)


Marina Spiazzi, Marina Tavella, Margaret Lyton

	Authors’ Sex


Female

	Authors’ Background (profession and training, if available)

https://it.linkedin.com/in/marina-spiazzi-b1a1aa32

http://www.mondadoristore.it/libri/Marina-Tavella/aut00076184/

http://www.amazon.it/Libri-Margaret-Layton/s?ie=UTF8&page=1&rh=n%3A411663031%2Cp_27%3AMargaret%20Layton



	Year


2013

	Publisher


ZANICHELLI Editore, Bologna

	Edition



	Nr of Pages

626 (last 17 pages contain a vocabulary and example for final exam)

	Nr of pages and paragraphs addressing the following themes (not only explicit or literal references, but also those which can be arguably interpreted as related to the themes, e.g., the segment does not refer “active citizenship” but mentions or discusses practices recognized as examples of active citizenship):



Pages 
of the book
Nr of paragraphs
Nr of exercises
a) Construction of the EU (i.e., mainly in the historic perspective)
404
551
1 
1
2
4
b) EU institutions and functioning



c1) Sense of belonging or identity at national/regional level



c2) Sense of belonging or identity at EU level



c3) Sense of belonging or identity at Global level



d) Active citizenship
405
406-407

485
525



550
552-553
566-567
568- 569
576
595-596
1
6

1(red scare)
5(timeline + short description for each date)
5
1
2 + timeline
7 
5
6 


7
Pag.416 n. 1
484 (nr.1)




2
5
3
4
2+ p. 597(7)


d1)  Democratic –institutional                     citizenship  
(Rights of citizens,  access to 
citizenship, legal citizenship) 

550
1 (Abortion Act, Divorce Act, Sexual offences Act, NHS)

d2)  Practices of participation

405
406-407
485
525



550
552-553
566-567
568- 569
576
595-596

1
6
1 (red scare)
5(timeline + short description for each date)
4
1
2 + timeline
7
5
6 


e) Youth citizenship 
555
570
604
4 
1
2
P.554 (13)
2+p.571 (1)
4
f) Youth issues (e.g., bullying, unemployment, drugs, sex, careers, youth cultures, …)
X-XVI
556
562
582
38
2
4
1
Pag.XII (8)
6
2
2
g) Living and relating with others/ intercultural awareness 
422
508
514-515


522
550
552
594
601-602
605- 607
1
1
5


2
1
1
6 
5 
17
3
4
5
Pag.518-519 n.1-10
5
2
1
2
6
5
TOTAL
42
139
119

	Other comments (e.g., why the textbook was chosen etc.)

All text or all pages means that the paragraphs cover all the page/pages
The book begins each unit with historical events proceeding by questions, in order to define the period for the highlights. It is a literature book and presents the most important English and American authors with some comparisons with Italian authors. 
There are references to theatre, cinema and music. 
There aren’t clear references to Europe. 
All pages considered are visible in the specially created folders of images, divided by themes, even for what concerns the part of “didactics”.

NOTE: for each session you see pictures of the textbook as an example of the considered parts (folder called “images”) 




Note: for the following sections please consider only those pages and paragraphs counted in the previous table. 





II – CONTENT

i) Construction of the EU / EU Institutions and functioning/ EU belonging or identity

	Institutions, actors, events, facts and dates mentioned related with EU construction, functioning or belonging

Pag. 404 (n. parag.1) Edward VII called Uncle of Europe.
What were the king’s achievements in Europe? [Edward VII] he restored energy to a monarchy that had been rather gloomy since his father’s death forty years earlier. Related to most European royalty (he was known as the “Uncle of Europe”) […]

Pag. 551 (n. parag.1) British joined the European Community in 1973.
Why did Britain join the European Community in 1973? Britain was doing less well economically than its European neighbours and, partly to share the new European wealth, the country joined the European Community in 1973.



	Key concepts / ideas







	Priorities, aims and values that emerge from the text (e.g., solidarity, EU integration, EU identity, human rights, economic growth, democracy, participation, employment…):

The opportunity to study abroad thanks to European partners (employment your language and skills)




	Representative paragraphs diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English):


See above

ii) Active Citizenship / Youth Citizenship / Youth Issues

	In how many paragraphs is the concept of Active Citizenship present:

	EU level (....)

national level (....)
local level (....)
	other regions (beyond EU)  (all paragraphs, text and page below are about UK, USA and global level…)
in general (not related to geographical area)

18.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):
Pag. 405 (n. parag. 1)
Who were the Suffragettes? They were educated ladies who, together with a very small number of male sympathisers, had been arguing in favour of voting rights for women since the 1960s. However, no one paid much attention to them until 1903, when Mrs Ermmeline Pankhurst founded the Women’s Social and Political Union. The Suffragettes wanted women to have the vote and soon won massive publicity for their cause. 

Pag. 406- 407 (6): “Suffragettes” movement and the protests for votes for women. The Suffragettes demanded public attention by chaining themselves to railing, breaking windows and shouting: “Votes for Women”. Many militant suffragists were sent to prison for failing to pay fines after being convicted of disrupting public meetings, and some of them adopted the tactic of hunger striking. […] Late- Victorian feminists had campaigned for better rights since the 1860s, and in 1897 local “suffragist” groups came together under the National union of Women’s Suffrage Societies (NUWSS). In 1903 Emmeline Pankhurst founded the Women’s Social and Political Union (WSPU) in Manchester. The motto of the movement was “deeds not words”, since they believed that traditional political methods would not be successful; militancy was the only way to attract public attention. The vital contribution to the war effort was one of the many reason why, on 6th February 1918, the coalition government granted the vote to women through the Representation of the People Act. However, only women over thirty, property owners and graduates from British universities could vote. In June 1928 all women could vote on the same basis as men.

Pag. 485 (1): the famous case of Sacco and Vanzetti political activists killed in America. 
What was the so- called “Red Scare”? The Twenties were also characterized by reactionary attitudes such as the fear of socialism, or the so-called “Red Scare”, which led to the imprisonment and persecution of political activists with radical or labour backgrounds. The most famous case, on a charge of murder, was that of the Italian anarchists Sacco and Vanzetti, whose execution in 1927 divided American public opinion.

Pag. 525 (5): timeline of Indian Independence and Gandhi. 
1857 India became a British colony.
1947 15th August India gained its independence from Britain, but split into two countries: India (mostly Hindu) and East and West Pakistan (mostly Muslim). Gandhi, the leader of the Indian independence movement, had argued against partition, realizing it would lead to horrendous bloodshed and endless boundary disputes. He fasted in protest but the partition went ahead. Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru began the modernization of India, disregarding Gandhi’s wish for India to maintain its village economy.
1948 Gandhi was assassinated by a Hindu fanatic.
1971 East Pakistan became the new state of Bangladesh amid more bloodshed, war and famine.

Pag. 550 (4): What did the social reforms passed in the 1960s mark? The rapid changes and multiplicity of new inputs created an ever increasing gap between those who  proposed the new culture and the older generation. Pressure form the young and from social movements influenced politicians already campaigning for a more civilised and tolerant society. The reforms passed in the 1960s marked a retreat from the social controls imposed in the Victorian age in favour of what came to be termed ʻpermissivenessʼ. The abolition of capital punishment in 1969 was the most significant of all the pieces of civil legislation.
What did the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament anticipate? This new social awareness was mirrored in the CND, Campaign for nuclear disarmament, which anticipated a decade of popular participation and public involvement in social causes. In 1958 the young supporters of the CND marched from the pacifists, led by the elderly philosopher Bernard Russell organised a ‘sit-in’ in London. 
What was a new source of open social conflict? Race became the source of social conflict in Britain. Immigrants were making a valuable contribution to the British economy, but usually in the lowest- paid jobs. […]In 1968 a bill against discrimination was coupled with new legislation to control entry. The new Act aimed at fighting discrimination in employment and housing.
What marked the Seventies? A worsening economy and declining living standards marked the middle and late 1970s in Britain. There were increasing violence, terrorism and racial tension, as well as revelations of corruption in local and national government.
(other 1 paragraphs are in Active Citizenship and Gender, see point 21)

Pag. 552- 553 (1): What was the social climate in the 1960s? The United States of the 1960s was also a troubled society and saw parallel protests in university campuses and among minorities. American Indians reaffirmed the separateness and superiority of traditional Indian culture. Leaders like Martin Luther King, Jr. fronted the African- American Civil Rights Movement, adopting Gandhi’s philosophy of non- violent resistance. Other groups adopted more radical ideologies: the revolutionary movement of the ‘Black Panthers’ was against integration and resorted to violence in the struggle for freedom; the ‘Black Muslims’, led by Malcom X, advocated separateness from the whites and the assertion of racial identity through a return to African roots. Both Malcolm X and Martin Luther King were assassinated.

Pag. 566- 567 (2 and timeline): One hundred years had passed since the Emancipation Proclamation, but African Americans living in Southern states still suffered from segregation and various forms of oppression, including race- inspired violence. “Jim Crow” laws, enacted between 1876 and 1965, barred them from theatres and train cars, from juries and legislatures. […]
1955 Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat at the front of the “coloured section” of a bus to a white passenger. 
1957 Martin Luther King, Charles K. Steele and Fred L. Shuttlesworth established the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. The SCLC became a major force in organizing the Civil Rights Movement and founded its principals on non- violence and civil disobedience. 
1962 James Meredith was the first black student to enroll at the University of Mississippi.
1963 about 200.000 people joined the March on Washington. M.L. King deliver his famous “I Have a Dream”. 
1964 President Lyndon Johnson signed the Civil Rights Act, which outlawed major forms of discrimination and ended many areas of segregation.
1965 Black nationalist and founder of the Organization of Afro- American Unity, Malcom X was shot dead in Harlem, New York.
1966 the militant Black Panthers: strategy of ‘picking up the gun’ reflected the feelings of many inner- city blacks.
1967 Stokely Carmichael, a leader of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), used the phrase “black power” to mean the coming together of black people to fight for their liberation by any means necessary”.
1968 M.L.King was shot as he stood on the balcony outside his hotel in Memphis. President Johnson signed the Civil Rights Act, which prohibited discrimination in the sale, rental and financing of housing. 

Pag. 568- 569 (7): Martin Luther King’s speech “I have a Dream”.
«when the architects of our republic wrote the magnificent words of the Constitution and the Declaration of Independence, they were signing a promissory note to which every American was to fall heir. This note was a promise that all men would be guaranteed the inalienable rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. It is obvious today that America has defaulted on this promissory note insofar as her citizens of color are concerned. […] I still have a dream. It is a dream deeply rooted in the American dream. I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed: ‘we hold these truths to be self- evident: that all men are created equal’ […]» 

Pag. 595- 596 (6): conflicts in South Africa, apartheid and Nelson Mandela.
Racial segregation was a social and political reality in South Africa from the earliest colonial times under Dutch and British rule, but it became institutionalized after the Second World War, in a system called apartheid. This system was government- enforced racial discrimination laid down by the National Party, which ruled the country from 1948 until 1994. The period of apartheid maintained white supremacy and Afrikaner minority rule by suppressing the rights of the black majority. The discrimination imposed covered all areas of public and private life. The population was divided and classified into four racial groups: native, white, coloured and Asian. After 1970, even non- white political representation was abolished. Black South Africans were deprived of their citizenship, legally becoming, citizens of one of ten tribally based self- governing homelands. The system of apartheid gave rise to significant internal resistance and violence among the disenfranchised black population, as well as a long international arms and trade embargo against South Africa. Any opposition was forbidden, and anti- apartheid leaders were banned, arrested and the sent to jail. In 1990 the president of South Africa, Frederik Willem de Klerk, who was the leader of the National Party, began reluctant negotiations to end apartheid, culminating in multi- racial democratic elections in 1994. This election marked a true handing over of power when Nelson Mandela was elected the first black president of South Africa. […] the election was conducted in a tense situation under the direction of the Independent Electoral Commission (IEC) headed by Lord Carrington from England and Henry Kissinger from the US. […]When the official results were declared, the African National Congress (ANC) had won 252 og the 400 seats but fell short of a two- thirds majority.[…] The 27th April 1994 is remembered the “Freedom Day”, a public holiday in South Africa.  

Pag. 576 (5): the Irish troubles. 
The history of Ireland in the early 20th century saw the country split into two parts with separate Parliaments in Dublin and Belfast. The Irish were themselves divided: many wanted Ireland wished to keep the ‘Union’ with Britain. The conflict between the Unionists and the Republicans, or Nationalists, was bitter. 
The introduction of the Welfare State made a powerful argument for keeping the Union with Britain, since Northern Ireland was guaranteed higher living standards than the Republic of Ireland, and Catholics, considered potential enemies of the state, were kept out of responsible positions. When the British economy weakened, as in the late Sixties and Seventies, Northern Ireland suffered most, and the Catholics of Northern Ireland most of all. Catholics also protested that Unionist authorities did not give Catholic families their fair share of council houses. In 1968 the Catholics organized a civil rights movement, taking inspiration from the black Civil Rights Movement in the US. The events that would became known as “the Troubles” began.  […] the conflict between Catholics and Protestants toke the British troops in Ireland, but the situation is not easy and, in January 1972, 13 people were shot dead by British troops during a civil rights march in Londonderry; this event is known as “Bloody Sunday”. […] finally in December 1993, British Prime Minister John Major and his Irish counterpart, Albert Reynolds, signed a historic declaration affirming the right of self- determination for the people of Northern Ireland. Only 31th August 1994, Sinn Fèin, announced a cease- fire. 



	In how many paragraphs is the concept of Youth Active Citizenship present:

	EU level (....)
	national level (all page, in UK and USA)

local level (....)
	other regions (beyond EU) (…)
	in general (not related to geographical area) 

19.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):
Pag. 555 (4): youth movements of the sixties, pacifism and Woodstock festival.
The two traumatic world wars that began the twentieth century changed the social landscape in Britain forever. The rigid values of Victorian morality gave way to a widespread feeling that a rapidly changing civilization called for more fluid values. […] the accession of a new, young queen, Elizabeth II, and the numerous conquests of the Welfare State, created an atmosphere of expectation of social justice, but this led to disillusionment and apathy when people realised that the old class system still survived. For the first time in  British history, there were working-class adolescents who could spend considerable sums of money on their own pleasure. The result was a distinctive culture and the rise of a service market specialized in music, fashion, cosmetics, drinks, the car and motorcycle trade. […] Marked by a mood of irreverence, rebellion, and of the general effort to move away from all artificial constraints and to ʻdo your own thingʼ , the ʻSwinging Sixtiesʼ in Britain were characterized by an increase in drug consumption, permissiveness in films, plays and magazines, and in sexual attitudes and behavior, as well as progressiveness in educational practice and theory. It is because of the successful social revolution of the Sixties that social mores changed so dramatically and to such a lasting effect.  […] The beginning of the 1970s announced the so- called ʻme-decadeʼ, marked by individualism, egoism or, as in the emergence of punk culture in the late 1970s, by nihilism. Pacifism was replaced by radical demonstrations and occupations on the university campuses, and by political struggle. It also became increasingly evident that racial minorities would no longer tolerate the second- class status assigned to them. Both in the UK and the US, second and third generation immigrants began fighting for their ʻrightfulʼ position in the new society.

Pag. 570 (1): The uneasiness of the young. After World War II, the uneasiness among the young increased due to: the generation gap; the development of a conformist society which did not approve of diversity and marginality; and the fear of a nuclear war. The year 1968 was crucial, since youth protest movements held marches and demonstrations against the establishment, in particular against schools and universities, which were regarded as authoritarian and old- fachioned. Soon protest spread to the political field, often liked to pacifism in the US, Marxism in Europe and to nationalistic independence movements in the countries of the Third World struggling to free themselves from colonial dominion. On of the main centres of rebellion in the US in the 1960s was the Californian University of Berkeley, where students held anti-military demonstrations against the Vietnam War (1961- 1975). Other important issues were the civil rights of minorities and the emancipation of women.  

Pag. 604 (2) Keith Haring and his time. Keith Haring was an American painter and probably the most important figure of graffiti art. Drawing on comics and the mass media, he became a popular phenomenon of youth culture. […] in 1988, Haring discovered that he had AIDS. The next year he created the Keith Haring Foundation to support AIDS organisations and programmes for children. He used his imagery during the last years of his life to speak about his own illness and generate activism and awareness about the disease. By expressing universal concepts of birth, death, love, sex and war, through his art, Haring was able to attract a wide audience and assure the staying power of this imagery, which has become a universally recognised visual language of the 20th century. Haring died in 1990 of AIDS- related complications. 


	In how many paragraphs are Youth Issues (e.g., bullying, unemployment, drugs, sex, careers, youth cultures, …) present:

	EU level (....)

national level (6 in UK, 14 in Italy) 
local level (....)
other regions (beyond EU) (…)
	in general (not related to geographical area) 

20.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):
Pag. X- XII (n. parag.7, in Italy): ISFOL (Italian agency) report about job and school career. University organization in Italy and entrance tests. 
It pays to have a degree. A  recent ISFOL (is the Istituto per lo Sviluppo della Formazione Professionale dei Lavoratori ) report showed that is easier for graduates to find employment and that they normally receive a higher salary than students with just a diploma. Those with a diploma start working before the graduates so that the percentage employed is higher at a younger age. However, by the age of thirty, graduates are more likely to find a job, and looking at the 34-44 age range, the number of employed graduates in 7% higher than that of non- graduates with a diploma. […]
Which degree guarantees a job? Are the short degrees worthwhile? The three- year degrees have proved to be very useful as far as the job market is concerned: a year after graduation 42.1% of all three- year graduates have found a job and this rises to 81.7% in fields connected to health. […]
There is more work available in the North but… At a national level, the unemployment rate is 7.8%, which rises to 27.4% for young people between the ages of 15- 24. It is highest in the South (39.2%), less in the Centre (25.3%) and lowest in the North (19%). The situation in worse for women: the unemployment rate for women between the age of 15- 24 is 8% higher than that for men (32.3% for women, 23.9% for men).[…]
Italian Universities offer three degree courses:
- an undergraduate degree which lasts three years (180 credits from a maximum of 20 exams) offering a degree and the title of “Dottore”- example include degrees in medical radiology or behavioral sciences;
- a post- graduate degree (magistrale) which lasts two years (120 credits from a maximum of 12 exams), conferring the title of “Dottore magistrale”;
- a PhD, research or specialization degree or Doctorate. […]
Entrance tests. Admission to certain university degree courses is through selection based on an entrance test. Enrolment for these tests is through the payment of a fee (about 60 euro). The courses requiring admission tests are: Architecture, Medicine, Dentistry, Veterinary Medicine and all single degree courses leading to a professional qualification connected to health. Some degree courses have a limited number of places imposed by the Italian Education, University and Research Ministry, while other universities decide the limitations for themselves. […] Very few universities require a specific English qualification. Among these are those offering courses in Modern Languages for Interpreters or Translators, like the Institutes of Trieste or Forlì, or for some Economics degree courses, like that in Turin. However, most degree courses require a foreign language qualification at a B1 level of the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) for languages. […]

Pag. XIII (n. paragraphs 1, in Italy): Erasmus Programme like example of university entrance test.
POLITICAL SCIENCE (INTERNATIONAL AND DIPLOMATIC SCIENCES) (Universtiy of Trieste, Gorizia campus, entrance exam 2011-2012
O
J
1

Part IV: Language Use. Choose ONE of the 12 words or phrases (a)- (l) provided below to fill in spaces 1-10 in the text, and transfer your choices to the answer sheet, as shown in tne example (O):
 	
	
Use each word or phrase once only.
The Erasmus programme is the European Union’s flagship education and training programme, enabling more than 180,000 students to study and work abroad each year, (O) supporting cooperation actions between higher education institutions across Europe. It caters not only for students, (1) for professors and business staff who want to teach abroad and for university staff who want to be trained abroad. The Programme is named (2) the humanist and theologian Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam (1465- 1536) (3) traverls for work and study included the (4) great centres  of learning, including Paris, Leuven and Cambridge. Like the man, the Erasmus programme places great importance on mobility and (5) career prospects through learning. (6) leaving his fortune to the University of Basel, (7) became a pioneer of the mobility grants which now bear his name. (8), if any, programmes launched by the European Union have had a similar Europe- wide reach. Around 90% of European universities take part in Erasmus and 2- million students have participated (9) it started in 1987. The annual budget is in excess of 440 million, (10) 4,000 higher education istitutions in 31 countries participate, and even more are waiting to join.
(a) era’s (b) but also (c) by (d) after (e) few (f) Erasmus (g) these (h) furthering (i) since (j) as well as (k) whose (l) more than 

Pag. XIV (2, in Italy): English courses for employment students’ careers (job or educational career).
A good level of English is now necessary for whatever career you decide to follow. In fact, English is not only the language used most in the world for commerce and trade, and on the Internet, but it is also the international language used in research and for scientific journals. For this reason, most degree courses require a language qualification in English of at least a B1 level. Just in a few courses, however, English is a main subject. […]

Pag. XV (n. parag.3, Italy): to study in European State, ENIC (European Netwowork of Istitution Centres).
Citizens of the European union (EU) can study from primary school to the PhD level in any EU country. Ploteus, the web site for learning opportunities (www.europa.eu/ploteus), has been created to give details about exchange programmes, scholarships, explanations, of the various teaching and learning systems in EU countries, as well as information about the websites of places od secondary education, and a database for training courses and schools. Ploteus also gives practical advice about how, for example, to reach the various locations and where to stay, information about the cost of living, the fees and the different services available.
If you need to know about whether an Italian qualification is recognized by the various foreign institutions, you can go to the website www.enic-naric.net, which has a lot of information about universities in the 55 different countries that are currently part of this network. There are also links to sities from which you can request the validation of your specific qualifications directly, and also give details about the means, the time- scale and the requirements necessary for an application. The website also has information about the different European education systems and the possibilities for studying abroad […] 
The ENIC (European Netwowork of Istitution Centres) goves information and advice about the recognition of foreign diplomas, degrees and other qualifications.

Pag. XVI (n. parag.1, Italy): Curriculum vitae in Europass. 
The Curriculum Vitae is a candidate’s professional identity card and must contain a full account of the skills and knowledge he or she possesses for employment. You should always start with personal details to give a general idea of who you are, as well as tour contact information. Then continue by detailing any previous work experience and the different stages of your education, starting from the most recent and ending with the earliest. […] Near the text there is a link, www.europassitalia.it, where you can download CV model from Europass.

Pag. 556 (2, in UK): youth culture and street style in sixties; Carnaby street (in London) like example of this culture.
Youth culture and street style in Britain. The post- war period saw the emergence in Britain of a youth culture which distinguished itself by its behavior, musical tastes and body symbolism, all of which took on the tribal significance of belonging to a group. The street became the focus of life, a metaphor for all that was presumed to be real and happening in the world.
Carnaby Street. Carnaby Street, parallel to Regent Street and near Oxford Circus, is one of the most famous shopping streets for fashion in London. In the 1960s several important independent fashion boutiques and designers, such as Mary Quant, Marion Foale and Sally Tuffin, Lord John, Merc, Take Six and Irvine Sellars, opened shops there. It became a popular shopping area for followers of both the “mod” and “hippie” styles. There were also underground music bars in the surrounding streets, and the legendary Marquee Club was just around the corner. […]
pag. 562 (3, in UK): Beat Generation. Jack Kerouac was born in Massachusetts in 1922, the son of French- Canadian immigrants. After the war, he began travelling back and forth across the States, starting lasting friendships with the poet Allen Ginsberg, the experimental novelist William S. Burroughs and the writer Neal Cassady. This circle, along eith other friends, became known as the centre of the Beat movement. In their writing, they chronicled their own wild and rebellious lifestyles in the late 1950s and early 1960s, paving the way for the cultural revolution. The word “beat” was a slang term used by post-war jazz musicians to mean “down and out”, or poor and exhausted, and the bottom of the world, rejected by society, and also beatitude or beatific. The key ideas of the Beat Generation were: rebellion and bohemian living; refusal to conform to traditional middle- class, puritanical values; rejection of materialism and organized religion; the search for alternative ways to find spiritual understanding, like Eastern religion, with its emphasis on meditation and communion with nature, and mind-altering drugs.
The beatniks. With the popularity of Beat literature, a new countercultural type arose: the beatniks. It was a journalist of the San Francisco Chronicle who created the term Beatnik in 1958. The “-nik” suffix was borrowed from “Sputnik”, a satellite that had just been launched by the Soviet Union, striking fear into hearts of many Communist- fearing Americans. […]
City Lights Booksellers & Publishers, San Francisco. It is a literary landmark and an iconic reminder of the Beat Generation. […] The bookstore became a meeting place and stage for the Beat writers, and many like- minded booklovers have enjoyed its unique atmosphere ever since. The ideals of anti- authoritarian politics and revolutionary thinking continue to play an important role in the selection of titles that City lights publishes and sells. […]

pag. 582 (1, in UK): Who were the ʻyuppiesʼ? The ambitious urban professionals, whose main interests were high- earning professions and the acquisitions of impressive status symbols such as expensive clothes and sports cars, became a social phenomenon known as ʻyuppiesʼ (young urban professionals).


	In how many paragraphs are Views of Citizenship in which Gender appears as a relevant category (e.g., gender equality, abortion rights, domestic division of labour, etc.) present:

	EU level (....)
	national level (in UK, 3 paragraphs + all text) 

local level (....)
other regions (beyond EU) (…)
in general (not related to geographical area) 

21.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):
Pag. 405 (n. parag. 1): voting rights for women [see above: point 18.1]

Pag. 406- 407 (all text): “Suffragettes” movement and the protests for votes for women. [see above: point 18.1]

Pag. 550 (1): Why was 1967 an ʻannus mirabilisʼ for social legislation? The year 1967 was an ʻannus mirabilisʼ as regards sexual mores. First, the Abortion Act made it possible to get an abortion on the National Health Service; then the National Health Service (Family Planning) Act allowed local authorities to provide contraceptives. The Sexual Offences Act stated that a homosexual act between two consenting adults in private was no longer a criminal offence. The Divorce Reform Act of 1969 made divorce possible after the couple had lived apart for two years, while the Matrimonial Property Act of 1970 established that a wife’s work should be regarded as an equal contribution towards creating the family home. 

Pag. 555 (1): The cultural revolution. Living together outside marriage, children born out of marriage, one- parent families supported by public services and the official acceptance of same-sex partnerships have all come down to us from this time. The introduction and spread of the contraceptive pill and family planning clinics revolutionized the sexual climate, especially for women. In 1968 the Women’s Liberation Movement was formed to fight for equal rights with men in the home and workplace.  

	Definitions of ‘Active Citizenship’ according Ekman & Amnå’s typology of ‘Political Participation and Civic Engagement’ (2012, p. 295) [you can choose () more than one option]

Non-participation (disengagement) – it includes Active forms (antipolitical) and Passive forms (apolitical), at individual and collective levels (e.g., Avoid talking about politics; Perceiving politics as disgusting; acts of non-political violence (riots), reflecting frustration, alienation or social exclusion; Perceiving politics as uninteresting and unimportant; Political passivity 
Civil participation (latent-political) – it includes Social involvement (attention) and Civic engagement (action), at individual and collective levels (e.g., Taking interest in politics and society; Perceiving politics as important; Identifying with a certain ideology and/or party; Writing to an editor; Activity within community based organization) 
Political participation (manifest) – it includes formal political participation and legal or illegal extra-parliamentary political participation, at individual and collective levels (e.g., Voting in elections and referenda; Being a member of a political party, an organization, or a trade union; Boycotting and political consumption; Demonstrating, participating in strikes, protests; Civil disobedience actions). 
Other  (Please specify)





22.1 Representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English) for each one of the definitions selected above:
a)  Non-participation


b) Civil participation
Pag. 550 (3): The CND, Compaign for nuclear disarmament with sit- in organised by Bernard Russell in London. The race became the source of social conflict in Britain and the declining living standard increased violence, terrorism and racial tension. [see above: point 18.1 This new social awareness was mirrored in the CND, Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, which anticipated a decade of popular participation and public involvement in social causes. In 1958 the young supporters of the CND marched from the pacifists, led by the elderly philosopher Bernard Russell organised a ‘sit-in’ in London.]

pag. 566- 567 (text+ timeline): […] Many leaders within the African- American community and beyond rose, risked and sometimes lost their lives in the name of freedom and equality during the Civil Rights era, including Martin Luther King Jr, Rosa Parks, Malcom X and Andrew Goodman. After the 1960s there was a decline in protest activity but the Afro- American freedom struggle left a permanent mark on American society. […]
See above point 19.1

Pag. 570 (1): the uneasiness of the young (youth protest movements against conformist society which didn’t approve diversity, nuclear arms and old generations)

Pag. 555 (all page): youth movements of the sixties, pacifism and Woodstock festival.


c) Political participation
pag. 552-553 (1) : difficult social clime in 1960s: see above, point 18.1 The United States of the 1960s was also a troubled society and saw parallel protests in university campuses and among minorities. American Indians reaffirmed the separateness and superiority of traditional Indian culture. Leaders like Martin Luther King, Jr. fronted the African- American Civil Rights Movement, adopting Gandhi’s philosophy of non- violent resistance. Other groups adopted more radical ideologies: the revolutionary movement of the ‘Black Panthers’ was against integration and resorted to violence in the struggle for freedom; the ‘Black Muslims’, led by Malcom X, advocated separateness from the whites and the assertion of racial identity through a return to African roots. Both Malcolm X and Martin Luther King were assassinated.

pag. 566- 567 (text+ timeline): […] Many leaders within the African- American community and beyond rose, risked and sometimes lost their lives in the name of freedom and equality during the Civil Rights era, including Martin Luther King Jr, Rosa Parks, Malcom X and Andrew Goodman. After the 1960s there was a decline in protest activity but the Afro- American freedom struggle left a permanent mark on American society. […]

pag. 576 Irish troubles [point 18.1]

pag. 485: The famous case of Sacco and Vanzetti political activists killed in America.
See above point 18.1

Pag. 405 (n. parag. 1): voting rights for women

Pag. 406- 407 (all text): “Suffragettes” movement and the protests for votes for women. 

pag. 525 Indian Indipendence with Gandhi and no- violence protests.

Pag. 595- 596 (2): conflicts in South Africa, apartheid and Nelson Mandela.


d) Other
 


	Quality of the argument/narrative about Active Citizenship (you can choose () more than one option):

	Informative 

Reflexive / Interpretative 
	Other  (Please specify)___________________________________

 
	Level of complexity of the argument/narrative about Active Citizenship according the following typology:

	 LEVEL 1. Simple identification of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc.
	 LEVEL 2. Level 1 PLUS an analysis of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc.

LEVEL 3. Levels 1 and 2 PLUS some articulation/confrontation between different/ non-consensual perspectives.

Please mention the level of complexity, followed by representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English), for each one of the following options selected in the previous point (23.):

a) Informative
In the first part of textbook we can read ISFOL report about job and educational system. The text also explains the organization of Italian university and how to study abroad. (es. pag. X, XI, XV)

The textbook provides information about the events that happened.
(example: timelines at pag. 525 and 566-567; pag. 596: apartheid; pag. 405: suffragettes) 
LEVEL 1

b) Reflexive / Interpretative
Quality of the arguments is reflexive when the text shows different and important changes in history and culture with protests and rebellions. (example: pag. 550 social reforms; pag. 555-556: youth culture; pag. 568: speech of M. L. King “I have a dream”; pag. 570: the uneasiness of the young)
LEVEL 2



c) Other





	Is there any connection with the daily life of young people? Please mark the circle ().

Yes  No 
If yes, please give examples …
See above for: university and to study abroad (see above point 14), youth events of the sixties (see above point 19.1)
The racism because it includes the segregation policies, like the ban on blacks young to attend the school (pag. 552- 553, 566- 567, 595- 596 see above point 18.1).

The young people of the sixties are the first line in all manifestation (both violent and pacifist), ready to renew to the old ruling class. It is a rebellion visible in the manner of dress, the art, the music, the books and to be with others. Examples include the beat generation, the Beatles, the concert of Woodstock, the “Prague spring”, anti-Vietnam war protest (see above: pag. 555 and 570 point 19.1; pag. 556 and 562 point 20.1).

Also the figure of Keith Haring (pag. 604) is very important among young people for the spread of AIDS, he discovered that he had virus and spend his time to support research and the knowledge about this illness.



iii) Living and relating with others / intercultural awareness

	What kind of issues are addressed (you can choose () more than one option):

	Citizenship status 

Gender 
Ethnicity 
	Age 
Other  (Please specify) important events in 1920s-1930s, NHS and UN, building peace


26.1 Representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English) for each one of the issues selected above

a) Citizenship Status



b) Gender
Pag. 601-602 (all text) AIDS in Africa.
Rising condom use brings a dramatic fall in infection rates. At last some good news out of South Africa, home to 0.7% of the world’s population, but 17% of all HIV/AIDS sufferers. Although the number of South Africans living with the disease continues to rise, and now totals nearly 6 million (out of a population of 50 million), the tally of new cases each year has tumbled by half since 1999- thanks largely to a dramatic increase in the use of condoms, according to new research. Africa's biggest economy has suffered hugely from the HIV/AIDS pandemic, which has so far led to an estimated 2.8 million premature deaths. […] Among South African adults aged 15- 49, 17% are HIV- positive, more than triple the rate for the whole of sub- Saharan Africa. This compares with a global adult prevalence rate of just 0.8%. […] According to various studies, black South African men tend to be more promiscuous, have more concurrent sexual partners and have sex more often than other South African males. Prostitution and sexual violence appear to be more common in black communities; a survey conducted in Soweto, a Johannesburg suburb, found that a quarter of schoolboys described gang rape as fun. Some still believe that sex with a virgin is a cure for AIDS. Black South African have also tended to be particularly hostile to condom use, believing that “flash on flash” intercourse in good for their health. However, according to a study published in the British Royal Society’s Interface journal last month, this seems to be changing. National surveys show the proportion of young South African men aged 16- 24 who reported using a condom at their last sexual encounter leaping from 20% in 1999 to 75% in 2009. […] former president Thabo Mbeki’s refusal to accept any causal link between HIV and AIDS got South Africa off to a late start with the treatment of the disease. Anti- retrovirals were not introduced in public health until 2004. Under President Jacob Zuma, the government has made huge efforts to catch up. […]



c) Ethnicity
Pag. 552 (1) What did Kennedy’s successor manage to carry forward? His vice president, Lyndon Johnson (1963- 69), took over the presidency and managed to carry forward some reforms. He persuaded Congress to pass the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibited discrimination of all kinds based on race, colour, religion or national origin. The law also provided the federal government with the powers to impose desegregation. He also started a programme of health care for the elderly and the poor.



d) Age





e) Other
pag. 422 (1) Man at war: the twentieth century was marked by war and destruction. For many years large parts of the world were battlegrounds, in Europe, North Africa, the Pacific, the Atlantic, China and the Philippines, and vast parts of the Soviet Union, Korea, Vietnam, the Balkans and Iraq. It was an age of heroism and brutality, triumph and suffering, courage and cowardice and it produced appalling tragedies like the Holocaust and lasting repercussions like the atomic bomb, the Cold War and terrorism.

pag. 508 (1) Fighting poverty and hunger: Economists think that poverty can be alleviated or even eradicated with the right policies. All it takes is for politicians to “translate research into action”, implementing programmes that have been shown to work. The United Nations have in fact been working for some years on a Millennium Campaign which aims to identity common goals for the developed world, including the eradication of poverty and hunger. In 2000, world leaders promised to halve extreme poverty by 2015 with a global plan called the Millennium Development Goal (MDGs). Thanks to millions of people taking action and a massive global effort, real progress has been made. […]

Pag. 514-515 (5 paragraphs called “a, c, e, f, insights”): 
A. During the 1920s, the constant disputes between the coal miners and the mine owners eventually led to the General Strike of 1926. The families of coal miners, shipbuilders and cotton operatives experienced prolonged periods of hardship, and the areas in the North of England, South Wales and central Scotland became depressed. For the unemployed, there was misery and often abject poverty. […] 
C. the creation of the British Commonwealth of Nations was formalised by the Statute of Westminster in 1931. This marked the end of the British Empire and the recognition of equal status for all member states of the new organisation. […]
E. the 1930s brought about important social transformations. The growth of the population slowed down, mainly thanks to birth- control practices, families became smaller and women were more and more independent. The drift of the population from the South to the North, which had been a characteristic of the Industrial Revolution, was reversed as heavy industry in the North declined and light industry in the South and Midlands expanded. The other significant development was that fewer people lived in the centres of towns. Managers and professionals moved out to the suburbs and dormitory towns, and many working-class families went to live in new subsidised housing estates on the edges of towns.
F. One of the most striking social changes was the boom in the sales of the daily press. The serious ʻqualityʼ newspapers, like The Time and The Daily Telegraph, retained their traditional character, while new popular newspapers appeared, such as the Daily News, the Daily Chronicle, the Daily Express and the Daily Herald. Newspapers, which had been almost the only means of mass communication before the First World War, were supplemented in the 1920s by the development of radio broadcasting. In 1926s the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) was created. 
INSIGHTS: The British Commonwealth of Nation: is an intergovernmental organisation including fifty- four countries led by the United Kingdom. All members except Mozambique and Rwanda were part of the British Empire, out of which the Commonwealth developed. Recognition of the changed status of the British Empire came in the Balfour Declaration at the 1926 Imperial Conference where Britain and its dominions agreed they were “equal in status, in no way subordinate one to another in any aspect of their domestic or external affairs, though united by common allegiance to the Crown. The Commonwealth countries recognise the queen as their head of state and are bound to Britain by trading agreements. The member states cooperate within a framework of common values and goals, which include the promotion of democracy, human rights, good governance, the rule of law, individual liberty, egalitarianism, free trade, multilateralism and world peace. 

Pag. 522 (n. parag.2) The National Health Service Act. Britain’s health care system before 1948 had been inefficient. The main weaknesses were the lack of access to hospital care and health care for the families of working men. The National Health Service Act was passed in 1946, although the service began in 1948. It gave free medical, dental, optical and hospital care to everyone. Almost all hospitals were nationalised and run by fourteen regional hospital boards. Maternity care, health visitors and child welfare clinics were set up, too, and run by local authorities. The man in charge of these reforms was the minister of Health, Aneurin Bevan. Previously, doctors, dentists, and opticians had charged their patients; and Bevan had first thought of paying them salaries, marking them empoyees of the state, but later got them to support the National Health Service (NHS) by paying them a fee based on the number of patients they had. Totally free treatment in the NHS did not last long, as charges for glasses and prescriptions were introduced as early as 1952, but overall the NHS massively improved the health of the British people and provided a model for similar schemes in other countries.
The United Nations Organization. The United Nations (UN) is an international organisation designed to facilitate cooperation in international law, security, economic development, social progress and human rights, as well as keep peace throughout the world. The name “United Nations” was first used by Winston Churchill and Franklin D. Roosevelt in the “Declaration by United Nations in 1942. This declaration was made to officially state the cooperation of the Allies (Great Britain, the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) during World War II. The UN was founded in 1945, when the representatives of fifty countries met in San Francisco at the UN Conference on International Organisation to draw up the UN Charter. Its forerunner was the League of Nations, an organisation conceived in similar circumstances at the end of World War I and established in 1919 under the Treaty of Versailles. The present UN includes 193 member states and its main headquarters are in New York City. UN Day in celebrated on 24th October each year. 

Pag. 550 (1) What technological changes characterised Britain in the 1960s? Technological changes influenced social organisation in Britain in the 1960s and could be seen in many areas, from detergents to freezing and drying methods of producing convenience foods. These developments ran parallel to a social reality where a greater proportion of women were going out to work.


Pag. 594 (all page): English is the lingua franca which people of different nations use to communicate.

Pag. 605- 606 (n. parag. 1 + 5 ex.): Building peace, 21 September as the date for the International Day of Peace, Nobel Peace Prize.
Paragraph 1: The International Day of Peace, or “Peace Day”, was established by a United Nations resolution in 1981 to coincide with the opening of the General Assembly. The first Peace Day was celebrated in September 1982. In 2002 the General Assembly officially declared 21st September as the permanent date for the International Day of Peace. 
As regard the exercises is important to note that they relate to the construction of peace and encourage the students with references. For example, exercises 3 says «Read the following list of ways to be a peacebuilder and identity the one which you think is most suitable for you. Then explain why to the rest of the class. » It uses a list of ways by website www.buildingpeace.org. Another exercises (n.4) shows some of the people who have been awarded the Nobel Peace Prize (Barack Obama, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change IPCC and Albert Gore Jr., International Atomic Energy Agency IAEA and Mohamed ElBaradei, Shirin Ebradi, Medicins Sans Frontieres, Mother Teresa) and near each one, write down the field in which peacebuilding can be operated. After this, there is Barack Obama’s Nobel Prize acceptance speech, which is connected to exercise 5. 


	Quality of the argument/narrative about ‘Living and relating with others / intercultural awareness’ (you can choose () more than one option):

	Informative 
	Reflexive / Interpretative 

Other  (Please specify)____________________________________


	Level of complexity of the argument/narrative about ‘Living and relating with others / intercultural awareness’ according the following typology:

	 LEVEL 1. Simple identification of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc. 
	 LEVEL 2. Level 1 PLUS an analysis of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc. 

LEVEL 3. Levels 1 and 2 PLUS some articulation/confrontation between different/ non-consensual perspectives. 

Please mention the level of complexity, followed by representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English), for each one of the following options selected in previous point (27.):
Informative
The text contains important events, such as the economic crisis, the creation of the British Commonwealth, social transformation in 1930 and to create new popular newspaper (mass communication), National Health Service Act and the United Nations Organization and the USA approved the Civil Rights Act in 1964 with President Johnson. 

LEVEL 1

b) Reflexive / Interpretative
Same arguments give the opportunity to reflect, because they have important impact in the social life. For example: AIDS in Africa, the institution of the International Day of Peace, how the technology chance the social organization. 
LEVEL 2


c) Other






	Is there any connection with the daily life of young people? Please mark the circle ().

Yes No 
If yes, please give examples …
Today for young people may be important the AIDS issue, linked to the prevention of sexual diseases; or the technological development issue, that characterizes the best way to communication between new generations. (see above point 26.1 gender and others) 




III – DIDACTICS

NOTE: Even if our main focus is the sections analysed above, this analysis should consider other sections as long as they include relevant learning experiences.

Type of supporting documents / elements included (you can choose () more than one option):
	Written 

Iconographic 
Maps 
Graphics / Tables / Charts 
Other  (Please specify)_________________________________

30.1 Representative supporting documents / elements selected above:
a) Written
There are only 2 (pag. 405- 576) imagines which show the historical newspapers or publicity about events. 
There are 2 important speech: “I have a dream” by Martin Luther King and Barack Obama’s Nobel Prize acceptance speech (pag. 568- 569 and 606- 607), that we report like an example of social and civic commitment. 


b) Iconographic
Didactic units are supported with photo, pictures and historical publicity about the events discussed/illustrated. For example we report pag. 485, 406- 407, 404, 552- 553, 555.
We report pag. 549 as an example of how the book introduced each unit with imagines. 




c) Maps
There is only one maps to supported argument (pag. 406-407, suffragettes and voting for women) of the textbook. It show the important place where the women protest for their voting rights.


d) Graphics / Tables / Charts
pag. 601, there is a graphic that show the changes in life expectancy in selected African countries with high HIV prevalence.
Pag. 605-606 there are a bulled list of ways to be a peacebuilder and then a table with Nobel Prize winners in the last decade.

e) Other






	Classification of written documents (you can choose () more than one option):

	Historical (transcripts or photos of documents such as constitutions or treaties) 

Authored (transcripts of other authors such as philosophers, politicians, or novelists) 
Didactic (by the authors of the textbook to explain and/or contextualize, etc.) 

31.1 Representative excerpts of the written documents selected above:
a) Historical
Two imagines show the historical newspapers or publicity about events. 
pag. 405 is the Proclamation of the Irish Republic, or “Easter Proclamation” in 1916; pag. 576 is a event’s publicity: « A CIVIL RIGHTS; WILL BE HELD IN DERRY- on Saturday, 5th Oct.- by Northern Ireland Civil Rights Association»



b) Authored
The two speeches (“I have a dream” by M. L. King and Barack Obama’s Nobel Prize acceptance speech) are used for didactic propose, with its exercise. 
(pag. 568- 569 and 606- 607)
Some topics are adapted to the article or materials that you can see from the website or newspaper, for example: pag. 601- 602 about AIDS in Africa is an article from “The Economist” (The Economist, 10th March 2012); pag. 406- 407 about Suffragettes and votes for women is adapted from www.historyextra.com. 




c) Didactic




	Suggested resources for teaching-learning process (you can choose () more than one option):

	Diary 

Blackboard or similar 
Audiovisual materials 
Internet 
Workbook or similar 
Other  (Please specify)_DVD___

32.1 Examples of the suggested resources for teaching-learning selected above:
a) Diary





b) Blackboard or similar





c) Audiovisual materials




d) Internet
Often the texts are accompanied by reference to a website where you can get more information, such as: www.scuola.zanichelli.it/ideefuturo; www.CambridgeESOL.org/FCE to understand what are the degree programs in Italy and abroad, or about europass form for CV (www.europass.it). [see above pages X- XVI]





e) Workbook or similar





f) Other
The DVD has all textbook in digital form. There are insights and additional exercises about famous artists and authors like Picasso and Hemingway. 
At the DVD there are some audio for exercises and insights. 




	Types of learning experiences (you can choose () more than one option):

	Oral or written analysis of documents 

Debates 
Study visits 
Research activities, field work 
Argumentative text writing 
Written summaries 
Games 
Watching movies or listening to music 
Dramatization or role-playing 
Other  (Please specify)_DVD_and final test___


33.1 Examples of the types of learning experiences selected above:
a) Oral or written analysis of documents
For written analysis there are various types of exercises: completion, image analysis, point out some of the terms in the text, answer the questions, listen to a lecture and complete. (example pag. XII- XIII for entrance tests; pag. 406- 407 n° 2- 3- 4- 6; all page 554)
For oral analysis the students could to do: class discussions about a topic, try the insights and present them to the class, follow a pattern / keywords to expose an opinion. (example 406- 407 n° 1- 7 with a list to help the language process; 566 n° 1- 2- 3; pag. 605 n° 1- 3- 4- 5; 606 n° 4- 5)




b) Debates
In more part of text we can see the exercises called “discuss”. These guide the students to the expression of their views, dealing with the whole class debates.
Example pag. 568 n. 4, 595 n. 1.
Other examples of exercises of this type, we find them in relation to the poems (the textbook is to English literature) as pag. 518-519 from numbers 1 to 10. These exercises ask to analysis the poetry and deepen the topic of the refugees, through exercises n° 1-10-11. 



c) Study visits





d) Research activities, field work
the exercises called “Internet Lab” ask to do research through websites and answer questions or discuss it in class. 
(example pag. 597)




e) Argumentative text writing
pag. 569 n. 7 called independent writing task: read the question below. You have 30 minutes to plan, write and revise your essay. On a piace of paper take notes on the main points of a response. Then write your response. An effective essay will contain a minimum of 300 words. Give reasons and examples to support your response.
The question is: what is the best way to protest for one’s rights? (The topic is civil rights for Afro- American and the exercise is after “I have a dream” speech) 




f) Written summaries





g) Games





h) Watching movies or listening music
For each unit there are two film about topics seen before, for example pag. 603 proposes “Cry Freedom” and “Invictus” about South Africa and apartheid. 
There are film about literature (that is the focus of this book) as pag. 481: “the hours” based on the book “Mrs Dallowey” by Virginia Wolf.



i) Dramatization or role-playing





j) Other
The DVD has all textbook in digital form. There are insights and additional exercises about famous artists and authors like Picasso and Hemingway. It’s possible to do the exercises in digital form. There are insights about final exam.  

“Esame di Stato”: pag 610- 618 give example/exercises for final test 
In the textbook there are some exercises that prepare for this exam, for example at pag. 551 n° 5-6-7-8. In these exercises the students can: write a short paper about the keys concepts regarding the topic of the unit, research information from website, create a Power Point or map and show their works to the class.





	Quality of learning experiences (you can choose () more than one option):

	Rote learning [memorization based on repetition] 

Promotes pedagogical differentiation [considers the pupils’ diversity and heterogeneity] 
Promotes autonomy 
Presents different views 
Values students’ expression of their personal opinion 
Provides a summary or synthesis scheme of the content presented 
Encourage students to learn more 
Presents formative evaluation form 
Presents (searchable) bibliography/Websites 
Encourages fieldwork 
Other relevant aspects  (Please specify)_final exam___


34.1 Examples of the learning experiences selected above:

a) Rote learning [memorization based on repetition]





b) Promotes pedagogical differentiation [pupils’ diversity and heterogeneity]






c) Promotes autonomy
Section called “Internet Lab”, can to be an example of exercises that promote autonomy, encourage students to learn more and to research information/insights with websites support. 
(pag. 597 for example)



d) Presents different views
It ask to look different photos and discuss about these (for example: pag. 508 n°1; pag. 570 n° 1).




e) Values students’ expression of their personal opinion
Some exercises ask to students to discuss about argument and there are some questions to encourage the dialogue. 
(for example: pag. 508 n° 2; pag. 566 n° 1-2-3; pag. 571 n° 1; pag. 605 n° 1-2-3)




f) Provides a summary or synthesis scheme of the content presented




g) Encourage students to learn more
see above pag. 597




h) Presents formative evaluation form





i) Presents (searchable) bibliography/websites
see above pag. 597





j) Encourages fieldwork





k) Other relevant aspects





IV– OVERVIEW OF THE QUALITY

	On a 5-point Likert type scale, ranging from 1 ‘Totally Disagree’ to 5 ‘Totally Agree’, please mark the circle () that best reflects your opinion:



In my opinion, this textbook:
Totally Disagree


Totally Agree

1

2
3
4
5

1. Promotes knowledge about the construction of the EU.





2. Promotes knowledge about the EU institutions and functioning.





3. Promotes students’ sense of belonging/identity regarding the EU.





4. Promotes students’ intercultural awareness.





5. Promotes cultural diversity.





6. Promotes respect and acceptance of minority (racial/ethnic/religious) groups. 





7. Promotes a critical analysis of stereotypes. 





8. Promotes a critical analysis of students’ own values and attitudes.





9. Assumes a vision of youth as problem.





10. Promotes students’ autonomy.





11. Promotes students’ participation.





12. Promotes opportunities for the exploration of students’ own opinions and ideas.





13. Promotes opportunities for critical and reflective awareness by the students.





14. Promotes EU active citizenship.





15. Promotes youth active citizenship.





16. Engages with contemporary youth issues.










	To what extent the citizenship discourses presented in this textbook correspond with the “Active Citizenship” definitions proposed by Banaji & Mejias (2016)? On a 5-point Likert type scale, ranging from 1 ‘Not at All’ to 5 ‘Completely’, please mark the circle () that best reflects your opinion:




In my opinion, this textbook presents discourses corresponding to a...
Not at All


Completely

1

2
3
4
5

1. Conservative definition of Active Citizenship: e.g., information seeking, volunteering, voting, trust.





2. Non-normative definition of Active Citizenship: “emphasis on sustained rather than intermittent action – could include far right activity, terrorism, etc. This definition is hotly contested by those normative theorists who wish to hang onto the idea of ‘democratic’ participation as key to Active Citizenship”.





3. Simple Normative definition of Active Citizenship: Informed and either intermittent or sustained contribution by citizens of particular states, “which relies more on the administrative literature on participation [...] excludes those who contribute to civic life but are not legal citizens, as well as those who contribute to social and political life but not based on being ‘informed’”.





4. Inclusive Critical definition of Active Citizenship: “Informed and either intermittent or sustained action by any member or members of a population, whether they hold legal citizen status or not, in selecting, questioning, voting for or against, and holding to account those individuals and bodies who make laws and govern”.





5. Inclusive Normative definition of Active Citizenship: “Any form of intermittent or sustained engagement, debate, and/or collective or individual action taken by any member or members of the globe, region, locality or nation [...] oriented towards the upholding and increasing the quality of human rights, fairness, dignity, equality and democratic governance [...] This one does not suggest that being informed is key to ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP. However, it does hold notions of rights, equality and dignity to be at the heart of Citizenship and as such far right activism of any kind would not fall in this definition. Since it is inclusive, it leaves room for dissident, critical and questioning citizenship, but does not mandate that these are necessary characteristics of ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP. Legality or illegality is irrelevant to this definition”




























6. Exclusive Normative definition of Active Citizenship: “Any form of CRITICAL, QUESTIONING, or DISSIDENT engagement, debate, and/or collective or individual action taken by any member or members of the globe, region, locality or nation [...] based on the idea that ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP is always in contest with forms of PASSIVE, POLITE or DUTIFUL CITIZENSHIP which might serve existing powerful interests, and are often in support of unjust practices and unjust laws. This definition is different from ACTIVISM because it excludes those who act in favour of majoritarian or authoritarian and exclusivist ends”.
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The criteria to select textbooks:
	 Area of Social Sciences (e.g., History, Geography, Social Studies, Civics) and EFL (English as a Foreign Language)

Most representative tracks of secondary education (ISCED 3) – possible themes: contemporary history, history of the XXth century, relevant topics of ESL such as intercultural awareness …
	Best sellers & innovative in each country for each subject; a minimum of at least 5-6 textbooks/country.
 In many countries, textbooks are distributed with a workbook or cd-rom that should be included in the analysis, specifically those exercises or activities related to the relevant segments of the textbook.

I – IDENTIFICATION

	Country


Italy

	Subject


Citizenship education

	Grade


Last year of high school ( in IT it has 5 grades, it would correspond to grade 13)

	Title


Citizenship and Constitution (IT “Cittadinanza e Costituzione”)

	Author(s)


Valerio Castronovo

	Authors’ Sex


Male

	Authors’ Background (profession and training, if available)


https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Valerio_Castronovo


	Year


2012

	Publisher


La Nuova Italia

	Edition

2012

	Nr of Pages

159

	Nr of pages and paragraphs addressing the following themes (not only explicit or literal references, but also those which can be arguably interpreted as related to the themes, e.g., the segment does not refer “active citizenship” but mentions or discusses practices recognized as examples of active citizenship):



Nr of pages
Nr of paragraphs
Nr of exercises
a) Construction of the EU (i.e., mainly in the historic perspective)
128
4 

b) EU institutions and functioning
44

60
114
129- 133
Photo with EU flag
box
box
21 + box+ image




Pag136 n.16
c1) Sense of belonging or identity at national/regional level
137- 141

4+ box 
Pag 141 n.7
c2) Sense of belonging or identity at EU level



c3) Sense of belonging or identity at Global level



d) Active citizenship
 
6
8-13
15
50

99


4
25+ 2 box
box
Foto con didasc. 
Lega Nord



Pag. 58 n.11
d1)  Democratic - institutional                citizenship  
(Rights of citizens,  access to 
citizenship, legal citizenship) 


6
8 & 11-13
15

4
23
box

d2)  Practices of participation

9-10
50
99
2 + 2 box
 Foto 
Lega nord + 2 photo with caption

e) Youth citizenship 



f) Youth issues (e.g., bullying, unemployment, drugs, sex, careers, youth cultures, …)
112- 113
117
2 Box 
box

g) Living and relating with others/ intercultural awareness 
60-67
68-69
73
76-77
78
82-85
87
101- 102
105
107
119- 128
28+ 3 box+ im. 
box
box
5+box+ photo
Box
11
4+ photo
4 + box
box
box+ photo
32+ 2 box 


Pag. 74 n.16


Pag. 80 n.9
Pag. 90 n.14
Pag.100n.13

Pag. 108 n.8
Pag.118n.13
TOTAL
60
142+ 22 box+ 
8images/photos
n. 107

	Other comments (e.g., why the textbook was chosen etc.)

The textbook has not an index. It analyses the twelve fundamental articles of the Italian Constitution and there are boxes/insights about history of institutions’ places, history of governments, comparisons between European and world institutions with those Italian and, finally, a section called “Constitution in progress” (“Costituzione in corso”) about arguments of some debate today. The book is bought together with the history text (called “MilleDuemila” un mondo al plurale), which is among the books that we analyze.
For each articles there is one page for verification of the knowledge acquired, and the exercises are divided into 3 blocks: comprehension, analyze and elaboration, constitution in progress (about section of the book called “Constitution in progress”). In the same page there is a symbol called “Auladigitale”, that is digital reference of cited documents, the students find the full text in www.auladigitale.rcs.it. There are digital reference in the textbook too, for example the European website when the text explains the organization of the Europe.
In the appendix there are the texts of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the Constitution of the Italian Republic. 

You can see the pages of the book in the folders attached to the grid, for the topics and for the exercises.


Note: for the following sections please consider only those pages and paragraphs counted in the previous table. 

II – CONTENT

i) Construction of the EU / EU Institutions and functioning/ EU belonging or identity

	Institutions, actors, events, facts and dates mentioned related with EU construction, functioning or belonging


Construction of the EU:
Pag. 128 (parag. 4). The origins of European integration: CECA in 1950.
From European Economic Community (CEE) to European Union:  Treaty of Rome in 1957; first election for European Parliament in 1979 with universal suffrage.
Treaty of Maastricht in 1991: European Union. 
2002: it adopts the euro.
Today there are 27 States in EU.

EU belonging or identity:

Pag. 44: Photo with EU flag. 

National Belonging and Identity:
 Pag. 137-141 (4+ insignt).: Article 12 of Italian Constitution. 
Monuments: Vittoriano e Milite Ignoto, in Rome.
“Inno di Mameli” as Italian anthem. 

EU Institutions and functioning:

Pag. 60 (box). Low of privacy: In 1981, the European Council approves the  Convention of personal defence (processing of personal data). Italy approves that in 1996.

Pag. 114 (box). The European Landscape Convention (Florence, 2000).

Pag. 129- 133 (parag.21+ box). Economic and legal structure of EU (Council of Ministers, EU Parliament, Central Bank, European Commission etc.) 
Box: Treaty of Lisboa in 2007 with 27 States. 




	Key concepts / ideas

EU Institution and Construction EU step by step.





	Priorities, aims and values that emerge from the text (e.g., solidarity, EU integration, EU identity, human rights, economic growth, democracy, participation, employment…):


European Union born of trade and economic agreements
Free trade
critical areas: foreign policy weakness and lack of an economic summit
National belonging: Italian flag (Art. 12, Italian Constitution) and National anthem.



	Representative paragraphs diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English):

Construction of the EU:

Pag. 128 (parag. 4). The origins of European integration. Italy was among the first EU countries and stands out as one of the most pro-European. The story begins in 1950 when the Minister Schuman (France) proposes a European Coal and Steel Community, which comes into force in 1951 with six Countries: Belgium, West Germany, France, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands.

Treaty of Rome of 1957, with the abolition of customs,
1979, the first elections by direct universal suffrage of the European Parliament.
By joining other states and with the Maastricht Treaty of 1991 has the EU's official birth.
In 2002 we adopt a single currency (the Euro) .For today there are 27 countries belonging to the Union.

EU belonging or identity:

Pag. 44: Photo with EU flag, symbol of Union and common identity

National Belonging and Identity:

Pag. 137-141 (4+ insignt). 
he Article 12 of the Constitution, declares the Italian flag as the green white and red tricolor with three equal bands. It can be considered the national symbol and identification of all Italian citizens.
As a symbol of the nation places are cited Vittoriano and The Milite Ignoto, in Rome. It is also reported the Inno di Mameli chosen as the National Anthem.

EU Institutions and functioning:

Pag. 60 (box). Privacy protection. In 1981, the European Council approves the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to the processing of personal data. Italy approved the Privacy Act in 1996.

Pag. 114 (box). The European Landscape Convention (Florence, 2000). landscape as "part of an area, as perceived by people, whose character derives from the natural and / or human and their interrelation".

Pag. 129- 133 (parag.21+ box). Economic and legal structure of EU (Council of Ministers, EU Parliament, Central Bank, European Commission etc.) 
Box: Treaty of Lisboa in 2007 with 27 States. 
A satirical cartoon shows the German Chancellor on the European throne that decides for measures to Greece in 2011, the country in severe economic crisis and indebted the EU.



ii) Active Citizenship / Youth Citizenship / Youth Issues

	In how many paragraphs is the concept of Active Citizenship present:

	EU level (....)
	national level (Italy: 29+ 3 box+ photos)

local level (....)
	other regions (beyond EU) (1)

in general (not related to geographical area)

18.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):

national level:
Pag.6 (4). The sovereign people. The term sovereignty is central in a modern state. It refers to the power to govern the coexistence, protecting society from external enemies and ensuring the well-being. [...]. The main expression, then it is through universal suffrage.
In a direct democracy, citizens participate personally in the decisions regarding public affairs.

Pag 8-13 (25+ 3 box) These pages offer various legal definitions (laws of popular initiative, the delegated sovereignty, the mandatory instructions etc.) Here we report the most significant paragraphs for us:
An important instrument of political participation: voting. The various limits in referendums may suggest that the preference to which we are called is of little relevance. In fact there were a “ invalidated referendum” because was not reached the quorum of 50% plus one. This because of a mistrust of politics, the feeling of not having power through the vote and finally the turnout, strategy for which there is the defeat of the opposing front by virtue of the failure quorum.
The characteristics of the right to vote. The rating is: personal, equal, free, secret, a civic duty.

Pag. 50 (photos). First photo shows 10 Magistrates deaths at the hands of terrorism, which in Italy counted many victims between the years 70s -90s. Among them, in the second photo, they remember Borsellino and Falcone, killed by the Mafia in Sicily.

Pag. 99 (photo). Lega Nord. Was founded by Bossi in 1989, it promotes the secession of the northern Italian regions than those of the south, bitter battle against illegal immigration and promoting euroscepticism. Today is among the national parties of the right.

other regions (beyond EU):

Pag. 15 (1) Right to vote. Voting is a right that everyone should be able to exercise, but also a civic duty that is part of the duties of political solidarity. However, there are no sanctions for those who do not vote, element that protects the free nature of the voting. Not in all countries is thus, in Belgium, Luxembourg and Greece, voting is compulsory.


	In how many paragraphs is the concept of Youth Active Citizenship present:

	EU level (....)

national level (....)
local level (....)
	other regions (beyond EU) (…)
in general (not related to geographical area)

19.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):




	In how many paragraphs are Youth Issues (e.g., bullying, unemployment, drugs, sex, careers, youth cultures, …) present:

	EU level (pag. 113)

national level (Italy: pag. 112; box pag. 117)
local level (....)
other regions (beyond EU) (…)
in general (not related to geographical area)

20.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):

national level:
Pag. 112 (box). School dropout. The term “school dropout” means the totality of the factors that change the regular course of the school career of a student. These factors not only affect the abandonment, but also events of irregularities and failure, such as delays, non-admission to the next year or debits.

Pag. 117 (box) Public education. Compared to other countries, Italy has invested less in scientific research, despite the importance of the technological development for a Country. In compulsory education there are many problems, including gaps and delays, that remain to be resolved. Since 2000 there have been many reforms, partly supported or blocked by strikes and dissent. Certainly the most important reforms date back to 1962 with the establishment of uniform schools, and 1997 with the autonomy of schools. [...] The fact remains that the school is an institution that, working on long periods and needing time to get fully operational, he is in need of reform, but also needs certainty, not constant updates.

EU level:
pag. 113 (box). School education in the main European countries. In Germany it is obligatory to go to school until the age of 15-16, for those who do not want to continue in secondary, automatically snaps the professional training of 2-3 years. In Austria, as in Germany, they are obliged to do an apprenticeship if you do not want to continue after 15 years. [There are also examples of Great Britain, France, Spain and the Netherlands]


	In how many paragraphs are Views of Citizenship in which Gender appears as a relevant category (e.g., gender equality, abortion rights, domestic division of labour, etc.) present:

	EU level (....)

national level (....)
local level (....)
other regions (beyond EU) (…)
in general (not related to geographical area)

21.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):




	Definitions of ‘Active Citizenship’ according Ekman & Amnå’s typology of ‘Political Participation and Civic Engagement’ (2012, p. 295) [you can choose () more than one option]

Non-participation (disengagement) – it includes Active forms (antipolitical) and Passive forms (apolitical), at individual and collective levels (e.g., Avoid talking about politics; Perceiving politics as disgusting; acts of non-political violence (riots), reflecting frustration, alienation or social exclusion; Perceiving politics as uninteresting and unimportant; Political passivity 
Civil participation (latent-political) – it includes Social involvement (attention) and Civic engagement (action), at individual and collective levels (e.g., Taking interest in politics and society; Perceiving politics as important; Identifying with a certain ideology and/or party; Writing to an editor; Activity within community based organization) 
Political participation (manifest) – it includes formal political participation and legal or illegal extra-parliamentary political participation, at individual and collective levels (e.g., Voting in elections and referenda; Being a member of a political party, an organization, or a trade union; Boycotting and political consumption; Demonstrating, participating in strikes, protests; Civil disobedience actions). 
Other  (Please specify)





22.1 Representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English) for each one of the definitions selected above:
a) Non-participation




b) Civil participation




c) Political participation
All arguments of Active Citizenship are in political participation, see above for examples. 


d) Other





	Quality of the argument/narrative about Active Citizenship (you can choose () more than one option):

	Informative 

Reflexive / Interpretative 
	Other  (Please specify)___________________________________

 
	Level of complexity of the argument/narrative about Active Citizenship according the following typology:

	LEVEL 1. Simple identification of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc. 

LEVEL 2. Level 1 PLUS an analysis of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc.
LEVEL 3. Levels 1 and 2 PLUS some articulation/confrontation between different/ non-consensual perspectives.

Please mention the level of complexity, followed by representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English), for each one of the following options selected in the previous point (24.):

a) Informative
LEVEL 1:
All text describes the institutions and governments, it gives definitions.



b) Reflexive / Interpretative
LEVEL 2:
Pag. 50 photos: dead magistrates at the hands of various Italian terrorist organizations (characterized political activism), or because of the Mafia as Falcone and Borsellino.
these may be examples of reflection on active citizenship through the example of people who died for the ideals and because they worked in favor of the law and the state.



c) Other





	Is there any connection with the daily life of young people? Please mark the circle ().

Yes  No 
If yes, please give examples …
About a topic: Many educational reforms during different governments. 
(See pag. 117, youth issues)




iii) Living and relating with others / intercultural awareness

	What kind of issues are addressed (you can choose () more than one option):

	Citizenship status 
	Gender 
	Ethnicity 
	Age 
	Other  (Please specify) salute, violazione dei diritti umani e pena di morte, diritti al lavoro



26.1 Representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English) for each one of the issues selected above
a) Citizenship Status
Pag. 60- 67 (28) Civil rights: the right to freedom the prohibition of discrimination and the guarantee of the abuses, the judicial freedom.
The ethical and social relations: from single member of a community, family law, the rights to health, living wills, the right to education.

Pag. 76-77 (5) The legal recognition of equality, such as the vote to all men and women citizens of a State; the recognition of differences, such as language so that everyone will be equal before the law and have access to public life and institutions; Finally, the transition from the formal equality to that substantial, or rather the Italian Republic in Article 3 is required to remove any kind of limit that does not guarantee equality and freedom for citizens.

Pag.78 (box) All citizens are equal: the modern constitutionalism recognizes the equality of all citizens, but only towards the twentieth century the principle of equality will be recognized, overcoming social injustice and above all affirming a political and legal equality to men and women over the economic conditions and social.

Pag. 119- 128 (32+ 2 box): legal conditions of the stranger, asylum and migrant and limits to their rights, Article 11 of the Italian Constitution, which rejects war and promote initiatives and organizations in favor of peace. The UN: his birth and organizational structure, weaknesses and contradictions UN.
Box: policy immigration and refugee status


b) Gender
Pag. 76-77 (box+ photo) Equal opportunities and March 8 as the date choosing for the celebration of women internationally.




c) Ethnicity




d) Age





e) Other
pag. 68-69 (box). 
The violation of human rights is a widespread and systematic reality in many parts of the world. Poverty, malnutrition, social and political oppression, inequality opposite to the law, are part of the lives of many men, women and children.
The death penalty has been abolished in many countries or is suspended, but stick to this ban is still difficult. Amnesty International says that they are 139 countries in which the death penalty is abolished, but 58 others maintain this practice.

Pag. 73. Family Day, is the name given to a public demonstration in favor of family of mother and father united in civil or religious marriage, and any children born of such a union. Currently the legislation on family law varies for each country in the European Union. Alongside the increase in divorces has also been an increase of those who called "de facto couples" or cohabitants with or without children, who may be heterosexual or homosexual. These families are recognized by some countries through agreements, in others not, or you are discussing how to respond to this phenomenon.

Pag. 107 (box+ photos). The theme of the Italian secularism has established for years, but today there is discussion about what the state and the Church can not intervene in political debates, such as the crucifix in public schools (in photo with caption) or the invitation of Cardinal Ruini to abstain from voting in the 2005 referendum on assisted procreation.


	Quality of the argument/narrative about ‘Living and relating with others / intercultural awareness’ (you can choose () more than one option):

	Informative 
	Reflexive / Interpretative 

Other  (Please specify)____________________________________


	Level of complexity of the argument/narrative about ‘Living and relating with others / intercultural awareness’ according the following typology:

	LEVEL 1. Simple identification of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc. 

LEVEL 2. Level 1 PLUS an analysis of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc. 
LEVEL 3. Levels 1 and 2 PLUS some articulation/confrontation between different/ non-consensual perspectives. 

Please mention the level of complexity, followed by representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English), for each one of the following options selected in previous point (27.):
a) Informative
LEVEL 1:
 The most of the text describes the events and the related laws (see above pag 119-128, 82- 85)



b) Reflexive / Interpretative
LEVEL 2:
Some ethical issues, or critical issues can lead to reflection, like: family day (pag. 73), secularism (pag. 107), problems of the ONU (pag. 127).




c) Other






	Is there any connection with the daily life of young people? Please mark the circle ().

Yes  No 
If yes, please give examples …







III – DIDACTICS
NOTE: Even if our main focus is the sections analysed above, this analysis should consider other sections as long as they include relevant learning experiences.

	Type of supporting documents / elements included (you can choose () more than one option):

	Written 

Iconographic 
Maps 
Graphics / Tables / Charts 
Other  (Please specify)_________________________________

30.1 Representative supporting documents / elements selected above:
a) Written
There are articles of the Constitution within the text, such as quotes, or you transcribed the whole original article
Examples  pag. 76 and 101.

b) Iconographic
Possiamo notare:
historic photos (pag. 9, 124)
posters, advertising events (pag. 10, 65, 73)
photos of this century (pag. 117, 77, 131)
drawings or cartoons (pag. 76, 132)

c) Maps
 pag. 69, 71 e 95 (only one in the textbook)

d) Graphics / Tables / Charts
pag. 11, 12, 13, 68, 112 e 113 
they are used to explain the topics or to summarize the principal concepts. 

e) Other




	Classification of written documents (you can choose () more than one option):

	Historical (transcripts or photos of documents such as constitutions or treaties) 

Authored (transcripts of other authors such as philosophers, politicians, or novelists) 
Didactic (by the authors of the textbook to explain and/or contextualize, etc.) 



31.1 Representative excerpts of the written documents selected above:
a) Historical
to transcribe the whole original article of the Italian Constitution (the textbook analyses the twelve fundamental articles of the Italian Constitution)
See above pag. 101




b) Authored





c) Didactic
The articles of the Constitution within the text, such as quotes.
see above pag 76 





	Suggested resources for teaching-learning process (you can choose () more than one option):

	Diary 

Blackboard or similar 
Audiovisual materials 
Internet 
Workbook or similar 
Other  (Please specify)____________________________________


32.1 Examples of the suggested resources for teaching-learning selected above:
a) Diary





b) Blackboard or similar





c) Audiovisual materials





d) Internet
The symbol “auladigitale”, near some arguments or exercises, indicates where you can read the deeping documents (example: index, pag. 80). 
The symbol similar to a tablet suggests to connect to specific sites for more information (pag. 102, 128)




e) Workbook or similar





f) Other






	Types of learning experiences (you can choose () more than one option):

	Oral or written analysis of documents 

Debates 
Study visits 
	Research activities, field work 
	Argumentative text writing 
	Written summaries 
Games 
Watching movies or listening to music 
Dramatization or role-playing 
Other  (Please specify)_____________________________________


33.1 Examples of the types of learning experiences selected above:
a) Oral or written analysis of documents
There are most written analysis exercises, in which is required to resume the topics studied in the text and complete the tables, giving a definition or answer the questions.
Examples: pag. 58 numbers 1- 9; pag. 100 numbers 1- 9 (section “comprehension”)




b) Debates
inside of the exercises you may be asked to debate with peers on the topic studied or the document read 
examples: pag. 58  n. 2 (Section “Constitution in progress”) 
pag. 74  n. 2 (section “analysis and elaboration”)






c) Study visits





d) Research activities, field work
at the sections “Constitution in progress” and “analysis and elaboration” the exercises ask to do a research and a final report.
Esempi: pag. 58, 90, 136, 141




e) Argumentative text writing





f) Written summaries
short texts about the topics studied (section “analysis and elaboration”)
Examples: pag. 100 numbers 1- 3 




g) Games





h) Watching movies or listening music





i) Dramatization or role-playing





j) Other





	Quality of learning experiences (you can choose () more than one option):

	Rote learning [memorization based on repetition] 

Promotes pedagogical differentiation [considers the pupils’ diversity and heterogeneity] 
	Promotes autonomy 
	Presents different views 
Values students’ expression of their personal opinion 
	Provides a summary or synthesis scheme of the content presented 
	Encourage students to learn more 
Presents formative evaluation form 
Presents (searchable) bibliography/Websites 
Encourages fieldwork 
Other relevant aspects  (Please specify)_______________________


34.1 Examples of the learning experiences selected above:
a) Rote learning [memorization based on repetition]





b) Promotes pedagogical differentiation [pupils’ diversity and heterogeneity]






c) Promotes autonomy
see examples of box 33.1 in Research activities, field work 
Moreover, these examples guide students in a more detailed study examining different points of view and exposing the various opinions through debates or texts. (the next points d, e, g refer to these examples)




d) Presents different views
see above


e) Values students’ expression of their personal opinion

see above


f) Provides a summary or synthesis scheme of the content presented
see above:  f) Written summaries


g) Encourage students to learn more
see above

h) Presents formative evaluation form





i) Presents (searchable) bibliography/websites
symbol “auladigitale”
See above




j) Encourages fieldwork





k) Other relevant aspects










IV– OVERVIEW OF THE QUALITY

	On a 5-point Likert type scale, ranging from 1 ‘Totally Disagree’ to 5 ‘Totally Agree’, please mark the circle () that best reflects your opinion:



In my opinion, this textbook:
Totally Disagree


Totally Agree

1

2
3
4
5

1. Promotes knowledge about the construction of the EU.





2. Promotes knowledge about the EU institutions and functioning.





3. Promotes students’ sense of belonging/identity regarding the EU.





4. Promotes students’ intercultural awareness.





5. Promotes cultural diversity.





6. Promotes respect and acceptance of minority (racial/ethnic/religious) groups. 





7. Promotes a critical analysis of stereotypes. 





8. Promotes a critical analysis of students’ own values and attitudes.





9. Assumes a vision of youth as problem.





10. Promotes students’ autonomy.





11. Promotes students’ participation.





12. Promotes opportunities for the exploration of students’ own opinions and ideas.





13. Promotes opportunities for critical and reflective awareness by the students.





14. Promotes EU active citizenship.





15. Promotes youth active citizenship.





16. Engages with contemporary youth issues.







	To what extent the citizenship discourses presented in this textbook correspond with the “Active Citizenship” definitions proposed by Banaji & Mejias (2016)? On a 5-point Likert type scale, ranging from 1 ‘Not at All’ to 5 ‘Completely’, please mark the circle () that best reflects your opinion:



In my opinion, this textbook presents discourses corresponding to a...
Not at All


Completely

1

2
3
4
5

1. Conservative definition of Active Citizenship: e.g., information seeking, volunteering, voting, trust.





2. Non-normative definition of Active Citizenship: “emphasis on sustained rather than intermittent action – could include far right activity, terrorism, etc. This definition is hotly contested by those normative theorists who wish to hang onto the idea of ‘democratic’ participation as key to Active Citizenship”.





3. Simple Normative definition of Active Citizenship: Informed and either intermittent or sustained contribution by citizens of particular states, “which relies more on the administrative literature on participation [...] excludes those who contribute to civic life but are not legal citizens, as well as those who contribute to social and political life but not based on being ‘informed’”.





4. Inclusive Critical definition of Active Citizenship: “Informed and either intermittent or sustained action by any member or members of a population, whether they hold legal citizen status or not, in selecting, questioning, voting for or against, and holding to account those individuals and bodies who make laws and govern”.





5. Inclusive Normative definition of Active Citizenship: “Any form of intermittent or sustained engagement, debate, and/or collective or individual action taken by any member or members of the globe, region, locality or nation [...] oriented towards the upholding and increasing the quality of human rights, fairness, dignity, equality and democratic governance [...] This one does not suggest that being informed is key to ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP. However, it does hold notions of rights, equality and dignity to be at the heart of Citizenship and as such far right activism of any kind would not fall in this definition. Since it is inclusive, it leaves room for dissident, critical and questioning citizenship, but does not mandate that these are necessary characteristics of ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP. Legality or illegality is irrelevant to this definition”





6. Exclusive Normative definition of Active Citizenship: “Any form of CRITICAL, QUESTIONING, or DISSIDENT engagement, debate, and/or collective or individual action taken by any member or members of the globe, region, locality or nation [...] based on the idea that ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP is always in contest with forms of PASSIVE, POLITE or DUTIFUL CITIZENSHIP which might serve existing powerful interests, and are often in support of unjust practices and unjust laws. This definition is different from ACTIVISM because it excludes those who act in favour of majoritarian or authoritarian and exclusivist ends”.






WP6
Grid/guide for the textbook analysis
Norberto Ribeiro, Pedro D. Ferreira & Isabel Menezes
CIIE, University of Porto







The criteria to select textbooks:
	 Area of Social Sciences (e.g., History, Geography, Social Studies, Civics) and EFL (English as a Foreign Language)
	Most representative tracks of secondary education (ISCED 3) – possible themes: contemporary history, history of the XXth century, relevant topics of ESL such as intercultural awareness …
	Best sellers & innovative in each country for each subject; a minimum of at least 5-6 textbooks/country.

 In many countries, textbooks are distributed with a workbook or cd-rom that should be included in the analysis, specifically those exercises or activities related to the relevant segments of the textbook.

I – IDENTIFICATION

	Country


Italy

	Subject


Histrory

	Grade


Last year of high school ( in IT it has 5 grades, it would correspond to grade 13)

	Title


Dialogue with the history and actuality- Contemporary age (IT: Dialogo con la storia e l’attualità- L’età contemporanea)

	Author(s)


Antonio Brancati- Trebi Pagliarani

	Authors’ Sex


Male

	Authors’ Background (profession and training, if available)


http://www.oliveriana.pu.it/index.php?id=18350
http://auladigitale.rizzolieducation.it/auladigitale/ricerca/esegui_nuova.action?ricerca.catalogo=Trebi%20Pagliarani&refresh_ce-cp?

	Year


2014

	Publisher


La Nuova Italia- RCS libri

	Edition

2014

	Nr of Pages

728

	Nr of pages and paragraphs addressing the following themes (not only explicit or literal references, but also those which can be arguably interpreted as related to the themes, e.g., the segment does not refer “active citizenship” but mentions or discusses practices recognized as examples of active citizenship):



Nr of pages
Nr of paragraphs
Nr of exercises
a) Construction of the EU (i.e., mainly in the historic perspective)
429-430
513
635
636
4+photo+tab
2+ box
Map
tab
p. 451 n. 1
p. 521 n. 1

p. 643 n. 2
b) EU institutions and functioning
633-636
646-649
15+tab+photo
21+box

p. 643 n. 2
c1) Sense of belonging or identity at national/regional level



c2) Sense of belonging or identity at EU level
533
636
644-646
Flag
1
8+box

p. 643 n. 2
c3) Sense of belonging or identity at Global level



d) Active citizenship
31
57
58
66
78
86- 87
132
145
158-159
166-167
197
220
244
245-246
263
284-287
296-297
327
358
360
371-372
419
429
441-442
452-455
477
484
491
499
504-509
510
515
528
538
541
554
557-558
562
577
578-579
581
584-585
587
592-597
626
638
655-656
665
677-679
682
683
685- 686
1
Photo
Box
Photo
2
5
Photo
Box
5
12+box
Box
Tab
Photo
3+ photo
Box
13+box
4+photo
Box
Photo
2+photo
6
2+tab
Box
2
15+box
Photo
3
Box
1+box
8+box+photo
1
Box
Box+photo
Box
Box
Photo
5
1+photo
6
3
4
5+photo
1+photo
25
Photo
Photo
2+photo
5
5
Tab
2
3

p. 63 n. 2


p. 85 n. 3



p. 165 n. 8



p. 259 n. 1







p. 377 n. 3
p. 379 n. 5
p. 385 n. 11

p. 450 n. 1

p. 487 n. 5


p. 506 n. 3

p. 521 n. 5



p. 551 n. 6







p. 591 n. 6

p. 643 n. 1

p. 667 n. 5



p. 689 n. 4
d1)  Democratic –institutional                     citizenship  
(Rights of citizens,  access to 
citizenship, legal citizenship) 

78
166-167
284- 287
452- 455
558
592- 597
2
12+ box
13+ box
15+ box
1
25

d2)  Practices of participation

31
57
58
66
86- 87
132
145
158-159
197
220
244
245-246
263
296-297
327
358
360
371-372
419
429
441-442
477
484
491
499
504-509
510
515
528
538
541
554
557
562
577
578-579
581
584-585
587
626
638
655-656
665
677-679
682
683
685- 686
1
Photo
Box
Photo
5
Photo
Box
5
Box
Tab
Photo
3+ photo
Box
4+photo
Box
Photo
2+photo
6
2+tab
Box
2
Photo
3
Box
1+box
8+box+photo
1
Box
Box+photo
Box
Box
Photo
4
1+photo
6
3
4
5+photo
1+photo
Photo
Photo
2+photo
5
5
Tab
2
3

e) Youth citizenship 
507-509
575-576
9
3
p. 521 n. 1
p. 591 n. 3
f) Youth issues (e.g., bullying, unemployment, drugs, sex, careers, youth cultures, …)
67
509
Photo
1

g) Living and relating with others/ intercultural awareness 
27
72-75
111
274
476
684- 85
Box
12
3
3
3
3

p. 85 n. 1

p. 281 n. 4
p. 313 n. 1
p. 487 n. 4 
p. 551 n. 5
p. 689 n. 1
TOTAL
114
233
97

	Other comments (e.g., why the textbook was chosen etc.)

The text deals with historical events, (national and international, both European and non-European), from the second half of 1800 until 2011 by introducing open questions (medium East, terrorism, global crisis and c.).
Each unit is introduced by maps or time lines summarizing the main historical events. There are many boxes, dossier and insights.
For the large amount of information we have chosen to select only themes closely related to the classification of the grid.
At the end of the unit there is a summary of the main topics and there is the "auladigitale" symbol that refers to www.auladigitale.rcs.it site where there is a synthesis in audio format. The next page called "study guide" contains exercises and, seen from the site before, you can find interactive texts for self- evaluation.
In general, the exercises are of understanding and synthesis to help students study and prepare for the oral test. At the end of units there are specific exercises for preparing for the year-end (to get the diploma). In Italy the examination consists of three exams, in the first and in the third, you can answer questions of history: a multiple choice test, analyze a text / historical document, edit a newspaper article or essay on historical events.




Note: for the following sections please consider only those pages and paragraphs counted in the previous table. 

II – CONTENT

i) Construction of the EU / EU Institutions and functioning/ EU belonging or identity

	Institutions, actors, events, facts and dates mentioned related with EU construction, functioning or belonging

Construction EU
Pag. 429-430 (4+photos+table) to arise the project to unify Europe.
European unification for the reduction of customs

1949: Council of Europe
1951: European Coal and Steel Community (CECA)
1957: treaty of Rome
BOX: Altiero Spinelli and Ernesto Rossi write the “Manifesto of Ventotene”, a chart for a free and united Europe (1941-42). 

Pag. 513 (2+ box) Upgrade of EU in 1979, from 6 to 12 States.

Pag.635 (map) European map (2007)

Pag.636 (table) stages of entry of all the states in the European union from 1958 to 2007 with 27 States.

EU Institutions and functioning
Pag. 633- 636 (15+ tab.+ photo) February 7, 1992 with the Treaty of Maastricht establishes the 'European Union. 
1995 treaty of Schengen. 
1999 It comes the single currency, the euro, in force in all Member States except in Britain.
The institution of the Union (in table): Commission, Council, Parliament and Court of Justice. 
In 2007, with the Treaty of Lisbon, it creates the function of President of the European Council and a foreign minister, also the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union drawn up in Nice in 2000, it assumes legal power.
Pag.646- 649 (21+ box). Treaty of Maastricht, the Chart of Nizza, Eropean Constitution, treaty of Lisbona, the competence of the EU and its Institutions.

EU belonging or identity
Pag. 533 Eu flag, symbol of identity and membership

Pag. 644- 646 (8+ box) The idea of a united Europe since the Middle Ages and then in 1800 But after the Second World War that the idea starts to become a need.
The Ventotene Manifesto: it is believed to be the first proposal for a United States of Europe (NOTE: This document is quoted in the construction of the EU, but is also listed in this section to the ideals of unity)




	Key concepts / ideas


Unione; economia; libero scambio;; federalismo europeo; allargamento dell’Unione europea
Union; economy; free trade; CECA; CEE; European federalism; EU upgrade



	Priorities, aims and values that emerge from the text (e.g., solidarity, EU integration, EU identity, human rights, economic growth, democracy, participation, employment…):


Integretion and Union, economic growth, Union for peace between EU State (Manifesto di Ventotene)




	Representative paragraphs diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English):


Construction EU:
Pag. 429-430 (4 + photos + table) was born the project to unify Europe: after the war and, with improving economies, began the need to be a power in itself, not dependent transoceanic countries (Treaty of Marshall, aid to post-war European countries). European unification for the abatement of Customs.
1949: Council of Europe
1951: European Coal and Steel Community (CECA)
1957: Treaty of Rome, the European Economic Community (CEE) and the creation of the European Common Market (ECM). Elimination of duties and free movement.

EU belonging or identity:
Pag. 644- 646 (8+ box) The idea of a united Europe is not new, but there are already traces from the Middle Ages and then in 1800 as we remember Cattaneo ("We will have true peace when we have the United States of Europe"). But it is after World War II that the idea starts to become a need and then to materialize; Despite the concept of uniting every state he had its own political movement and thus divergent ideas.

EU Institutions and functioning:
Pag. 633- 636 (15+ tab.+ photo) February 7, 1992 with the Maastricht Treaty was born l 'European Union. March 1995, the Schengen Convention. In 1999 comes the single currency, the euro, in force in all Member States except in Britain.
The institution of the Union (in table): Commission, Council, Parliament and Court of Justice


ii) Active Citizenship / Youth Citizenship / Youth Issues

	In how many paragraphs is the concept of Active Citizenship present:

	EU level (6)

national level (Italy, 12+ photo)
local level (....)
other regions (beyond EU) (3 + 2 box)
in general (not related to geographical area) (13+ 2 box)

18.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):
Given the large amount of material concerning national and international historical events (even beyond the EU States), we report the paragraphs that can best explain the themes of this book.

 Some paragraphs are devoted to the right to vote in Italy. Examples:
Pag. 78 (2, National level) The elections of 1913 in Italy would take place on the basis of a law of 1912 which admitted the vote all male citizens who had 30 years ago, that age was lowered to 21 if it was able to read and write or if you He had served in the military. [...] The women continued to be totally excluded from the vote.
 
Pag. 557 (4, National level) In 1946. He played in several rounds of the first local elections, the first conducted democratically after more than 20 years. Not without controversy, the vote was finally extended to women: they realized such a genuine universal suffrage. […]

 Paragraphs, photos with captions and boxes dedicated to protests and demonstrations, pacifist and not:
Pag. 358 (photo, National level) Milan, July 26, 1943: young protesters cross the cathedral square singing. The news of the collapse of the regime not only provoked jubilation, but also the first settling of accounts: one in Milan were killed six fascists and 30 were wounded in the clashes. 

Pag. 491(box, Other regions) The indipendence of Tibet. […]China decided to divide the territory annexed: good part was assigned to the neighboring provinces of the People's Republic, while the remaining portion was declared in 1965, the Tibet Autonomous Region, with a special status. Since then, every independence moviment has always been suppressed with force. Tibetan culture experienced a difficult period during the years of the "cultural revolution" China, as many Buddhist monasteries and palaces, the epicenter of social and spiritual life of the country, were destroyed as they are considered a symbol of a reactionary culture. [...] The exiled Dalai Lama has succeeded in bringing the issue several times before the international community, denouncing the repeated violations of human rights. […]

Inception of movement, organizations and national and world-level groups, with reactionary characteristics:
Pag. 145 (box, In general) United Nations. The establishment of the League of Nations (Sdn), in April 1919 seemed to start a new epoch after the massacres of 1914- 1918. With international legal personality, the company presented itself as a supranational organize, or confederation of states with its own order, the purpose of which was the conservation of peace and collective security, promoting cooperation and action to resolve disputes with the aim to eliminate war in favor of traded and peaceful solutions. […]

Pag. 245- 346 (3+ photo, Other regions) Consequences reactionary and racist. The drastic reduction of immigration [US border closure after degrees from Europe migration] was caused at the same time also by the growing fear of communist infiltration and subversion from Europe, and a nationalism that reached extreme xenophobic violence ends and racist. These are the years of the so-called "red scare" the fear that behind every stranger was hiding a communist revolutionary, in this climate, places the process against two Italian anarchist tendencies, Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti, unjustly accused of robbery and murder and executed in 1927. 
In the early 20 he began to be talked about the secret sect of the Ku Klux Klan (KKK). This explicitly racist society, was formed in 1865, to strike, using terrible violence, the black population, especially in the South. Never completely disappeared and returned in 1915- threats, attacks and killings - against immigrants and Jews.

Pag. 371- 372 (6, EU level) The Resistance. Initially the resistance was limited to espionage and sabotage, but in the course of Nazism and the intensification of Nazi violence, partisan groups became more and more numerous and better organized. In fact strengthened the consciousness of fighting for the salvation of civilization and not only for national interests: this gave the people a great moral energy and firmness of purpose. The resistance took on different connotations in different European countries. Attackers in countries like Italy, was characterized by the political opposition to fascism. [...] In assaulted democratic countries had different connotations: in Norway, Belgium and the Netherlands legitimate governments found refuge in England continued to direct the struggle from exile. In France, where there were movements that sympathized with the Nazis, the resistance movement was "France Libre" by Charles De Gaulle that he found great acclaim in the French colonies. In Poland, the objectives of the common struggle were welded with the preservation of their national identity, having been invaded by Germans and Russians.. 
 
Pag. 575- 576 (3, National level Italy) New political groups. Inside the student protest he developed a widespread distrust of the parliamentary system in general, but especially towards the left parties, including the Communists, accused of having abandoned the idea of revolution. The youth of the New Left rejected the rules of Western democracy and supported the direct action of the masses. [...] For the first time took to the streets masses of workers and youth, who gave birth to new organizations. Among these were greatest following Lotta Continua and Power workers, movements called "extra-parliamentary" distant, even in sharp contrast, the left parties.

Pag. 584- 585 (3, National level Italy) Organized crime. Mafia, Camorra, 'Ndrangheta, which, especially in the southern regions, formed an opposing force to the state. In the early eighties the fight was very bloody, and cost the lives of many black who fought the Mafia. A disturbing aspect of the Mafia - also confirmed by many of the killings of those years - was the secret understanding between some politicians and organized crime. In the second half of the 80s, an agreement judicial investigation conducted by judges Falcone and Borsellino - then murdered - made it possible to shed light on the workings of the mafia groups, on connections with politics and public administration.  

 Boxes dedicated to historical figures who have had great consequences on politics and culture. Examples:

Pag. 515 (box, Other regions): The legend of Ernesto "Che" Guevara. The charismatic Argentinean guerrilla fighter Ernesto Guevara de la Serna (1928- 1967) was a symbol of the anti-imperialist struggle in 1900. After participating in the Cuban Revolution and the early years of the new government's life, "Che" - as had been nicknamed for his Argentine interlayer - he chose to take "the fight against imperialism wherever they are", as he wrote to Fidel Castro. Just battling Bolivia fell in the hands Bolivian army and was killed the following day, October 9, 1967. Buried in a secret location his remains were found in 1997. At the myth attached to his helped shape his writing: the famous manual the guerrillas, many political texts and his diaries. […]

 Section of the book called “history, citizenship and Constitution”:
Pag. 284- 287 (13 + box, in general many States) The issue of citizenship. The concept of citizenship indicates the membership of an individual to a State, together with the number of rights and duties that such membership includes. The modern definition of citizenship is given by the American and French Revolutions of the eighteenth century. […]in the nineteenth century two issues put questioning the citizenship discourse: the social question, originated from the industrial revolution with a central problem of inequality, poses the problem of the extension of the active political citizenship rights (right to vote and to be elected) the lower classes. The national question however, referred to the Italian and German attempt of a national political unity, approached citizenship to the concept of belonging to the nation of cultural and natural base. […] with the coming of Nazism described citizenship in terms of exclusion and deprivation of rights to persons deemed ineligible on the basis of political and racial criteria. The Nuremberg laws are an example . […]After the war citizenship is considered essential rights of man through the article 15 of the Declaration of Human Rights of 1948. [...] The equality is also signed in the Italian Constitution Article 3 and 22: « all citizens they have equal dignity and are equal before the law, without distinction of sex, race, language, religion, political opinion, personal and social conditions; no one can be deprived for political reason, the legal capacity, citizenship and the name.» 


	In how many paragraphs is the concept of Youth Active Citizenship present:

	EU level (9)

national level (Italy: 3)
local level (....)
	other regions (beyond EU) (…)
	in general (not related to geographical area) (…)

19.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):
Pag. 507- 509 (9, EU level) Manifesto of the French May: student protest movement against the education reform, also very violent tones.
Students and workers protesting against government measures even if was not always a unified movement as students were guided by certain ideals while workers sought to improve their employment contracts concretely.
Prague: After the invasion of their country by Soviet troops, Prague students promoted a strike to call on the public not to accept "the increasing pressures" imposed by the Soviet Union and to claim their rights: freedom of assembly and of association, freedom of expression and scientific research, the abolition of censorship and the right to work abroad. […]
1968 in Italy: In Italy the student protests manifested in universities since the autumn of 1967 (occupation of the University of Turin, Milan, Trento and Rome). Part of the fight was the strong opposition to inadequate judged university reform. […]Students demanded a modernization of programs and structures of schools and the democratization of the school system, that is the amendment of the power relations between the adult world (directors, professors) and students. In Italy the dispute took on a Marxist and revolutionary ideology, strong hostility against capitalism of bourgeois culture defined classist and sexist. […]

Pag. 575- 576 (3) New political groups. Inside the student protest he developed a widespread distrust of the parliamentary system in general, but especially towards the left parties, including the Communists, accused of having abandoned the idea of revolution. The youth of the New Left rejected the rules of Western democracy and supported the direct action of the masses. The pressing demand for a revolutionary transformation of the system would join an anti-capitalist protest and anti- communist, as well as pearls solidarity ongoing struggles in the Third World. For the first time they took to the streets masses of workers and youth, who gave birth to new organizations. Among these were greatest following “Lotta Continua” and “Power workers”, movements called "extra-parliamentary" distant, even in sharp contrast, the left parties.





	In how many paragraphs are Youth Issues (e.g., bullying, unemployment, drugs, sex, careers, youth cultures, …) present:

	EU level (….)

national level (photo)
local level (….)
	other regions (beyond EU) (1)
in general (not related to geographical area) (…)

20.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):
Pag. 67 (photo, National level Italy) image of children at school: it is in the early twentieth century when the Government established public schools in rural areas of Italy.

Pag. 509 (1, othere regions) hippies: or also called "sons of" flowers, are young people who choose to live in a simple and free, away from social conformity of the time. Contrasting flower power (one of dislocated: put flowers in your guns) to the war, in fact dispute peacefully, the war in Vietnam.





	In how many paragraphs are Views of Citizenship in which Gender appears as a relevant category (e.g., gender equality, abortion rights, domestic division of labour, etc.) present:

	EU level (....)

national level (Italy, 4; Germany box)
local level (....)
other regions (beyond EU) (USA, photo)
	in general (not related to geographical area) (…)

21.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):
Pag. 244 (photo, in USA) the vote for American women. In 1920, the women were able to exercise their voting rights. Before that time the American women's associations, while still being very active and organized, had achieved relatively modest goals, such as the local elections of 1986 in the State of Wyoming.

Pag. 263(box, in Germany): Rosa Luxemburg. She was born in 1871 by a Polish family of Jewish origin, near Lublin which was part of the Czarist Empire, adhered to a clandestine group of young revolutionary socialist orientation. Not yet eighteen had to go abroad to escape an arrest. He studied economics and law in Switzerland, and married a German workers to get citizenship and join the Social Democratic party of the extreme left wing. It was one of the few women who were able to obtain an absolute leading role in the labor movement. At the outbreak of war he was arrested but continued to criticize the Bolshevik Party. Freed in 1918, he resumed the revolutionary activity. After the failure Spartacist Insurrection was arrested and murdered by Liebknecht.


Pag. 557 (2, National level Italy) the vote for women. In 1946 they held the first local elections in several rounds, the first democratically accenute after more than 20 years. Not without controversy, the vote was finally extended to women: they realized such a genuine universal suffrage. […]

Pag. 577 (2, National level Italy) The battles of the feminist movement. The dispute ['68] left a significant trace even in customs and in individual behavior, in proposing new forms the theme of gender equality. Even in Italy they developed the feminist movements, committed to the topic of emancipation and liberation of women and the struggle for equal political dignity, civil and social with men. Concretely feminism she had the goal of total freedom of the taboos of a strongly patriarchal society. […]




	Definitions of ‘Active Citizenship’ according Ekman & Amnå’s typology of ‘Political Participation and Civic Engagement’ (2012, p. 295) [you can choose () more than one option]

Non-participation (disengagement) – it includes Active forms (antipolitical) and Passive forms (apolitical), at individual and collective levels (e.g., Avoid talking about politics; Perceiving politics as disgusting; acts of non-political violence (riots), reflecting frustration, alienation or social exclusion; Perceiving politics as uninteresting and unimportant; Political passivity 
Civil participation (latent-political) – it includes Social involvement (attention) and Civic engagement (action), at individual and collective levels (e.g., Taking interest in politics and society; Perceiving politics as important; Identifying with a certain ideology and/or party; Writing to an editor; Activity within community based organization) 
Political participation (manifest) – it includes formal political participation and legal or illegal extra-parliamentary political participation, at individual and collective levels (e.g., Voting in elections and referenda; Being a member of a political party, an organization, or a trade union; Boycotting and political consumption; Demonstrating, participating in strikes, protests; Civil disobedience actions). 
Other  (Please specify)





22.1 Representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English) for each one of the definitions selected above:
a) Non-participation




b) Civil participation
Pag. 491(box) the independence of the Tibet – see above point 18.1

Pag. 509 (1) the hippy- see above point 20.1


c) Political participation
pag. 166. The Battle of Gandhi and Indians against the British colonialists had an important political significance because, in addition to assume for the first time a collective, non-violence proved successful. […]

Pag. 515. The Legend of Ernesto “Che” Guevara. – see above point 18.1

Pag. 557. Votes for women – see above point 21.1

Pag. 584- 585. The “mafia” (Organized crime) – see above point 18.1


d) Other





	Quality of the argument/narrative about Active Citizenship (you can choose () more than one option):

	Informative 

Reflexive / Interpretative 
	Other  (Please specify)___________________________________

 
	Level of complexity of the argument/narrative about Active Citizenship according the following typology:

	LEVEL 1. Simple identification of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc.

LEVEL 2. Level 1 PLUS an analysis of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc.
LEVEL 3. Levels 1 and 2 PLUS some articulation/confrontation between different/ non-consensual perspectives.

Please mention the level of complexity, followed by representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English), for each one of the following options selected in the previous point (24.):

a) Informative
Level 1.
The textbook explains the topics and the historical events.




b) Reflexive / Interpretative





c) Other





	Is there any connection with the daily life of young people? Please mark the circle ().

Yes  No 
If yes, please give examples …







iii) Living and relating with others / intercultural awareness

	What kind of issues are addressed (you can choose () more than one option):

	Citizenship status 

Gender 
Ethnicity 
	Age 
Other  (Please specify)__globalization


26.1 Representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English) for each one of the issues selected above
a) Citizenship Status
Pag. 72- 75 Dossier: the great Italian migration.
From Europe there was a mass exodus to the goals transoceanic between 1876 and 1915, with many arrests and intensification. Italians were the largest number of migrants, preferably towards South America and the United States. [... [Often he had the connotations of slavery: agencies who organized the trips deluded migrants could find easy money but in fact their work was only exploited. [...] The Italian also enjoyed a bad reputation: called "wop", (in Italian is guappo), and "dogo", by dagger, considered easy to brawls. The phenomenon continued in the twenties and after the Second War, but since the seventies there was a stoppage of migration and Italy started to become a country of immigrants and non-immigrants.

b) Gender
Pag. 27 (box) Marie Sklodowska Curie. She was born in 1867 in that part of Poland annexed to the Russian Empire, Marie Sklodowska, daughter of progressive teachers, she managed to move to Paris in 1891, where he completed his studies at the Sorbonne and graduated in chemistry and physics. In 1895 he married Professor Pierre Curie and together they continued the research on uranium properties initiated by Becquerel. Marie was to define radioactivity of radiation, and with her husband, he isolated two new radioactive elements, polonium and radium. In 1903, the couple received the Nobel Prize in physics and after her husband's death Marie took the professorship - the first woman to teach at the Sorbonne - got the second Nobel in chemistry in 1911. The last twenty years of his life, undermined by radiation, took charge of the application of X-rays in medicine together with Irene daughter (who in turn Nobel Prize in 1935).
Pag. 111 (3) Women at work. Because of the first war, in short supply industries and labor, in fact, many men were called to fight at the front, so the women made their entry into the working world. They took on roles until the time unthinkable: guided bus and underground, were workers, took care of the countryside. On the social level it involved a great upheaval, as women before they had marginal roles and subordinates.


c) Ethnicity
Pag.274 (3) Race and ideology of the superiority of the Aryan race. The foundations of the National Socialist ideology were outlined by Hitler in his book Mein Kanf (but My Struggle). [...] The doctrine involved the regeneration of the world with an effectiveness no different from that of early Christianity. A kind of mystical feeling that had two connection points: race, considered the essence of the company and inequality, considered fundamental law of nature. [...] In fact, the Nazis supported the superiority of the Aryan race, which was credited with the progress of humanity whose purity had to be defended. [...]

Pag. 476 (3) the policy of segregation and racial exclusion: apartheid in South Africa. This apartheid was the method by which the white minority in South Africa oppressed the black majority (about 80% of the population). The racist policy was aimed at separating whites from blacks through a series of moral and material demeaning limitations. […]



d) Age





e) Other

Pag. 684-85 (3) Globalization and the problems of international institutions.
The crisis began to all effects in 2008, it has evolved in the context of globalization. The term means that complex interconnection phenomenon of economies around the world related to the development of the information technologies. Since 70 years the growing global dimension of the problems - economic, human development, of democracy and the environment - has pushed most industrial powers to find co-ordination tools. Thus was born the Organization of the main industrial powers, called G6 (which over the years includes many more countries). [...] Agreements on free trade were reformed by the creation of the World Trade Organization (WTO), which includes more than 150 members. The unresolved issue today is that these organizations try to do shared rules and that these are respected. […]




	Quality of the argument/narrative about ‘Living and relating with others / intercultural awareness’ (you can choose () more than one option):

	Informative 
	Reflexive / Interpretative 

Other  (Please specify)____________________________________


	Level of complexity of the argument/narrative about ‘Living and relating with others / intercultural awareness’ according the following typology:

	LEVEL 1. Simple identification of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc. 

LEVEL 2. Level 1 PLUS an analysis of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc. 
LEVEL 3. Levels 1 and 2 PLUS some articulation/confrontation between different/ non-consensual perspectives. 

Please mention the level of complexity, followed by representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English), for each one of the following options selected in previous point (27.):
a) Informative
Level 1.
The textbook explains the topics and the historical events.




b) Reflexive / Interpretative





c) Other






	Is there any connection with the daily life of young people? Please mark the circle ().

Yes  No 
If yes, please give examples …







III – DIDACTICS
NOTE: Even if our main focus is the sections analysed above, this analysis should consider other sections as long as they include relevant learning experiences.

	Type of supporting documents / elements included (you can choose () more than one option):

	Written 

Iconographic 
Maps 
Graphics / Tables / Charts 
Other  (Please specify)_________________________________

30.1 Representative supporting documents / elements selected above:
a) Written
examples pag 645, 646, 647, 506




b) Iconographic
examples pag 557, 561



c) Maps
examples pag 621, 623



d) Graphics / Tables / Charts
examples pag 621, 634, 636



e) Other






	Classification of written documents (you can choose () more than one option):

	Historical (transcripts or photos of documents such as constitutions or treaties) 
	Authored (transcripts of other authors such as philosophers, politicians, or novelists) 
	Didactic (by the authors of the textbook to explain and/or contextualize, etc.) 




31.1 Representative excerpts of the written documents selected above:
a) Historical
examples pag 647




b) Authored
examples pag 645, 506



c) Didactic
examples pag 646




	Suggested resources for teaching-learning process (you can choose () more than one option):

	Diary 

Blackboard or similar 
Audiovisual materials 
Internet 
Workbook or similar 
Other  (Please specify)____________________________________


32.1 Examples of the suggested resources for teaching-learning selected above:
a) Diary





b) Blackboard or similar





c) Audiovisual materials





d) Internet
examples pag 311 “auladigitale”




e) Workbook or similar





f) Other






	Types of learning experiences (you can choose () more than one option):

	Oral or written analysis of documents 

Debates 
Study visits 
Research activities, field work 
Argumentative text writing 
Written summaries 
Games 
Watching movies or listening to music 
Dramatization or role-playing 
Other  (Please specify)____final exam___________


33.1 Examples of the types of learning experiences selected above:
a) Oral or written analysis of documents
examples pag 312 e 313




b) Debates







c) Study visits





d) Research activities, field work





e) Argumentative text writing
examples pag 313 n. 3- 13- 15- 16



f) Written summaries
examples pag 451 n. 14




g) Games





h) Watching movies or listening music
examples pag 159, 245, 297, 350, 442, 542 




i) Dramatization or role-playing





j) Other

There are section on the book for final exam (for school leaving certificate)
Example page 710




	Quality of learning experiences (you can choose () more than one option):

	Rote learning [memorization based on repetition] 

Promotes pedagogical differentiation [considers the pupils’ diversity and heterogeneity] 
Promotes autonomy 
Presents different views 
Values students’ expression of their personal opinion 
Provides a summary or synthesis scheme of the content presented 
Encourage students to learn more 
Presents formative evaluation form 
Presents (searchable) bibliography/Websites 
Encourages fieldwork 
Other relevant aspects  (Please specify)_______________________


34.1 Examples of the learning experiences selected above:

a) Rote learning [memorization based on repetition]
examples pag 312



b) Promotes pedagogical differentiation [pupils’ diversity and heterogeneity]






c) Promotes autonomy





d) Presents different views





e) Values students’ expression of their personal opinion






f) Provides a summary or synthesis scheme of the content presented
examples pag 313 n. 2- 10- 11



g) Encourage students to learn more





h) Presents formative evaluation form
examples pag 312 “auladigitale”



i) Presents (searchable) bibliography/websites





j) Encourages fieldwork





k) Other relevant aspects












IV– OVERVIEW OF THE QUALITY

	On a 5-point Likert type scale, ranging from 1 ‘Totally Disagree’ to 5 ‘Totally Agree’, please mark the circle () that best reflects your opinion:



In my opinion, this textbook:
Totally Disagree


Totally Agree

1

2
3
4
5

1. Promotes knowledge about the construction of the EU.





2. Promotes knowledge about the EU institutions and functioning.





3. Promotes students’ sense of belonging/identity regarding the EU.





4. Promotes students’ intercultural awareness.





5. Promotes cultural diversity.





6. Promotes respect and acceptance of minority (racial/ethnic/religious) groups. 





7. Promotes a critical analysis of stereotypes. 





8. Promotes a critical analysis of students’ own values and attitudes.





9. Assumes a vision of youth as problem.





10. Promotes students’ autonomy.





11. Promotes students’ participation.





12. Promotes opportunities for the exploration of students’ own opinions and ideas.





13. Promotes opportunities for critical and reflective awareness by the students.





14. Promotes EU active citizenship.





15. Promotes youth active citizenship.





16. Engages with contemporary youth issues.









	To what extent the citizenship discourses presented in this textbook correspond with the “Active Citizenship” definitions proposed by Banaji & Mejias (2016)? On a 5-point Likert type scale, ranging from 1 ‘Not at All’ to 5 ‘Completely’, please mark the circle () that best reflects your opinion:



In my opinion, this textbook presents discourses corresponding to a...
Not at All


Completely

1

2
3
4
5

1. Conservative definition of Active Citizenship: e.g., information seeking, volunteering, voting, trust.





2. Non-normative definition of Active Citizenship: “emphasis on sustained rather than intermittent action – could include far right activity, terrorism, etc. This definition is hotly contested by those normative theorists who wish to hang onto the idea of ‘democratic’ participation as key to Active Citizenship”.





3. Simple Normative definition of Active Citizenship: Informed and either intermittent or sustained contribution by citizens of particular states, “which relies more on the administrative literature on participation [...] excludes those who contribute to civic life but are not legal citizens, as well as those who contribute to social and political life but not based on being ‘informed’”.





4. Inclusive Critical definition of Active Citizenship: “Informed and either intermittent or sustained action by any member or members of a population, whether they hold legal citizen status or not, in selecting, questioning, voting for or against, and holding to account those individuals and bodies who make laws and govern”.





5. Inclusive Normative definition of Active Citizenship: “Any form of intermittent or sustained engagement, debate, and/or collective or individual action taken by any member or members of the globe, region, locality or nation [...] oriented towards the upholding and increasing the quality of human rights, fairness, dignity, equality and democratic governance [...] This one does not suggest that being informed is key to ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP. However, it does hold notions of rights, equality and dignity to be at the heart of Citizenship and as such far right activism of any kind would not fall in this definition. Since it is inclusive, it leaves room for dissident, critical and questioning citizenship, but does not mandate that these are necessary characteristics of ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP. Legality or illegality is irrelevant to this definition”





6. Exclusive Normative definition of Active Citizenship: “Any form of CRITICAL, QUESTIONING, or DISSIDENT engagement, debate, and/or collective or individual action taken by any member or members of the globe, region, locality or nation [...] based on the idea that ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP is always in contest with forms of PASSIVE, POLITE or DUTIFUL CITIZENSHIP which might serve existing powerful interests, and are often in support of unjust practices and unjust laws. This definition is different from ACTIVISM because it excludes those who act in favour of majoritarian or authoritarian and exclusivist ends”.






WP6
Grid/guide for the textbook analysis
Norberto Ribeiro, Pedro D. Ferreira & Isabel Menezes
CIIE, University of Porto







The criteria to select textbooks:
	 Area of Social Sciences (e.g., History, Geography, Social Studies, Civics) and EFL (English as a Foreign Language)

Most representative tracks of secondary education (ISCED 3) – possible themes: contemporary history, history of the XXth century, relevant topics of ESL such as intercultural awareness …
	Best sellers & innovative in each country for each subject; a minimum of at least 5-6 textbooks/country.
 In many countries, textbooks are distributed with a workbook or cd-rom that should be included in the analysis, specifically those exercises or activities related to the relevant segments of the textbook.

I – IDENTIFICATION

	Country


Italy

	Subject


Citizenship education

	Grade


Last year of high school ( in IT it has 5 grades, it would correspond to grade 13)

	Title


Citizenship and Constitution (IT “Cittadinanza e Costituzione”)

	Author(s)


Vincenzo Conte

	Authors’ Sex


Male

	Authors’ Background (profession and training, if available)




	Year


2010 (first edition)

	Publisher


Zanichelli, editore Bologna

	Edition

2010

	Nr of Pages

191

	Nr of pages and paragraphs addressing the following themes (not only explicit or literal references, but also those which can be arguably interpreted as related to the themes, e.g., the segment does not refer “active citizenship” but mentions or discusses practices recognized as examples of active citizenship):



Nr of pages
Nr of paragraphs
Nr of exercises
a) Construction of the EU (i.e., mainly in the historic perspective)
137
138
Box
4+ box

b) EU institutions and functioning
137-143
63
82
144-145
156
188-191
19+ box
Box
1
14+ 3 box
5
Full 
Pag.135-36 n.6


Pag.146-47 n. 7
Pag.156-57 n. 9
c1) Sense of belonging or identity at national/regional level
X
X
X
c2) Sense of belonging or identity at EU level
140

141
Box (Euroscuola)
Box (Erasmus programme)

c3) Sense of belonging or identity at Global level
168-169
8 (2 topics)
Pag. 166-67 n.9
d) Active citizenship
29
31
32
46- 47

48
65
79
80
88
89
92- 95
96
130
168-169
174
2+ box
18+ box
7
2 box (1 box: women)
3
box
7
3
3
1
25 + 2 box
3+ timeline
box
10 + box
5
Pag 26 n. 2
Pag. 32-33 n.5



n.3


n. 2

n. 6

n.2
d1)  Democratic –institutional                     citizenship  
(Rights of citizens,  access to 
citizenship, legal citizenship) 

29
31
47
88
92-95
96
168- 169
2+ box
18+ box
Box
3
25
3+ timeline
10

d2)  Practices of participation

32
46
48
65
79
80
89
92- 93
130
169
174
7
Box (women)
3
Box 
7
3
1
2 box
Box
box
5

e) Youth citizenship

X
X
X
f) Youth issues (e.g., bullying, unemployment, drugs, sex, careers, youth cultures, …)
86-87
89
135
161
162
173
2 box
2
6
6+ box
Box
12

g) Living and relating with others/ intercultural awareness 




2-7
16-17
30
42
64
65
75
79
82
83- 85
88
131
133
148- 155
158- 160
162- 165
166
170- 173
174
8+ 5 box
7+ box
2+ 2 box
box
2
5
5+ box 
3+ box
4+ box
3 box
6
10+ box
Box
69+ 4 box
25+ 3 box
23+ 4 box
5
29+ 4 box
1
Pag.8-9 n.8





Pag. 72 n. 5











Pag. 174-75 n.7
TOTAL
81
329+54 box
n. 71


	Other comments (e.g., why the textbook was chosen etc.)

The book is composed of four modules each with 5 chapters:
Module 1, the tools of civil life: past, law and civilization;
module 2, the affirmation of human rights. the constitution in its fundamental principles;
module 3, the structure of the Italian state;
Module 4, the global dimension of the citizen and the protection of cultural identities.
After each chapters there are 2 or 3 pages of exercises on the topics discussed and others documents to encourage the students to express their point of view.
Most of text explains the structure of the Italian government and its Constitution, but the module D talk about EU.
On the sides of the pages you can see the yellow boxes that offer small insights, history, definitions and laws.


Note: for the following sections please consider only those pages and paragraphs counted in the previous table. 

II – CONTENT

i) Construction of the EU / EU Institutions and functioning/ EU belonging or identity

	Institutions, actors, events, facts and dates mentioned related with EU construction, functioning or belonging

Construction of the EU
Pag. 137 BOX: Construction of the EU:
- 1992, The CEE changes in European Union (EU). 
- Gennuary 1th , there are 27 States in the EU.

Pag 138 (4+ box). The pillars of the EU:
- Economic and Monetary Union (EMU);
- Common foreign and security policy;
- Cooperation between police forces and justice through agreements between Member States
BOX: Bertha von Suttner, Nobel Peace Prize in 1905.

EU Institutions and functioning
Pag 63, box: CEDU the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, signed in Rome in 1953.

Pag. 82 (1). Integration of the EU.

Pag. 137- 143 (19 + box). Structure of the EU institutions:
Lisboa Treaty,  Dicember 13 th 2007
Administrative organ (EU Parliment, Council, Commission, Justice Court, European Central Bank)
Euro and monetary union
Maastricht treaty, 1992.

Pag 144- 145 (14 + 3 box): Rights of citizenship.
Nice Charter, Article 15.
Right to citizenship and immigration.

Pag. 156. Declaration of the European Council on the environment.

Pag. 188- 191 (full text) Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU.

EU belonging or identity
Pag. 140- 141 (2 box): “Europe-school Day” and Erasmus Project


	Key concepts / ideas

The pillars of the EU 
Political and economic stability in the EU Countries 





	Priorities, aims and values that emerge from the text (e.g., solidarity, EU integration, EU identity, human rights, economic growth, democracy, participation, employment…):


Integration, EU citizenship, human rights, economic growth




	Representative paragraphs diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English):


Pag. 137 BOX: Construction of the EU:
- 1992, The CEE changes in European Union (EU). The European Union Countries to extend their cooperation to other areas: education, health, the environment and labor.
- Gennuary 1th 2007, there are 27 States in the EU. Romania and Bulgaria join the other 25 Nations (Italy, Germany, France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, United Kingdom, Ireland, Austria, Spain, Portugal, Greece, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Poland, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Slovenia, Hungary, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Cyprus )

Pag 144- 145 (14 + 3 box): Rights of citizenship. One of the European Union's greatest achievements was the creation of a large area without frontiers, within which citizens are free to move without being subject to border checks. The definition of EU citizenship is "every citizen has the right to move and reside freely in the territory of Member States, subject to the limitations and conditions provided by this Treaty and by the measures adopted pursuant to the same" (Art. 18). Citizenship includes: the right to free movement and residence; the right to vote (active and passive) in European Parliament and municipal elections of the State of residence; the right to benefit in the territory of a third country that does not belong to EU; the right to petition the Parliament and the European moderator; the right of access to European Parliament, Council and Commission.




ii) Active Citizenship / Youth Citizenship / Youth Issues

	In how many paragraphs is the concept of Active Citizenship present:

	EU level (4)
	national level (Italy: 30+ 2 box; France 7)
	local level (....)
	other regions (beyond EU) (…)

in general (not related to geographical area) (18 + box)

18.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):
National level (Italy)

Pag. 29 (2+ box): Citizenship is the political dimension indicating that members of the people are citizens of the same State and are therefore subject to it as holders of rights and duties. The rights of citizenship are: political (vote but also to be voted), civil (right to justice and individual freedom of speech, of faith, of thought and property) and social (such as health or make use of the opportunities provided by the government).
Pag. 31 (18+ box). Citizenship in Italy. It is the relation of belonging to a subject in a state towards which are recognized rights and duties. Buying it happens: by right of blood (born to Mother or Father citizens); by place of birth if you were born in Italy but from unknown parents or stateless; by law (not born in Italy but the son of parents or citizens residing in Italy for at least 10 years, or if you worked for the state as the army); following a marriage with an Italian citizen; finally, by decree of the President of the Republic.
Pag. 79 (7): It is always right to obey the law? Or sometimes it is right to disobey, when the law requires something that is repugnant to our conscience? In our legal recognition objection on some issues, it is considered the expression of freedom of conscience. The principal figure of conscientious objection by law is that concerning the termination of pregnancy. On this subject the problem in Italy, is placed by the dilemma between morality and law. [...]
Pag 88 (3) The right to strike. The Articles 39 and 40 of the Italian Constitution concerning the labor organization and the right to strike. 
National level (France) Pag. 32 (7): The steps of citizenship rights to women. [...] A forerunner of the feminist movement was Olimpia de Gouges who at the time of the revolution, proposed the issue of women in the political scene. She was sentenced to the guillotine by Robespierre in 1793 on suspicion of wanting to be a statesman and forgetting the virtues of the female sex.
Women's Rights and the town (from the written declaration by De Gouges in 1793). Article 1: the woman is born free and has the same human rights. Social distinctions may be based only on common interests.
NOTE! Among the exercises on this page are required to complete the definition of active citizenship, a concept never before explained.

EU level
Pag. 29: European citizenship. Since 1992, with the Maastricht Treaty, all citizens of states belonging to EU are automatically citizens. It complements the national citizenship, not replace it.
Pag. 96 (3). The right to vote for immigrants, an open discussion. The voting rights is the most important instrument of political participation because it allows each person to influence social changes in which he lives. Some European countries have admitted immigrants in local elections, but in other EU Nations the immigrants are excluded. This limits their right of citizenship, as not having the opportunity to vote can not elect their representatives to support their needs. [...]

In general
Pag. 80 (3): Gandhi (1869- 1948) guided India to independence from Britain without the help of any army. His strategy was that of nonviolence. The rejection of violence is not a rejection of Gandhi's struggle, a renunciation of the rebellion [...]
Pag 168- 169 (10 + box). Education for global citizenship. It leads to assume a personal awareness of being part of the world system, by a modification of attitudes to a increased sense of responsibility arising from the consciousness of interdependence and the need to design a sustainable future for all the people of the earth. [...]
Pag 174 (5). Public interest groups, NGO and active citizenship. The term NGO is shorthand for organizations created without generating profit. NGO are formally independent of Governments or other public authorities or trade organizations [...] The research field most characteristic of NGO is that of education to a global citizenship in which organizations can establish regional networks and centered international of actions of solidarity and active citizenship (NOTE: the term active citizenship emerges without a definition or explanation), offer opportunities for learning and action on the complex problems of today's world.



	In how many paragraphs is the concept of Youth Active Citizenship present:

	EU level (....)

national level (....)
local level (....)
	other regions (beyond EU) (…)
in general (not related to geographical area)

19.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):





	In how many paragraphs are Youth Issues (e.g., bullying, unemployment, drugs, sex, careers, youth cultures, …) present:

	EU level (....)

national level (Italy one box)
local level (....)
other regions (beyond EU) (…)
in general (not related to geographical area) (14 + 4 box)

20.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):
In general
Pag. 86- 87 (2 box). Adolescents’ conditions. Bullying, child labor, sexual abuse, drug use, obesity, lack of nursery school, child poverty, nomad child protection, foster care, youth and politics, anorexia and bulimia are some of the major problems affecting adolescents. Every year in Italy there are thousands of child victims of violence and / or abuse by adults. In many cases, violence and abuse have as a backdrop the family and the home (77%), but are sometimes parks and streets. Development of the Internet has opened unthinkable scenarios offering the opportunity to pedophiles get close to children and adolescents in more hidden and dangerous way.
Pag. 89 (2). A stupid phenomenon: bullying. And stupid, bullying is a fact obnoxious and dangerous. A student is the subject of bullying, or has acted dishonestly or victimized, when it is exposed, repeatedly over time, the offensive actions undertaken by one or more companions. Bullying is an expression of the worst human feelings that brings him closer to the beasts. The intention of the bully is to frighten, to put fear, because that way you feel big and strong, he wants others to think that is powerful, cha has happened, that keeps everything under control. In fact it is often a person who has none of these qualities, even he tries to hide its flaws.
Pag.135 (6): The protection of human rights: the Convention on the Rights. It was the first international instrument for the protection to include in its text the different types of human rights: civil, cultural, economic, political and social, and to that of international humanitarian law. [...] The four core principles of the Convention are: the principle of non-discrimination; principle of the best interests of the child; right to life, survival and development; listen to the views of the child. The fund of the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF). It is the leading global organization for the protection of the rights and living conditions of children and adolescents. [...]
Pag. 161 (6+ box). The Safety at school. Health is a primary asset protected by the constitution. Important is then spread to all levels of safety and health culture. For this reason the schools are made interventions, mainly to address technical-professional, for risk management. [...]
Pag. 162 (box). Prevention. It is said that prevention is better than cure. Road accidents are among the top three causes of death (7%) after cardiovascular diseases (46%) and cancer (27%). In the group between 16 and 24 years, the leading cause of death are traffic accidents. In fact, on average there are 35 victims per day and approximately 200,000 accidents. As for child-end traffic accidents they are actually in first place for the causes of mortality. Women finally are those that cause less accidents, but are more likely to be involved in one. […]

National level (Italy)
Box: Generation "thousand euro". In the decade 1992- 2002, the initial monthly salary, according to the Bank of Italy, decreased by 11% for young people entered the labor market between 21 and 22 years and 8% for workers aged 25 26 years. For both age groups, entry wage costs are back in 2002 on the levels of two decades ago. One of the causes is linked to the new forms of labor flexibility. in Italy, according to ISTAT, the term dependent employment has increased from 2004 to 2007 to 281,000 units, from 1,908,000 in 2004 to 2,268,000 units in 2007.


	In how many paragraphs are Views of Citizenship in which Gender appears as a relevant category (e.g., gender equality, abortion rights, domestic division of labour, etc.) present:

	EU level (....)
	national level (Italy: box and timeline ; in France: 7)

local level (....)
other regions (beyond EU) (…)
in general (not related to geographical area) 

21.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):
National level (France)
Pag. 32 (7): The steps of citizenship rights to women. [...] A forerunner of the feminist movement was Olimpia de Gouges who at the time of the revolution, proposed the issue of women in the political scene. She was sentenced to the guillotine by Robespierre in 1793 on suspicion of wanting to be a statesman and forgetting the virtues of the female sex.
Women's Rights and the town (from the written declaration by De Gouges in 1793). Article 1: the woman is born free and has the same human rights. Social distinctions may be based only on common interests.

National level (Italy)
Box pag. 46-47 The contribution of women in the drafting of the Constitution. [After the Italian referendum that abolished the monarchy in favor of the Republic] were 21 women elected on 556 deputies. Five of them entered the "Board of 75" assigned to write the Charter of the Constitution. Thanks to these women came to a document that affirm equal rights for all citizens regardless of race, sex, religion, political opinion or personal and social conditions. Moreover, the Republic had to take charge of remove the potential barriers to this equality. In addition, the deputies met again the patriarchal family status, recognizing equal obligations of the spouses especially for the education of children.

Pag. 96. Women’ s vote (timeline). 
1877: He begins in Italy the battle for women's suffrage. Anna Maria Mozzoni presented a petition to Paliement..
1897- 1901: To develop many feminist movements..
1906: to increase of petitions and committees.
1912: approved the new law of universal male suffrage.
1919: approved the draft law of women's suffrage, but Senate reject it.
1921: Mussolini affirms that do not give women the vote ... they must obey.
1923: Mussolini promises women the vote at the congress.
1926: It is deprived of the opportunity to vote at all: control the “Potestà”.
1938: a law prohibits the hiring of women in public office, the limit is 10% of total workers.
1945: approval of the extension of vote to women.
1946: women can vote and be elected. Won the Republic, and there are 21 women on 556 elected members of the Council.
1947: the committee that draws up the Constitution there are Maria Federici, Lina Merlin, Teresa Noce and Nilde Jotti.
1948: January 1 is actionable the Constitution of the Italian Republic. They have elected 45 women in the House of Lords and four in the Senate; the declaration of human rights including gender equality.
1984: It shall be established from the Italian National Commission for the realization of equality and equal opportunities between men and women.
1989: Tina Anselmi is appointed president of the National Equality Commission.



	Definitions of ‘Active Citizenship’ according Ekman & Amnå’s typology of ‘Political Participation and Civic Engagement’ (2012, p. 295) [you can choose () more than one option]

Non-participation (disengagement) – it includes Active forms (antipolitical) and Passive forms (apolitical), at individual and collective levels (e.g., Avoid talking about politics; Perceiving politics as disgusting; acts of non-political violence (riots), reflecting frustration, alienation or social exclusion; Perceiving politics as uninteresting and unimportant; Political passivity 
Civil participation (latent-political) – it includes Social involvement (attention) and Civic engagement (action), at individual and collective levels (e.g., Taking interest in politics and society; Perceiving politics as important; Identifying with a certain ideology and/or party; Writing to an editor; Activity within community based organization) 
Political participation (manifest) – it includes formal political participation and legal or illegal extra-parliamentary political participation, at individual and collective levels (e.g., Voting in elections and referenda; Being a member of a political party, an organization, or a trade union; Boycotting and political consumption; Demonstrating, participating in strikes, protests; Civil disobedience actions).
Other  (Please specify)




22.1 Representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English) for each one of the definitions selected above:
a) Non-participation
Pag. 79 (7): It is always right to obey the law? Or sometimes it is right to disobey, when the law requires something that is repugnant to our conscience? In our legal recognition objection on some issues, it is considered the expression of freedom of conscience. The principal figure of conscientious objection by law is that concerning the termination of pregnancy. On this subject the problem in Italy, is placed by the dilemma between morality and law. [...]



b) Civil participation

Pag 168- 169 (10 + box). Education for global citizenship. It leads to assume a personal awareness of being part of the world system, by a modification of attitudes to a increased sense of responsibility arising from the consciousness of interdependence and the need to design a sustainable future for all the people of the earth. [...]

Pag 174 (5). Public interest groups, NGO and active citizenship. The term NGO is shorthand for organizations created without generating profit. NGO are formally independent of Governments or other public authorities or trade organizations [...] The research field most characteristic of NGO is that of education to a global citizenship in which organizations can establish regional networks and centered international of actions of solidarity and active citizenship (NOTE: the term active citizenship emerges without a definition or explanation), offer opportunities for learning and action on the complex problems of today's world.


c) Political participation

Pag. 29 (2+ box) and Pag. 31 (18+ box): citizenship and Italian and European citizenship -see above 18.1-

Pag. 80 (3): Gandhi and no- violence action - see above 18.1-

Pag 88 (3) Right to strike. - see above 18.1-

Pag. 96. Women’ s vote (timeline) - see above point 21.1-

d) Other




	Quality of the argument/narrative about Active Citizenship (you can choose () more than one option):

	Informative 

Reflexive / Interpretative 
	Other  (Please specify)___________________________________

 
	Level of complexity of the argument/narrative about Active Citizenship according the following typology:

	LEVEL 1. Simple identification of the idea, concept,

      phenomenon, etc. 
	LEVEL 2. Level 1 PLUS an analysis of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc. 
	LEVEL 3. Levels 1 and 2 PLUS some articulation/confrontation between different/ non-consensual perspectives.


Please mention the level of complexity, followed by representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English), for each one of the following options selected in the previous point (23.):

a) Informative
LEVEL 1
the book provides definitions and descriptions, speaks of government bodies (structure and function). other social issues, such as education to global citizenship or prevention (example pag. 168 or 163) 
.




b) Reflexive / Interpretative

LEVEL 2
maybe you can talk about a moment of reflection where the book presents the controversial topics that engage the public.
(example pag. 30 citizenship in a multicultural society and pag. 96 right to vote for immigrants)



c) Other





	Is there any connection with the daily life of young people? Please mark the circle ().

Yes  No 
If yes, please give examples …







iii) Living and relating with others / intercultural awareness

	What kind of issues are addressed (you can choose () more than one option):

	Citizenship status 

Gender 
Ethnicity 
	Age 
	Other  (Please specify) diritti umani, disabilità, famiglia


26.1 Representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English) for each one of the issues selected above
a) Citizenship Status
Pag. 2-7 (8+ 5 box). 
The State finds its definition starting from the assumption that man is a social being who can live with his fellows only by obligatory rules, or standards, guaranteed by a higher power. The political organization of that company raises the state, whose purpose is to implement the right of social coexistence. […].

Pag.131 (10+ box). The legal status of foreigners. Not all citizens of a state living within its borders for various reasons (study, work and etc.). Article 10 of the Constitution specifies that Italy adheres to international treaties regarding the treatment of foreigners. In particular, the stranger which is not democratic freedoms in his country has the right to asylum on Italian territory and extradition of foreigners is not permitted for political offenses [...].
Box: The main international agreements signed by Italy that protect foreigners.
 - Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Paris 1948), the ethical-political value
- Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (Rome, 1950), has legal value.

b) Gender
Pag. 79 (3+ box). Conscientious objection and abortion. A pressing issue is unfortunately represented in Italy (and beyond) by the voluntary termination of pregnancy. Is that an issue that involves many subjects: the mother, the child, the doctor. One wonders how far you can push the freedom of the mother to not carry the pregnancy to term and what are the rights that must be recognized to individuals who are at least potentially people […]. 

Pag. 88 (6). The status of women in the European context: the conciliation. Conciliation is a political system that takes into account family care through flexible hours, parental leave, assistance to children and old people c. In Italy and in Europe there is an obligation to implement these protections […]

c) Ethnicity
pag 16-17 (7 + box). 
School and immigration. The percentage of migrant children in school is increasing and, in many places, it changes the composition of classrooms. That is why the European Parliament urges States to avoid creating schools as a ghettos or special classes for migrant children, but the Europe recommends promoting an inclusive education policy by assigning children based on educational level and individual needs [ ...].
Intercultural education: the right to citizenship training. UNESCO in 1980 declares "recognition of the values, lifestyles, symbolic representations to which they relate human beings, individuals and companies, in their relations with each other and in their understanding of the world, recognition of the interactions involved from time to time, among the multiple registers of a same culture and between different cultures, in space and time ".
Pag. 82 Box: Intercultural. No means to belong to several cultures without wearing its own, but to understand the individual and collective dynamics, the history of their country and that of others, recognizing equal dignity to all kinds of cultures. Intercultural education aims to achieve harmonious personal and social identity in respect of self and others. [...]


d) Age
Pag 83- 85 (1 box). The foreign children in Italian classrooms. Compulsory education, interior concept to the right and duty to education and training, also includes foreign children regardless of how they arrive in our Country (if they have or not a citizen, if they have parents c.). In the school year 2007/08 foreigners are around 574,133. The percentage of classrooms where one is registered foreigners is about 62%. [...]



e) Other
pag. 30 Box: Universal Declaration of Human Rights (10 December 1945). Article 1: we are all free and equal. All human born free and equal in dignity and rights. They provided with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood. Article 2: do not discriminate. Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind. No distinction shall be made on the basis of the political, jurisdictional or international status of the country or territory to which a person belongs […].

Pag. 75 (5 + box). 
BOX: Law 104 of 1992 is the law for assistance, social integration and the rights of people with disabilities. In summary it is responsible for: ensuring the respect and dignity of the person promoting its independence and its integration into the community; It prevents and removes the conditions which hinder the development of such people; It provides services for the recovery and support to people with physical and psychological problems; Finally it prepares interventions aimed at overcoming the marginalization and social exclusion.

Pag. 83- 85 (2 Box). Una realtà in continua crescita: i matrimoni tra stranieri e italiani. Nel 2004 l’Istat afferma che si sono verificati 28 mila matrimoni con almeno un coniuge straniero, vuol dire che il 10.4 % delle unioni è avvenuto tra italiani e immigrati. […] non va poi dimenticato che sposare un italiano può essere una “scorciatoia” per ottenere la cittadinanza, per cui non mancano matrimoni di comodo. […]
La famiglia di fatto. Un aspetto che ha assunto particolare importanza negli ultimi tempi è quello legato al fenomeno della cosi detta famiglia di fatto, una situazione di convivenza di due persone non legate da matrimonio. In Italia il fenomeno è venuto alla ribalta soprattutto dalla legge del 1970 sul divorzio. […]

Pag. 148- 155 (69+ 4 box). 
The Kyoto Protocol. It is a document drawn up and approved in the United Nations Commission on Climate Change, in Japan in 1997. It's about global warming, and in fact the countries that have signed pledge to reduce and limit greenhouse gas injections. The Treaty entered into force in 2005.
The protection of the artistic and cultural heritage. Article 9 of the Constitution states that the Republic promotes cultural development and scientific and technological research; takes care of protecting the landscape and national heritage. The field of cultural activities and cultural heritage also an essential role in the evolution of the individual and collective standard of living in growth of human capital, in improving the quality of the territory and the environment. Cultural goods are intended as patrimony of the nation: citizens will retain ownership and the State is bound to protect. […]

Pag. 158- 160 (25+ 3 box). Promoting physical activity plays a dual role in health promotion strategies: on the one hand it opposes obesity, diabetes and cardiovascular disease, the other is part of a global preventive project, since the acquisition of healthy lifestyles reduces the use of automobiles, for example, with a greater impact on pollution. […] 


	Quality of the argument/narrative about ‘Living and relating with others / intercultural awareness’ (you can choose () more than one option):

	Informative 
	Reflexive / Interpretative

Other  (Please specify)____________________________________


	Level of complexity of the argument/narrative about ‘Living and relating with others / intercultural awareness’ according the following typology:

	LEVEL 1. Simple identification of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc. 

LEVEL 2. Level 1 PLUS an analysis of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc. 
LEVEL 3. Levels 1 and 2 PLUS some articulation/confrontation between different/ non-consensual perspectives. 

Please mention the level of complexity, followed by representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English), for each one of the following options selected in previous point (27.):
a) Informative
LEVEL 1
the book provides only descriptions of the issues, with references to laws.
Esample: Kyoto treaty and protection of cultural heritage pag. 148- 155




b) Reflexive / Interpretative
LEVEL 2
It is not a very clear type in the text, but we can refer to topics highly debated at public level as Conscientious objection and abortion Pag. 79 




c) Other






	Is there any connection with the daily life of young people? Please mark the circle ().

Yes  No 
If yes, please give examples …







III – DIDACTICS
NOTE: Even if our main focus is the sections analysed above, this analysis should consider other sections as long as they include relevant learning experiences.

	Type of supporting documents / elements included (you can choose () more than one option):

	Written 

Iconographic 
Maps 
Graphics / Tables / Charts 
Other  (Please specify)_________________________________

30.1 Representative supporting documents / elements selected above:
a) Written

“European Union Charter of Fundamental Rights” (Pag. 188- 191).

short quotes or texts synthesized by the authors. For example: pag. 8, 72.



b) Iconographic

All pages have historical photos or images, for example: pag. 137,141,152-153



c) Maps





d) Graphics / Tables / Charts

you can see graphics and tables on the pages dedicated to the exercises at the end of each chapter, for example pag. 33.
On the text you can find tables or charts that explain the topics, for example pag. 2, 138, 155.



e) Other






	Classification of written documents (you can choose () more than one option):

	Historical (transcripts or photos of documents such as constitutions or treaties) 

Authored (transcripts of other authors such as philosophers, politicians, or novelists) 
Didactic (by the authors of the textbook to explain and/or contextualize, etc.) 



31.1 Representative excerpts of the written documents selected above:
a) Historical

we can see the text of “European Union Charter of Fundamental Rights” (Pag. 188- 191).




b) Authored





c) Didactic

At the end of the chapters, there are mentioned the ideas or the works of relevant people, like writers, philosophers, poets and politicians. But these aren’t the original texts, they are short quotes or texts synthesized by the authors. For example: pag. 8, 72.




	Suggested resources for teaching-learning process (you can choose () more than one option):

	Diary 

Blackboard or similar 
Audiovisual materials 
Internet 
Workbook or similar 
Other  (Please specify)____________________________________


32.1 Examples of the suggested resources for teaching-learning selected above:
a) Diary





b) Blackboard or similar





c) Audiovisual materials





d) Internet

On the back of the book we find the website of the publishing house (www.online.zanichelli.it/cittadinanzaecostituzione) that indicates the presence of online materials: explanatory files, material for testing and exercises. Within the book there are no other indications concerning digital material.



e) Workbook or similar





f) Other






	Types of learning experiences (you can choose () more than one option):

	Oral or written analysis of documents 

Debates 
Study visits 
Research activities, field work 
Argumentative text writing 
Written summaries 
Games 
Watching movies or listening to music 
Dramatization or role-playing 
Other  (Please specify)_____________________________________


33.1 Examples of the types of learning experiences selected above:
a) Oral or written analysis of documents

Each chapter has 2 or 3 pages of exercises. Some of these are asking to complete the texts with missing words, classifying the words or phrases, multiple choice tests, evaluating statement (true / false), answer questions about the texts read.
The exercises’form is same for all the topics covered.
For example we see pag. 146- 147



b) Debates







c) Study visits





d) Research activities, field work
there aren’t more exercises that encourage the students to make a research/insight, but you can see some example: page 166, in which it is asked to make a research (Make a search on “the morning after pill” and “the living will”), or pages 72 and 104, 126, that propose to make a research and connect the subject with another discipline.



e) Argumentative text writing

A section of the book, called “ Impara ad imparare” (“Learn to learn”), asks to answer the questions about the texts read. These text are excerpts from literary works or of European and global value documents.
Example: pag. 8, 135, 146, 156 



f) Written summaries





g) Games





h) Watching movies or listening music





i) Dramatization or role-playing





j) Other





	Quality of learning experiences (you can choose () more than one option):

	Rote learning [memorization based on repetition] 

Promotes pedagogical differentiation [considers the pupils’ diversity and heterogeneity] 
Promotes autonomy 
Presents different views 
Values students’ expression of their personal opinion 
Provides a summary or synthesis scheme of the content presented 
Encourage students to learn more 
Presents formative evaluation form 
Presents (searchable) bibliography/Websites 
Encourages fieldwork 
Other relevant aspects  (Please specify)_______________________


34.1 Examples of the learning experiences selected above:
a) Rote learning [memorization based on repetition]





b) Promotes pedagogical differentiation [pupils’ diversity and heterogeneity]






c) Promotes autonomy





d) Presents different views

the section called “Learn to learn” presents different views on the same topic.
You can see Pag. 8, 80, 118.



e) Values students’ expression of their personal opinion






f) Provides a summary or synthesis scheme of the content presented

the part devoted to the verifications has the exercises in which you must complete texts with keywords explained in the textbook, or complete schemes / tables.
Example: pag. 33, 71, 89.


g) Encourage students to learn more

when the exercises ask to make a research (see above, point 33.1 d e)



h) Presents formative evaluation form





i) Presents (searchable) bibliography/websites





j) Encourages fieldwork





k) Other relevant aspects












IV– OVERVIEW OF THE QUALITY

	On a 5-point Likert type scale, ranging from 1 ‘Totally Disagree’ to 5 ‘Totally Agree’, please mark the circle () that best reflects your opinion:



In my opinion, this textbook:
Totally Disagree


Totally Agree

1

2
3
4
5

1. Promotes knowledge about the construction of the EU.





2. Promotes knowledge about the EU institutions and functioning.





3. Promotes students’ sense of belonging/identity regarding the EU.





4. Promotes students’ intercultural awareness.





5. Promotes cultural diversity.





6. Promotes respect and acceptance of minority (racial/ethnic/religious) groups. 





7. Promotes a critical analysis of stereotypes. 





8. Promotes a critical analysis of students’ own values and attitudes.





9. Assumes a vision of youth as problem.





10. Promotes students’ autonomy.





11. Promotes students’ participation.





12. Promotes opportunities for the exploration of students’ own opinions and ideas.





13. Promotes opportunities for critical and reflective awareness by the students.





14. Promotes EU active citizenship.





15. Promotes youth active citizenship.





16. Engages with contemporary youth issues.









	To what extent the citizenship discourses presented in this textbook correspond with the “Active Citizenship” definitions proposed by Banaji & Mejias (2016)? On a 5-point Likert type scale, ranging from 1 ‘Not at All’ to 5 ‘Completely’, please mark the circle () that best reflects your opinion:



In my opinion, this textbook presents discourses corresponding to a...
Not at All


Completely

1

2
3
4
5

1. Conservative definition of Active Citizenship: e.g., information seeking, volunteering, voting, trust.





2. Non-normative definition of Active Citizenship: “emphasis on sustained rather than intermittent action – could include far right activity, terrorism, etc. This definition is hotly contested by those normative theorists who wish to hang onto the idea of ‘democratic’ participation as key to Active Citizenship”.





3. Simple Normative definition of Active Citizenship: Informed and either intermittent or sustained contribution by citizens of particular states, “which relies more on the administrative literature on participation [...] excludes those who contribute to civic life but are not legal citizens, as well as those who contribute to social and political life but not based on being ‘informed’”.





4. Inclusive Critical definition of Active Citizenship: “Informed and either intermittent or sustained action by any member or members of a population, whether they hold legal citizen status or not, in selecting, questioning, voting for or against, and holding to account those individuals and bodies who make laws and govern”.





5. Inclusive Normative definition of Active Citizenship: “Any form of intermittent or sustained engagement, debate, and/or collective or individual action taken by any member or members of the globe, region, locality or nation [...] oriented towards the upholding and increasing the quality of human rights, fairness, dignity, equality and democratic governance [...] This one does not suggest that being informed is key to ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP. However, it does hold notions of rights, equality and dignity to be at the heart of Citizenship and as such far right activism of any kind would not fall in this definition. Since it is inclusive, it leaves room for dissident, critical and questioning citizenship, but does not mandate that these are necessary characteristics of ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP. Legality or illegality is irrelevant to this definition”





6. Exclusive Normative definition of Active Citizenship: “Any form of CRITICAL, QUESTIONING, or DISSIDENT engagement, debate, and/or collective or individual action taken by any member or members of the globe, region, locality or nation [...] based on the idea that ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP is always in contest with forms of PASSIVE, POLITE or DUTIFUL CITIZENSHIP which might serve existing powerful interests, and are often in support of unjust practices and unjust laws. This definition is different from ACTIVISM because it excludes those who act in favour of majoritarian or authoritarian and exclusivist ends”.







WP6
Grid/guide for the textbook analysis
Norberto Ribeiro, Pedro D. Ferreira & Isabel Menezes
CIIE, University of Porto







The criteria to select textbooks:
	Area of Social Sciences (e.g., History, Geography, Social Studies, Civics) and EFL (English as a Foreign Language)
	Most representative tracks of secondary education (ISCED 3) – possible themes: contemporary history, history of the XXth century, relevant topics of ESL such asintercultural awareness …
	Best sellers & innovative in each country for each subject; a minimum of at least 5-6 textbooks/country.

 In many countries, textbooks are distributed with a workbook or cd-rom that should be included in the analysis, specifically those exercises or activities related to the relevant segments of the textbook.

I – IDENTIFICATION

	Country


Italy

	Subject


History

	Grade


Last year of high school ( in IT it has 5 grades, it would correspond to grade 13)

	Title


1000-2000: a plural world (IT: 1000- 2000: un mondo al plurale)

	Author(s)


Valerio Castronovo

	Authors’ Sex


Male

	Authors’ Background (profession and training, if available)




	Year


2012

	Publisher


La Nuova Italia- RCS libri

	Edition

2012

	Nr of Pages

835

	Nr of pages and paragraphs addressing the following themes (not only explicit or literal references, but also those which can be arguably interpreted as related to the themes, e.g., the segment does not refer “active citizenship” but mentions or discusses practices recognized as examples of active citizenship):



Nr of pages
Nr of paragraphs
Nr of exercises
a) Construction of the EU (i.e., mainly in the historic perspective)
535-538
542
552-553
554-557
764-766
770-771
777-778
15
2
5
42
5
1+ box
19

P. 548 n.13
p. 553 n.4
p.557 n. 4


p. 781 n. 7
b) EU institutions and functioning
538
542-543
764-765
766
2
6+ box
9+ tab
box

p. 548 n. 13

p. 781 n. 7
c1) Sense of belonging or identity at national/regional level



c2) Sense of belonging or identity at EU level
541
554
2
1+ EU flag

p. 548 n. 5
c3) Sense of belonging or identity at Global level



d) Active citizenship
2-3
24
29
46
50
61
64
74
76-77
87
88
89
115
117
138-143
164
177
182
183
193-194
210- 211
221
235
245
250-251
254
372
383
415- 416
417
418
420
424
449
462-463
481
527
545
551-552
564-565
590
592
614
616
619
620-621
632
633-634
636
637-639
656
657
658-659
661-663
664
684-685
690
696-697
700
702
711
713-714
736
737-738
740
748
770
783-785
788
790
791-792
800-801
Timeline
Box
Box
1
3
Box
1
1
1+ box
1
Box
3
Box
1
24
Timeline
2
Box
1
5+ box
3+ box
Box
1
Box
3+ box
Box
Box
Box
3
Box
Box
1
1
7
Timeline
Box
Box
Box
12
1+box
Box
Box
1
Box
Box
4+2box
Box
8
2
11+ box
5+ box
2
9+ box
7+box
Box
timeline
2
4+ box
3
Box
4+ box
4+ box
1
4
1
Box
1
10
2
1
4+ box
2






p. 71 n. 2




p. 95 n. 8


p. 138 n.13










p. 279 n. 4






p. 431 n. 9
p. 449 n. 3



p. 548 n. 4



p. 597 n. 3



p.624-627 n.10
p. 629 n. 8







p. 671 n. 15






p. 729 n. 6



p. 759 n. 11





p. 805 n. 11

d1) Democratic–institutional                     citizenship
(Rights of citizens,  access to 
citizenship, legal citizenship)

74
551- 552
637
639
664
1
12
3
8
box

d2)  Practices of participation

2-3
24
29
46
50
61
64
76-77
87
88
89
115
117
138-143
164
177
182
183
193-194
210- 211
221
235
245
250-251
254
372
383
415- 416
417
418
420
424
449
462-463
481
527
545
564-565
590
592
614
616
619
620-621
632
633-634
636
638
656
657
658-659
661-663
684-685
690
696-697
700
702
711
713-714
736
737-738
740
748
770
783-785
788
790
791-792
800-801
Timeline
Box
Box
1
3
Box
1
1+ box
1
Box
3
Box
1
24
Timeline
2
Box
1
5+ box
3+ box
Box
1
Box
3+ box   
Box
Box
Box
3
Box
Box
1
1
7
Timeline
Box
Box
Box
1+box
Box
Box
1
Box
Box
4+2box
Box
8
2
box
5+ box
2
9+ box
7+box
timeline
2
4+ box
3
Box
4+ box
4+ box
1
4
1
Box
1
10
2
1
4+ box
2

e) Youth citizenship 
571
617
618
655-656
2+ box
Box
Box
3+ box

p.629 n. 3

p. 671 n. 3
f) Youth issues (e.g., bullying, unemployment, drugs, sex, careers, youth cultures, …)
255
653
Box
box

g) Living and relating with others/ intercultural awareness 
263
269
296
432-433
589
612
718-721
750
830-835
Box
Box
Box
6
Box
Box
11+ box
3
16

p. 277 n. 3
p. 279 n. 1
p. 433 n. 3

p. 629 n. 5
p. 729 n. 5

TOTAL
153
302
183

	Other comments (e.g., why the textbook was chosen etc.)

The text covers the history from the 20s to 2011, includes all the events that have marked the world history as well as Italian.
Each unit is introduced by maps or time lines summarizing the main historical events and the historical dates of the citizenship. 
At the end of each chapter is a summary and exercises. The book includes many documents, interdisciplinary studies, comparisons between scholars of history, the box with the events related to important characters, exercises for the exam. There is also a dossier dedicated to "gender issue" (votes for women, feminists protest movements, tasks of women during wars etc.) And another dedicated to citizenship. In fact this book is connected to a text (which we tested) that covers this topic: "Citizenship and Constitution".
For the large amount of information we have chosen to select only themes closely related to the classification of the grid.



Note: for the following sections please consider only those pages and paragraphs counted in the previous table. 

II – CONTENT

i) Construction of the EU / EU Institutions and functioning/ EU belonging or identity

	Institutions, actors, events, facts and dates mentioned related with EU construction, functioning or belonging

Construction of the EU:
Pag. 536- 38: Inter- government cooperation in 1949, called European Council.
In 1951, founding of the European Coal and Steel Community for the distribution of raw materials. 
In 1955 it was the birth of the European Common Market  (in Italian MEC) and the European Atomic Energy Community (CEEA), 
Nel 1957 a Roma:EuropeanEconomic Community(CEE)

Pag. 542: In 1973 Britain, Denmark and Ireland are part of EU
(NOTE:the term integration always references the entry of new countries is not considered the perspective of cultural integration between citizens of different countries) 

Pag. 552-53 (5)deepening documents: the manifesto of Ventotene. 

Pag 554- 557 (42)deepening documents: Treaty of Rome, March  251957

Pag. 764- 766 (5) In 1992 treaty of Maastricht.
Expansion of the EU: Austria, Sweden and Finland in 1995. Even the East wants to be part of the Union thus also propose the Baltic countries, Poland, Hungary. The Czech Republic and Slovakia.

Pag 770- 771 (1 + box) the other States: in 2004 they enter to EU Cyprus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, Czech Republic and Hungary.
In 2007 he goes to 27 states with the annexation of Bulgaria and Romania.
The box contains a map with those enlargements.


Pag. 777-78 (19)deepening documents: treaty of Maastricht art. A, B, G

EU Institutions and functioning
Pag. 538 (2): The European Economic Community statue provided: a balance, a parliament, a Commission and a Council of Ministers.

Pag. 542-43 (6+ box). Institutional reform of the EU: the Paris Conference of 1974 was born the European Council, based in Brussels; it shall elect a European Parliament in Strasbourg, with direct universal suffrage that we go to elections in the spring of 1979.
In 1978 France and Germany proposed a plan for the creation of a European Monetary System.

Pag, 764-765 (8+ graphic). Between 1997 and 1999 creating a European bank and the single currency which will come into force on January '99.
Since the Maastricht Treaty, 7 February 1992, establishes the European Union of which the main institutions are: Parliament, Commission, Council and Court of Justice.
In 1995, the treaty has expanded with the Schengen Treaty on the free movement of citizens.

Pag. 766 (box). In Bruxelles: an European Central Bank head quarters since 1998; European Commission and Council

EU belonging or identity
Pag. 541 (2). Formations to the European question.

Pag. 554: EU flag


	Key concepts / ideas

Cooperation, business, MEC, CEEA, CEE, European Union for global peace, ECU, three points of Maastricht, European Federalism, Manifesto di Ventotene


	Priorities, aims and values that emerge from the text (e.g., solidarity, EU integration, EU identity, human rights, economic growth, democracy, participation, employment…):

Integration and participation of others State into UE, economic growth, United State of Europe, Union for peace.





	Representative paragraphs diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English):

Construction of the EU:
Pag. 536- 38: intergovernmental cooperation in 1949, later called European Council, an advisory for political cooperation, social and cultural. The European Coal and Steel Community for the distribution of raw materials was found in the 1951. In the 1955 it has the birth of European Common Market (ECM) and of the European Community of Atomic  Energy, after two years the European Economic Community (EEC) settled in Rome, with the formation of a Parliament, a Council of Ministers, an advisory and a commission. Itcreats a single large European Market, without customs and costs facilitating the free movement of goods and people belonging to the Member States
Pag. 542: it proceedes with a continuous integration in the Union with the membership from otherstates (NOTE: the term integrational ways refers to entry of new countries and it is not considered the perspective of cultural integration between citiziens of different countries). UK, Denmark and Ireland entered in 1973.

EU Institutions and functioning:
Pag, 764-765 (8+ graphic). Between 1997 and 1999 it is created an European Bank and single currency which will come into force on 1 January ’99. The purpose was to ensure the price stability in allUnion’area, to check the inflation. The European Union was established by the Maastricht Treaty in 1997, its main institutions are: Parliament, Commission, Council and Court of Justice. In the 195 the treaty has expanded with the Schengen Treaty, already sign, regarding the free movement of citiziens. UK and Ireland are out of suchpacts, because they already have laws less rigid about circulation and immigration.
Pillars of Maastricht (graphic): 
1.  Single Market, common monetary policy and coordination of social policies (immigration, labor, rights)
2. Abroad policy, security and common defense
3. Cooperation on justice

EU belonging or identity:
Pag. 554 (1 and flag EU): With the Treaty of Rome can not talk about federal union but a first step in a long process that seeks to integrate resources and projects of the various States, improving intercontinental relations.


ii) Active Citizenship / Youth Citizenship/ Youth Issues

	In how many paragraphs is the concept of Active Citizenship present:

	EU level (1, Germany)

national level (Italy, 3.)
local level (....)
	other regions (beyond EU) (7)

in general (not related to geographical area) (2)

18.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):
Given the large amount of material concerning national and international historical events (even beyond the EU States), we report the paragraphs that 
can best explain the themes of this book:

 Many paragraphs are devoted to the riots, strikes and demonstrations in Italy and in the rest of the world. 
Examples:
p. 76 (Italy) The general strike of 1904. The Maximalists, so they were called those who adhered to the revolution, regained the leadership of the Italian, and the Socialist Party following the killing of some workers during a clash with security forces in Sardinia , organized for the first time in Italy a general strike. Before such mobilize political forces Giolitti asked to authorize the intervention of the armed forces, but he was true to his political line (in fact, with Giolitti has for the first time the opportunity to strike without violent repression).

pag. 177 (Germany, EU level) After the emperor's escape and as he proclaimed the German Republic, the two main representatives of the "Spartacus League", Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg, they proclaimed a "free German republic". This is because they saw in the nascent republic, only a disguise of the old state. In 1919 they attempted the way popular insurrection but in Berlin and other cities, the revolt was violently blocked shot with militants on the streets, including Liebknecht and Luxemburg

pag. 711 (4, other regions) The repression in Tiananmen Square. In the spring of 1989, even in the wake of what was happening in the Soviet bloc, the students of Peking University, began to demand through peaceful demonstrations, economic reforms and especially policies that would ensure the exchange of ideas and human rights. The highlight of the events was on 16 and 19 May, during the visit to Beijing and Shanghai to Gorbčëv. After a few attempts of the leadership dialogue, concerned about the spread of the protest, responded on June 3 and 4 with a brutal military intervention against the demonstrators gathered in the square Tiananman.

 Boxes dedicated to historical figures who have had great consequences on politics and culture. Examples:
pag. 61 (box, in general) Pancho Villa from bandit to revolutionary. Bandit, brilliant strategist, ruthless man but also generous, Pancho Villa still continues to represent for all of central America a charismatic hero, the subject of many stories in South America. He enlisted in 1910 in the irregular troops of Francisco I will send, then assumed a prominent role in the Mexican Revolution of 1911. [...] Between 1913 and 1915 Villa created a vast political movement, breaking down some pillars of the old state and reduce the political weight of the landowners, to the benefit of farmers. [...] 

pag. 193-194 (box, in general) […]The image and the example of Gandhi, are still in world public opinion, he lives more than ever. He Born October 2, 1869 by a wealthy Indian family, he attended English schools in London and studied to become a lawyer. Understanding not to be inserted into British society, he is dedicated to the reading of philosophers and religious traditions going back to the origin. It was in 1893 - when he moved to South Africa to seek work - which, in contact with apartheid policies, Gandhi will develop a political awareness. He began to develop his theories of satyagraha and implement the first forms of non-violent struggle. In 1913 the British abrogated some discriminatory laws: it was the first victory for Gandhi. He returned to India, where rested the Congress Party that, that moderate and exclusive clubs, became a mass party. In the postwar years began the long journey of India's independence that Gandhi followed for more than 20 years more faithful to the principles of non-violence and to the universal values of peace and humanity.

 Birth and membership to new groups / movements, political and civil, even terrorist. Example:
pag. 415 (2): The Resistance. In regions subject to the Nazi regime was born a complex and articulated political organizations and armed struggle which then took the name of resistance. It was the connection between the first anti-fascism, the one that had opposed Mussolini, and anti-fascism of a new generation consists of young people brought up during the twenty-fascist. The first armed formations were born after September 8, 1943, with the Royal Army flaking, and were composed of those fleeing the Nazi roundups and deportations taking refuge in isolated places. It was therefore a spontaneous motion. [...]
file_26.wmf



pag. 614 (1, in general) Il “terzo- mondismo” (support to the problems of the third world). In front of the serious conditions of poverty of the Third World countries, it developed a further critique of consumer society, which took aim consumerism, or the push toward without brakes consumption, than the real needs of people, considered as a form of wastefulness of resources. the activities of these new groups is to oppose and denounce a development model considered unfair

Pag 661 (5, National Italy) […] Some sections of the movements of the Sixties decided to intensify terrorist activity. The offensive of the so-called "armed party" led to more than 287 attacks in 1977, which rose to 800 in three years. Under the signature of groups like the Red Brigades, they died prominent personalities such as journalists Tobagi and Casalegno, Rossa (an unionist), the judge Alessandrini and the politician Bachelet. During these years-the "lead years" - anyone who tried to oppose the actions of these groups, could be the object of attacks.

Pag. 737 (1, other regions) The holy war of al-Qaeda. The fundamentalist and extremist factions had Afghanistan as their headquarters, grouped around the sheikh Osama Bin Laden (1957- 2011), organizer of the terrorist group Al-Qaeda (Arabic for "the base"). Interpreter of the Koran he saw in schooling and modernization, the expressions of evil, ever incarnated in the West. He believed it was necessary for every Muslim to fight to atone for the roots of this disease that infected the identity and order of Islam.[…]


	In how many paragraphs is the concept of Youth Active Citizenship present:

	EU level (…)

national level (USA: 2+ 2 box, Italy: 3 + box, France: box)
local level (....)
	other regions (beyond EU) (…)
	in general (not related to geographical area)

19.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):
Pag. 571 (2+ box). The protests against the war. Demonstrations against the war in Vietnam by the Americans, were supported by the student protests of 1968. Historic image is shown on the box in which, during a protest in the United States, a demonstrator shows a flower to the soldiers.

Pag. 617 (box). Movement for freedom of speech. Protest movement born after the arrest of a student, Jack Weinberg, while distributing political pamphlets at the university. Students founded the "free speech movement" which became the main driver of youth protests in 1968 in USA.

Pag. 618 (box) French May: the student movement of the French '68 was great emphasis on the cultural level, but from the political point of view was exhausted in May. Libertarian slogans like "forbidden to forbid" or "imagination to power" characterized the debates of the period.
Pag. 655- 56 (3+ box). Sixty-eight in Italy. The new generations of the sixties claiming the redefinition of important values such as: Social roles, lifestyles, sexual mores, the challenge of the older political systems as well as the relationships between parents and children. College students were at the forefront to demand a renewal of teaching in the light of new value-perspectives. In Italy movements they were of Marxist ideology against the capitalist system. They created extra-parliamentary groups, believing disappointing current policy. 


	In how many paragraphs are Youth Issues (e.g., bullying, unemployment, drugs, sex, careers, youth cultures, …) present:

	EU level(....)

national level (Italy: 2 box)
local level (....)
other regions (beyond EU) (…)
in general (not related to geographical area)

20.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):
Pag. 255 (box). With the Gentile reform of 1923, compulsory education in Italy was extended to 14 years with 5 years of primary school equal for all. After he could attend school in five years which then gave access to the high school in three years, and only from this location you could possibly attend college. Or technical school (3+ 4 years), the masterful (7 years) or job placement (3 years).

Pag. 653 (box). Barbiana, a different school. Don Lorenzo Milani founded a school in Barbiana, different from the others in that it educated the students to a personal responsibility in social life, a methodology quite different from other schools, considered by Don Milani too elitist and out of touch.




	In how many paragraphs are Views of Citizenship in which Gender appears as a relevant category (e.g., gender equality, abortion rights, domestic division of labour, etc.) present:

	EU level (....)
	national level (…)

local level (....)
	other regions (beyond EU) (…)
	in general (not related to geographical area)(…)


21.1 Representative paragraphs (translated into English):
The book has a box called "gender issue" dedicated to women and the various battles that saw the protagonists between 1800 and 1900. The following are the most significant examples of topics discussed:

Pag 24 (box, general level) Women and scientific knowledge. Between 1800 and 1900, women began to make themselves road in knowledge and professions, such as science, which for centuries had been the monopoly of men […]Despite a thousand problems, with the opening of universities to women, the history has handed down to us the names of some scientists who with their extraordinary emancipation events, have contributed to the progress of the sciences: Marie Curie, as physics and astronomer who won two Nobel; Lisa Meitner, who studied  nuclear fission; Emmy Noether, mather of modern algebra; Maria Mitchell, as astronomer and Mary Putnam Jacobi, one of the first female doctors in America. […] 
Among the Italian, we can remember Maria Montessori, physician and educator to whom we owe her teaching method now used in schools; chemical and biologist Marussia Bakunin and naturalist Anna Foa, who made a profession of research.

Pag. 664 (box, National level in Italy) Women between homologation and new rights. [...] In the context of relations between the sexes, moralism spread continued to consider unmentionable female sexuality outside of marriage or otherwise released from motherhood. It was only towards the end of the 70s that the general improvement of living standards, widespread schooling and the birth of a young industry directed to both genders, produced a resolution of costumes that seemed to promise new opportunities for social realization for women . [...] Once again active in the public arena, the Italian towns played a decisive role in the decade 1970- 1980. The new rules on divorce and abortion They were approved. Between the two rejoined the reform of family law (1975): The new system erased the husband's position as "head of household" and attributed to both spouses the same rights. [...]




	Definitions of ‘Active Citizenship’ accordingEkman &Amnå’stypology of ‘Political Participation and Civic Engagement’(2012, p. 295) [you can choose () more than one option]

Non-participation (disengagement) – it includes Active forms (antipolitical) and Passive forms (apolitical), at individual and collective levels(e.g., Avoid talking about politics; Perceiving politics as disgusting; acts of non-political violence (riots), reflecting frustration, alienation or social exclusion; Perceiving politics as uninteresting and unimportant; Political passivity 
Civil participation (latent-political) – it includes Social involvement (attention) and Civic engagement (action), at individual and collective levels (e.g., Taking interest in politics and society; Perceiving politics as important; Identifying with a certain ideology and/or party; Writing to an editor; Activity within community based organization) 
Political participation (manifest) – it includes formal political participation and legal or illegal extra-parliamentary political participation, at individual and collective levels (e.g., Voting in elections and referenda; Being a member of a political party, an organization, or a trade union; Boycotting and political consumption; Demonstrating, participating in strikes, protests; Civil disobedience actions).
Other (Please specify)





22.1 Representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English) for each one of the definitions selected above:
a) Non-participation
Pag. 424 and documents pag. 449 (7) «grey zone » :recent historical analysis suggests that attitudes of people were not entirely classifiable according to the opposition fascism –antifascism, but many people have more nuanced attitudes that were far from this dichotomy. Defelice explains that between 1943-1945 those people were in a grey zone, not for or against fascism.



b) Civil participation
pag. 614 (1) “Il terzo- mondismo” (support to the problems of the third world). See above point 18.1



c) Political participation

Pag. 571 (2+ box). The protest against the war. See above point 19.1

Pag. 737 (1) The holy war of al-Qaeda. See above point 18.1


d) Other





	Quality of the argument/narrative about Active Citizenship (you can choose () more than one option):

	Informative 

Reflexive / Interpretative 
	Other(Please specify)___________________________________


	Level of complexity of the argument/narrative about Active Citizenship according the following typology:

	LEVEL 1. Simple identification of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc.

LEVEL 2. Level 1 PLUS an analysis of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc.
LEVEL 3. Levels 1 and 2 PLUS some articulation/confrontation between different/ non-consensual perspectives.

Please mention the level of complexity, followed by representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English), for each one of the following options selected in the previous point (24.):

a) Informative
Level 1.
The textbook explains the topics and the historical events.
For example: description of protests (protests against Vietnam war, pag 571) and government (construction and institution of Europe pag. 535- 538)





b) Reflexive / Interpretative





c) Other





	Is there any connection with the daily life of young people?Please mark the circle ().

Yes No
If yes, please give examples …







iii) Living and relating with others / intercultural awareness

	What kind of issues are addressed (you can choose () more than one option):

	Citizenship status 

Gender 
	Ethnicity 
	Age 
	Other (Please specify)Globalization, Immigration, welfare state, Stakhanovism, AIDS


26.1 Representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English) for each one of the issues selected above
a) Citizenship Status





b) Gender
pag. 263 (box) La donna nel periodo fascista. La donna è esclusa dalla vita politica ed economica, ma le viene affidata la cura della famiglia, prendendo il posto del padre e marito in guerra. Davano cosi il loro contributo alla vita civile, con mansioni esclusivamente domestiche, infatti erano vietati per legge l’assunzione lavorativa delle donne. Tuttavia le fabbriche in crescita degli anni trenta non rinunciarono alla manodopera femminile, che aveva anche costi inferiori a quella maschile. Inoltre è questo il periodo in cui si attribuisce alla donna un fascino fatale, seduttrice per eccellenza.

Pag. 832 [one part of paragraph talk about muslim woman, see section Ethicity]


c) Ethnicity
Pag. 269 (box) L’antisemitismo nella società. Le leggi razziali furono diffuse e osservate in modo preciso in tutta Italia, tramite una vasta rete di controlli. Gli ebrei furono allontanati da tutte le cariche pubbliche, non potevano possedere terreni o industrie, allontanati dalla scuola, sia docenti e intellettuali che gli alunni.

Pag. 432-33 (6, insight “Citizenship and Constitution”) Il genocidio indica la prassi di eliminazione fisica adoperata da uno Stato in base a una ideologia politica criminale verso una comunità umana dichiarata nemica sul territorio di tale Stato.Lemkin, giurista polacco di origine ebraica, in tal modo definisce il genocidio, e i suoi studi furono utili per catalogare tale barbaria all’interno del diritti penale internazionale.

Pag. 831- 832 (5) Immigrazione e convivenza multietnica. A seguito dei grandi afflussi migratori dal Sud al Nord del mondo e da zone deprivate e in guerra, l’Europa e gli altri Continenti devono riuscire a limitare o contrastare l’immigrazione clandestina, ma soprattutto fare in modo che chi è in regola possa usufruire delle stesse condizioni e opportunità degli altri cittadini. Ci deve però essere un riconoscimento reciproco in cui anche gli immigrati aderiscano alle norme vigenti del Paese ospitante: come la piena sovranità dello Stato, la separazione tra enti pubblici e religiosi, la Costituzione con i suoi diritti e doveri dei cittadini. Uno dei problemi da affrontare in Europa è l’integrazione degli immigrati musulmani, perché essi rappresentano la maggior parte tra gli extracomunitari dunque un numero consistente, e poi perché tradizionalmente tendono a trasferire le loro convenzioni sociali nel Paese in cui vivono, che ha però usi differenti.[Una questione rilevante a tal proposito è lo status civile e giuridico della donna, fondato su una sua inferiorità rispetto all’uomo (l’uomo di casa sceglie il marito della figlia o sorella, il marito ha l’esclusività sull’educazione dei figli e sulla gestione familiare), diversi dai principi dell’uguaglianza e dei diritti umani. IN GENDER SECTION] 


d) Age





e) Other
pag. 296 (box) Il mito del lavoro e lo stacanovismo.AleksejStachanov, operai russo che moltiplicò la produzione in miniera, viene ricordato come un eroe del lavoro ed usato nella propaganda socialista come esempio. Il lavoro veniva cosi connotato da valore morale, come fonte di elevazione personale e sociale e trionfo del socialismo.

Pag. 612 (box) Welfare State: stato sociale o stato del benessere, è l’insieme di norme varate dallo Stato per garantire ai cittadini un sufficiente tenore di vita in merito al reddito, alla salute, all’istruzione e all’abitazione.

Pag. 718- 21 (11+ box) La globalizzazione. La diffusione di elevate tecnologie ha permesso di creare un mondo sempre più interconnesso, anche per ciò che riguarda le economie dei vari Paesi, motivo per cui si parla di globalizzazione identificando una pluralità di soggetti sullo scenario economico e dalla rapidità degli scambi. Le multinazionali furono le prime compagnie a incrementare tale mercato, poiché interessate a cercare mercati sempre più vantaggiosi e a investire in zone con più profitto. La liberalizzazione dei mercati non ha fatto che agevolare tale inter connessione tra le varie economie. Sullo scenario mondiale però lo sfruttamento di economie deboli ha fatto in modo che il divario tra Stati poveri e ricchi aumentasse. Le migrazioni continue sono anche il frutto di tale economia.
BOX: il WTO, World Trade Organization, è l’organizzazione mondiale per il commercio che conta 135 Paesicon l’intento di eliminare le barriere e dogane per un libero commercio.

Pag. 750 (1) L’epidemia dell’AIDS. Sindrome dovuta al virus dell’HIV diffuso soprattutto negli anni ‘50 ma diagnosticato solo negli anni ’80. Il continente africano risulta essere il più dilaniato da tale malattia anche a causa della povertà, delle guerre e della scarsità di cure e prevenzione sanitaria.



	Quality of the argument/narrative about ‘Living and relating with others / intercultural awareness’ (you can choose () more than one option):

	Informative 
	Reflexive / Interpretative 

Other (Please specify)____________________________________


	Level of complexity of the argument/narrative about ‘Living and relating with others / intercultural awareness’ according the following typology:

	LEVEL 1. Simple identification of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc. 

LEVEL 2. Level 1 PLUS an analysis of the idea, concept, phenomenon, etc. 
LEVEL 3. Levels 1 and 2 PLUS some articulation/confrontation between different/ non-consensual perspectives. 

Please mention the level of complexity, followed by representative paragraphs, diagrams, figures and cartoons (translated into English), for each one of the following options selected in previous point (27.):
a) Informative
Level 1.
The textbook exposes the topics and the historical events. For example it explains the term of “genocidio”(pag. 432- 433)or multicultural society (pag. 831- 832)





b) Reflexive / Interpretative
Level 2.
maybe pag. 831- 832, where the textbook explains the woman condition in Medio- Oriente. It Describes the situation of women's submission, it can be a matter of debate in the classroom. However, it does not offer more and different points of view.




c) Other






	Is there any connection with the daily life of young people? Please mark the circle ().

Yes No 
If yes, please give examples …




III – DIDACTICS
NOTE: Even if our main focus is the sections analysed above, this analysis should consider other sections as long as they include relevant learning experiences.

	Type of supporting documents / elements included (you can choose () more than one option):

	Written 

Iconographic 
Maps 
	Graphics / Tables / Charts 
	Other  (Please specify)_________________________________

30.1 Representative supporting documents / elements selected above:
a) Written
There are documents as treaties (Maastricht); he petition written by Anna Maria Mozzoni for the vote to Italian women and the famous King's speech “I have a dream”.
examples: pag. 142-143, 553, 626- 627, 777-778




b) Iconographic
Historical images such as manifestations or advertising.
Examples: pag. 269, 565, 619



c) Maps
There are maps referred to the territorial conquests or war places (colonialism, bombings, trenches etc.)
Here we report a map of Europe with the United States (pag. 771) and Italy during the bombings of World War II (pag. 421) 




d) Graphics / Tables / Charts
There are graphics/charts to outline the concepts explained in the text, for example pag. 764 (fundamental points of the Maastricht treaty) or tables to be completed (exercises) with the historical dates (pag. 431)



e) Other






	Classification of written documents (you can choose () more than one option):

	Historical(transcripts or photos of documents such as constitutions or treaties)

Authored (transcripts of other authors such as philosophers, politicians, or novelists)
Didactic (by the authors of the textbook to explain and/or contextualize, etc.)



31.1 Representative excerpts of the written documents selected above:
a) Historical
see example pag. 553 and 777-778




b) Authored
see example pag. 142-143 and 626-627



c) Didactic






	Suggested resources for teaching-learning process (you can choose () more than one option):

	Diary 

Blackboard or similar 
Audiovisual materials 
Internet 
Workbook or similar
Other (Please specify)____________________________________


32.1 Examples of the suggested resources for teaching-learning selected above:
a) Diary





b) Blackboard or similar





c) Audiovisual materials





d) Internet
The symbol “auladigitale” tells us that there is a summary of the chapter in digital format
(example pag. 430)




e) Workbook or similar





f) Other






	Types of learning experiences (you can choose () more than one option):

	Oral or written analysis of documents 

Debates 
Study visits 
Research activities, field work 
Argumentative text writing 
Written summaries 
Games 
Watching movies or listening to music 
Dramatization or role-playing 
Other  (Please specify)___________final exam________


33.1 Examples of the types of learning experiences selected above:
a) Oral or written analysis of documents
pag. 431




b) Debates
pag. 143






c) Study visits





d) Research activities, field work





e) Argumentative text writing
see above, pag, 431


f) Written summaries





g) Games





h) Watching movies or listening music





i) Dramatization or role-playing





j) Other

exercises and examples for school leaving certificate, example p.160-161



	Quality of learning experiences (you can choose () more than one option):

	Rote learning [memorization based on repetition] 

Promotes pedagogical differentiation [considers thepupils’ diversity and heterogeneity]
Promotes autonomy 
Presents different views 
Values students’ expression of their personal opinion 
Provides a summary or synthesis scheme of the content presented 
Encourage students to learn more 
Presents formative evaluation form 
Presents (searchable) bibliography/Websites 
Encourages fieldwork 
Other relevant aspects  (Please specify)_______________________


34.1 Examples of the learning experiences selected above:
a) Rote learning [memorization based on repetition]
before exercises there is a box called “the study guide” (guidaallo studio) summarizes the key issues that must be studied with reference to pages and exercises.
(see above pag. 431)



b) Promotes pedagogical differentiation [pupils’ diversity and heterogeneity]





c) Promotes autonomy





d) Presents different views





e) Values students’ expression of their personal opinion
pag. 627





f) Provides a summary or synthesis scheme of the content presented
example p. 431




g) Encourage students to learn more





h) Presents formative evaluation form
Each section on exercises has the symbol “auladigitale” indicating additional exercises for self-evaluation.
(see above pag. 431)




i) Presents (searchable) bibliography/websites





j) Encourages fieldwork





k) Other relevant aspects












IV– OVERVIEW OF THE QUALITY

	On a 5-point Likert type scale, ranging from 1 ‘Totally Disagree’ to 5 ‘Totally Agree’, please mark the circle () that best reflects your opinion:



In my opinion, this textbook:
Totally Disagree


Totally Agree

1

2
3
4
5

1. Promotes knowledge about the construction of the EU.





2. Promotes knowledge about the EU institutions and functioning.





3. Promotes students’ sense of belonging/identity regarding the EU.





4. Promotes students’ intercultural awareness.





5. Promotes cultural diversity.





6. Promotes respect and acceptance of minority (racial/ethnic/religious) groups. 





7. Promotes a critical analysis of stereotypes. 





8. Promotes a critical analysis of students’ own values and attitudes.





9. Assumes a vision of youth as problem.





10. Promotes students’ autonomy.





11. Promotes students’ participation.





12. Promotes opportunities for the exploration of students’ own opinions and ideas.





13. Promotes opportunities for critical and reflective awareness by the students.





14. Promotes EU active citizenship.





15. Promotes youth active citizenship.





16. Engages with contemporary youth issues.









	To what extent the citizenship discourses presented in this textbook correspond with the “Active Citizenship” definitions proposed by Banaji&Mejias (2016)? On a 5-point Likert type scale, ranging from 1 ‘Not at All’ to 5 ‘Completely’, please mark the circle () that best reflects your opinion:



In my opinion, this textbook presents discourses corresponding to a...
Not at All


Completely

1

2
3
4
5

1.Conservative definition of Active Citizenship: e.g., information seeking, volunteering, voting, trust.





2.Non-normative definition of Active Citizenship: “emphasis on sustained rather than intermittent action – could include far right activity, terrorism, etc. This definition is hotly contested by those normative theorists who wish to hang onto the idea of ‘democratic’ participation as key to Active Citizenship”.





3.Simple Normative definition of Active Citizenship: Informed and either intermittent or sustained contribution by citizens of particular states, “which relies more on the administrative literature on participation [...] excludes those who contribute to civic life but are not legal citizens, as well as those who contribute to social and political life but not based on being ‘informed’”.





4.Inclusive Critical definition of Active Citizenship: “Informed and either intermittent or sustained action by any member or members of a population, whether they hold legal citizen status or not, in selecting, questioning, voting for or against, and holding to account those individuals and bodies who make laws and govern”.





5.Inclusive Normative definition of Active Citizenship: “Any form of intermittent or sustained engagement, debate, and/or collective or individual action taken by any member or members of the globe, region, locality or nation [...] oriented towards the upholding and increasing the quality of human rights, fairness, dignity, equality and democratic governance [...] This one does not suggest that being informed is key to ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP. However, it does hold notions of rights, equality and dignity to be at the heart of Citizenship and as such far right activism of any kind would not fall in this definition. Since it is inclusive, it leaves room for dissident, critical and questioning citizenship, but does not mandate that these are necessary characteristics of ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP. Legality or illegality is irrelevant to this definition”





6.Exclusive Normative definition of Active Citizenship: “Any form of CRITICAL, QUESTIONING, or DISSIDENT engagement, debate, and/or collective or individual action taken by any member or members of the globe, region, locality or nation [...] based on the idea that ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP is always in contest with forms of PASSIVE, POLITE or DUTIFUL CITIZENSHIP which might serve existing powerful interests, and are often in support of unjust practices and unjust laws. This definition is different from ACTIVISM because it excludes those who act in favour of majoritarian or authoritarian and exclusivist ends”.
















